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Synchronization of neural activity has been associated with several
neural functions and abnormalities of neural synchrony are associated with different neurological and neuropsychiatric diseases. Neural
synchrony in the brain is usually intermittent rather than perfect, even
on a very short time-scales. Temporal patterning of synchrony may
impact neural function even if the average synchrony strength is fixed
(few long intervals of desynchronized dynamics may be functionally
different from many short asynchronous intervals even if the average
synchrony is the same). Thus, it is of interest to explore network effects
of different temporal patterns of neural synchrony.
Detection and quantification of the temporal patterning of synchronization is possible on the very short time-scales (up to one cycle of
oscillations, provided that the data episode under analysis possesses
some statistically significant synchrony level on the average [1,2]).
These techniques allowed for exploration of the fine temporal structure of synchronization of neural oscillations. Experimental studies of
neural synchrony in different neural systems report a feature, which
appears to be universal: the intervals of desynchronized activity are
predominantly very short (although they may be more or less numerous, which affects average synchrony). These observations have been
found in different brain areas (cortical and subcortical), different species (humans and rodents), different brain rhythms (alpha, beta, theta),
and different disease and behavioral status [3–5].
These observations may suggest that these quick numerous desynchronization events may potentially facilitate creation and break-up
of functional synchronized neural assemblies, because both synchronized and desynchronized states are already present in the neural
activity. This in turn may promote adaptability and quick reaction of
neural systems. Other highly adaptable physiological systems may
express short desynchronization dynamics too [6].
We use a minimal network of simple conductance-based model neurons to study how different patterning of intermittent neural synchrony affects formation of synchronized states in response to the
common synaptic input to the network. We found that the networks
with short desynchronization dynamics are easier to synchronize with
the input signal and consider this phenomenon in the context of the
experimental observations of neural synchrony patterning.
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NestMC is a new multicompartment neural network simulator currently under development as a collaboration between the Simulation
Lab Neuroscience at the Forschungszentrum Jülich, the Barcelona
Supercomputing Center and the Swiss National Supercomputing
Center. NestMC will enable new scales and classes of morphologically
detailed neuronal network simulations on current and future supercomputing architectures.
A number of “many-core” architectures such as GPU and Intel Xeon Phi
based systems are currently available. To optimally use these emerging
architecture new approaches in software development and algorithm
design are needed. NestMC is being written specifically with performance for this hardware in mind (Figure 1); it aims to be a flexible platform for neural network simulation while keeping interoperability with
models and workflows developed for NEST and NEURON.
The improvements in performance and flexibility in themselves
will enable a variety of novel experiments, but the design is not yet
finalized, and is driven by the requirements of the neuroscientific
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community. The prototype is open source (https://github.com/ethcscs/nestmc-proto, https://eth-cscs.github.io/nestmc/) and we invite
you to have a look. We are interested in your ideas for features which
will make new science possible: we ask you to think outside of the box
and build this next generation neurosimulator together with us.
Which directions do you want us to go in?
Simulate large morphological detailed networks for longer time
scales: Study slow developing phenomena.
Reduce the time to solution: Perform more repeat experiments for
increased statistical power.
Create high performance interfaces with other software: Perform
online statistical analysis and visualization of your running models,
study the brain at multiple scales with specialized tools, or embed
detailed networks in physically modeled animals.
Optimize dynamic structures for models with time-varying number
of neurons, synapses and compartments: simulate neuronal development, healing after injury and age related neuronal degeneration.
Do you have other great ideas? Let us know!
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and contains tools to evaluate relevant scientific parameters over both
types of data [2]. Internally, the TVB simulator contains several models for the generation of neural activity at the region scale. Most of
these neural mass models can be efficiently described with groups of
coupled differential equations which are numerically solved for large
spans of simulation time. Currently, the models simulated in TVB are
written in Python and have not been optimized for parallel execution
or deployment on High Performance Computing architectures. Moreover, several elements of these models can be abstracted, generalized
and re-utilized, but the design for the right abstract description for the
models is still missing.
In this work, we want to present the first results of porting several
workflows from The Virtual Brain into High Performance Computing
accelerators. In order to reduce the effort required by neuroscientist
to utilize different HPC platforms, we have developed an automatic
code generation tool which can be used to define abstract models at
all stages of a simulation. These models are then translated into hardware specific code. Our simulation workflows involve different neural
mass models (Kuramoto [3], Reduced Wong Wang [4], etc.), pre-processing and post-processing kernels (balloon model [5], correlation
metrics, etc.). We discuss the strategies used to keep the code portable through several architectures but optimized to each platform.
We also point out the benefits and limitations of this approach. Finally,
we show initial performance comparisons and give the user an idea of
what can be achieved with the new code in terms of scalability and
simulation times.
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Figure 1. Strong Scaling for NestMC. Time to solution for two models of fixed size as a function of the number of compute nodes.
Increasing the number of processors reduces the time to solution
with little increase in the compute resources required measured in
node hours (nh)
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High performance computing is becoming every day a more accessible and desirable concept for researchers in neuroscience. Simulations
of brain networks and analysis of medical data can now be performed
on larger scales and with higher resolution. However, many software
tools which are currently available to neuroscientists are not yet capable of utilizing the full power of supercomputers, GPGPUs and other
computational accelerators.
The Virtual Brain (TVB) [1] software is a validated and popular choice
for the simulation of whole brain activity. With TVB the user can create
simulations using neural mass models which can have outputs on different experimental modalities (EEG, MEG, fMRI, etc.). TVB allows the
scientists to explore and analyze simulated and experimental signals
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In cognitive experiments, participants are often required to perform
tasks where they must apply simple rules, such as “if target is a square,
press left”. In everyday life, however, behavior is more complex and
may be governed by collections of rules - task sets - that need to be
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selectively applied in order to achieve a goal. While previous research
has demonstrated the involvement of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC) in representation and maintenance of relevant task sets, the
nature of this representation remains an open question. One possibility is that task sets are represented as the co-activation of multiple
neurons, each of which codes for a single rule. An alternative possibility is that the activity of individual neurons encodes the conjunction
of simple rules. In order to answer this question, subjects performed
a delayed match-to-sample task while undergoing fMRI. On each trial,
subjects were shown a cue indicating one of three possible task sets.
Each task set was composed of two out of three possible rules: color/
orientation, orientation/shape or shape/color. Following a maintenance period, subjects were presented with a sample stimulus and
were asked to memorize the cued task set dimensions. Subsequently, a
target stimulus was shown and the subjects had to respond how many
cued dimensions of the sample stimulus matched the target stimulus. A control condition was also included in which subjects indicated
whether the direction of an arrow (left/right) matched a cued direction. Critically, each task set had one rule in common with another task
set and the other rule in common with the remaining task set, allowing us to ascertain through feature selection and multivariate decoding the nature of the underlying neural representations. Under the
co-activation hypothesis, voxels important in classifying between task
set A and task set B should be those coding for the rules these task sets
do not have in common. Since these are the rules that constitute the
remaining task set C, classifying task set A and B against C and control
using these important voxels as input features should yield classification accuracies at chance. Under the conjunction hypothesis, important voxels code for a specific conjunction of rules and classification
of task sets A and B against C and control is possible. A whole brain
searchlight analysis reveals a distributed network of regions, including
dlPFC, ventrolateral PFC, and parietal cortex with maintenance period
activity consistent with the co-activation hypothesis. Conversely, activity in visual cortex during maintenance appears to be consistent with
the conjunction hypothesis.
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(AEP) derived from ECoG recordings using an established 300-trial passive oddball paradigm to measure adaptation [2]. The repetitive stimulus was a 1000 Hz tone (200 ms duration; 82% trials); the non-adapting
stimulus was an infrequently presented 1200 Hz tone. Stimuli were
presented binaurally at 1.4 s intervals. All patients had electrodes
covering posterior temporal cortex auditory areas. AEP results show
adaptation to the frequent (repetitive) stimulus for the N1-P2 peaks
at about 100–200 ms post-stimulus. Results from model simulations
performed using stimulus parameters from the ECoG recordings are
shown in Figure 1B and are consistent with patterns of adaptation
observed in ECoG recordings.
In the model, as well as cortex, the spatial separation between the
location of thalamic afferents for the two tones along the tonotopic
axis is large enough that they excite distinct groups of neurons. On
average, frequent tone stimuli will follow each other at 1.4 s intervals. The probability of two sequential infrequent tones is low, and
the average interval between these stimuli is much larger. Fits of
the STD model parameters to measurements in mouse auditory and
somatosensory cortex reveal multiple time scales of adaptation. A significant time constant, on the order of one second, governs the time
that it takes for the depressed synaptic weight to recover to its original
value. Consequently, repeated presentation of the same tone would
maintain some synaptic depression between pulses, but responses to
infrequent stimuli will have recovered from depression. This is shown
in Figure 1B for both the N1 peak, which arises from excitatory synaptic currents in pyramidal cells, and the P2 peak from the subsequent
inhibitory currents. These results are consistent with primary auditory
depth recordings from one patient. We have also observed similar
results across three variations of our model: the single layer IV model
with pyramidal and basket cells, a single layer version augmented with
facilitating Martinotti cells, and most recently a detailed multilayer
model that includes layers II/III and receives depressing synaptic input
from layer IV.
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Neural responses in sensory cortex decrease with stimulus repetition, known as adaptation or repetition suppression. In auditory cortex, adaptation is thought to facilitate detection of novel sounds and
improve perception in noisy environments. However, the neural mechanisms of adaptation in the human brain remain poorly understood.
Here, we combine computational modeling with intracranial electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings acquired directly from human auditory cortex of epilepsy patients undergoing pre-surgical evaluation.
The model was based on a large layer IV model of primary auditory
cortex [1] with multi-compartmental pyramidal cells and fast spiking inhibitory basket cells, implemented in GENESIS 2.4. Thalamic
inputs target rows along a tonotopic axis. We extended the model to
include short term depression (STD) on excitatory synapses within
and between multi-compartmental pyramidal cells and inhibitory basket cells. Model simulations were then compared with human ECoG
recordings. Figure 1A shows population auditory evoked potentials

Figure 1. A. Average AEPs from [2]. B. Results from the model
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Within the cerebellar cortex, the inhibitory projections of Purkinje cells to
deep cerebellar nuclei mediate fine motor coordination. Understanding
the dynamics of Purkinje cell discharges can thus provide insights into
sensorimotor adaptation. It is known that Purkinje cells exhibit three firing
modes, namely tonic, silent, and bursting. However, the relation between
these firing patterns and cerebellar-dependent behavioural adaptation
remains poorly understood. Here, we present a spiking cerebellar model
that explores the putative role of the multiple Purkinje operating modes
in vestibular ocular reflex (VOR) adaptation. VOR stabilizes images on the
retina during head ipsilateral rotations using contralateral eye-movement
compensations. The model captures the main cerebellar microcircuit properties and incorporates multiple synaptic plasticity mechanisms at different
cerebellar sites (parallel fibres - Purkinje cells, mossy fibres - deep cerebellar
nuclei, and Purkinje cells - deep cerebellar nuclei). An analytically reduced
version of a detailed Purkinje cell model is at the core of the overall cerebellar function. This allows us to examine the impact of different Purkinje
firing modes on VOR adaptation performance. We show that the Purkinje
silent mode, through transient disinhibition of targeted cells, gates the
neural signals conveyed by mossy fibres to deep cerebellar nuclei. This gating mechanism accounts for early and coarse VOR, prior to the late consolidation of the reflex. In turn, properly timed and sized Purkinje bursts can
finely shape the balance between long-term depression and potentiation
(LTD/LTP) at mossy fibre - deep cerebellar nuclei synapses. This fine tuning of LTD/LTP balance increases the rate of VOR consolidation. Finally, the
silent mode can facilitate the VOR reversal phase by reshaping previously
learned synaptic weight distributions. Altogether, these results predict
that the interburst dynamics of Purkinje cell activity is instrumental to VOR
learning and reversal phase adaptation.
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In our effort to extend a mechanistic retina model [1] to use arbitrary
non-separable spatio-temporal filters, we created a Python toolbox
that is able to formulate a variety of visual models which can then be
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efficiently computed on a graphics card and even efficiently fitted to
electrophysiological recordings using automatic differentiation.
The model for which we were developing this framework is a linearnonlinear cascade model with contrast gain control and LIF spiking
neurons. Previous implementations run very efficiently even on single
core systems due to recursive filtering, which restricts temporal filters
to a difference of exponentials and spatial filters to 2d Gaussians which
are either circular, or have to be aligned with the x and y axis of the
simulation. For our research, we required the shape of receptive fields
to be arbitrary in space and time and explored the possibilities of using
3d convolution to model finite impulse response linear filters, while still
being able to simulate large numbers of cells in reasonable time.
We chose theano [2], a python package developed for deep learning, to construct a computational graph of mathematical operations,
including 3d convolutions and alternatively recursive filtering, which
can then be compiled via C/C++, CUDA or OpenCL language bindings
depending on availability on the specific machine. The graph is optimized before compile time, removing redundancy, choosing appropriate implementation details and replacing some numerically unstable
expressions with stable algorithms.
By using this package, we get automatic differentiation, and thus
much more efficient optimization, for free. The retina model we are
using, while being biologically plausible through its local contrast
gain control mechanism, has notoriously many parameters, which
are additionally not all independent. But since we implemented the
model as an abstract computational graph, rather than the specific
simulation code, the model can be analyzed with Computer Algebra System techniques, and gradients of an output with respect to
a specific input can be derived automatically. This allows for a range
of efficient optimization algorithms to be used, such as the nonlinear conjugate gradient method, Newton method, or Hessian-free
optimization.
We examined the error function of the retina model during fitting
with respect to different parameters and found that “almost-linear”
input parameters, which have essentially a linear effect on the output,
but occur before a non-linearity, keep their convex shape and can be
sufficiently fitted assuming a quadratic error function. Independent
parameters, which each have quadratic error functions, can be optimized with minimal exploration of the parameter space, leading to
very fast convergence. In the case of interdependent parameters, the
model can be reformulated to eliminate identical solutions. We distinguished areas of convex and concave error functions and found that
for non-linear parameters descent to the global minimum is much
faster if information of a gradient can be used.
The package is available via Pypi or github [3].
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Autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurobiological developmental
disorder, and many studies have shown abnormality of connectivity structures or neural activities in the brain of ASD. The most typical
example of the abnormality is local over-connectivity characterized by
increased short range connectivity [1]. Furthermore, it was reported
that neural activity in ASD measured by electroencephalography (EEG)
have low complexity (multiscale entropy: MSE) [2] and enhanced high
frequency oscillation [3]. However, mechanism of the abnormal connectivity and neural activity is not well understood. We aim to comprehend the relation between connectivity and neural activity in the brain
of ASD from a perspective of a small-world network model. Our network model consisted of 100 neuron groups, and each neuron group
has 1000 spiking neurons. The connectivity of the neuron groups
was determined according to the Watts and Strogatz method. The
degree of local over-connectivity was modified by the rewiring probability. In our model, the regular and small-world networks denote
ASD and typical brains, respectively. We analyzed the complexity and
frequency spectrum of the neural activities. Figure 1 shows the relation between graph-theoretical properties (clustering coefficient and
degree centrality) and complexity. The regular network has local overconnectivity (high clustering coefficient and high degree centrality)
corresponding to the connectivity of ASD. These local over-connected
neuron groups of the regular network exhibited higher frequency
oscillation and lower complexity than those of other networks.

Figure 1. Each dot corresponds to each neuron group in the network and its color indicates the complexity (MSE) of the activity
in the neuron group. Panel A shows the graph-theoretical properties of neuron groups. Clustering coefficient indicates how many
closed triangle connections each neuron group has. Degree centrality is the sum of the connection strengths into each neuron
group. Panel B shows the frequency components of the activities
in the neuron groups. The x-axis indicates the peak frequency of
neural activity and the y-axis indicates the amplitude of the peak
frequency
Conclusion: Our results show that ASD brain model which has local
over-connectivity (high clustering coefficient and high degree centrality) enhances high frequency oscillation and decreases complexity in
neural activity. This implies that local over-connectivity induces the
abnormality of neural activity in ASD.
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Introduction: The simplest possible synchronization mechanism among
neurons is based on unidirectional coupling in which a driving neuron
drives the activity of postsynaptic neurons. Phase response curve (PRC)
method assumes that the only effect of a presynaptic input is a transient change in the firing phase of the postsynaptic neuron(s) and it
was successfully used to predict phase-locked modes and synchrony in
neural networks setting methodology has been successfully used for predicting one-to-one entrainment in networks where the receiving population always follows the driving population [1]. It has been analytically
proven and numerically verified that time-delayed feedback can force coupled dynamical systems onto a synchronization manifold that involves the
future state of the drive system, i.e. ``anticipating synchronization’’ [2]. Such
a result is counterintuitive since the future evolution of the drive system is
anticipated by the response system despite the unidirectional coupling.
Method: The phase response curve (PRC) tabulates the transient
change in the firing period Pi (Fig. 1A) of a neural oscillator in response
to one external stimulus at time tsa per cycle of oscillation [3]. The term
PRC has been used almost exclusively in regard to a single stimulus
per cycle of neural oscillators. Recently, we suggested a generalization
of the PRC that allowed us to account for the overall resetting when
two (tsa, tsb) or more inputs are delivered during the same cycle [4]. We
previously investigated the existence and stability of phase-locked
modes in a neural network with a fixed delay feedback [1]. The novelty
of this manuscript is the application of the generalized PRC to a realistic neural network with a dynamic feedback loop (Fig. 1B).
Results: Based on generalized PRC, we predicted a stable phaselocked pattern with t2sa* = 18.0 ms and t2sb* = 44.1 ms. The actual
phase-locked values for the fully coupled network were t 2sa* = 15.2 ms
and t2sb* = 40.2 ms (Fig. 1C).

Figure 1. A. The first stimulus at phase φa = tsa/Pi modifies the
intrinsic firing period P
 i to P
 a = Pi(1 + F(φa)), while the second
stimulus at phase φb = tsb/Pa further resets the firing period to
Pb = Pa(1 + F(φb)). ({\bf B}) A typical two stimuli phase response
surface for a class I excitable cell. B. Neural network with driver (1),
driven (2), and feedback look (3), The coupling between the neurons is excitatory (empty triangle) or inhibitory (solid circle). C. A
typical stable phase-locked mode of a fully coupled network. The
network’s firing period was P1i = 60 ms
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In order to react to the world and achieve survival-relevant outcomes,
the brain must attend to those stimuli that are salient, predict their
future course, and make use of the results in its responses. In part,
this involves combining multiple sensory streams, each of which has
a different variance. Experimental evidence shows that the fusion of
sensory information is approximately Bayesian. Many theoretical proposals have been made as to how this fusion is achieved, some highly
abstract, and some partly based on brain architecture – notable examples include Kalman filters and various predictive coding schemes.
However, a common feature is that all proposals to date invoke mathematical operations that the brain must perform at some point, without
demonstrating explicitly how neural tissue can accomplish all these
tasks, some of which are as complex as matrix inversion and integration over multidimensional probability distributions.
Instead of deciding on a favored mathematical formulation and
assuming that it works in the brain, the present work takes the reverse
approach of first analyzing realistic corticothalamic responses to simple visual stimuli using neural field theory. This yields system transfer
functions that are found to embody key features in common with
those of engineering control systems. The finding of analogous quantities in the corticothalamic system enables interpretation of its dynamics in data fusion terms, and assists in localizing the structures in which
gain control is possible (see Fig. 1). In particular, these features assist
in finding signals within the system, which represent input stimuli
and their changes, and these are exactly the types of quantities that
are used in control systems to enable prediction of future states, and
adjustment of gains to implement attention. The response properties
can then be used to drive attention, prediction, decision, and control.

Figure 1. The physiologically based corticothalamic model (top)
and its analogous control system interpretation (bottom). φn represents the external stimuli while φs and φe are the feedforward
and feedback projections, respectively. The arrows in the model
represent excitatory effect while the circles depict inhibitory effect
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Pitch is the perceptual correlate of sound’s periodicity and a fundamental attribute of auditory sensation. A dyad consists of a combination of two simultaneous harmonic complex tones that elicit
different pitch percepts. Periodicity interactions in dyads give rise to
an emergent sensation, described as some degree of consonance or
dissonance, strongly correlated to the ratio between the fundamental
periods of the involved tones. Simple ratios result in consonant sensations, that become more and more dissonant as the ratio complexity
increases.
Consonance and dissonance play a fundamental role in music processing; however, the underlying neural mechanisms associated with the
emergence of these percepts are yet poorly understood. In this work,
we describe a general mechanism for pitch processing that explains,
for the first time to our knowledge, the mechanistic relationship
between cortical pitch processing and the sensations of consonance
and dissonance. The N100 m is a transient neuromagnetic response
of the auditory evoked fields observed in antero-lateral Heschl’s gyrus
during MEG recordings. The N100 m latency is strongly correlated
to perceived pitch [1]. In our study, we first studied the connection
between pitch processing and consonance by measuring the dynamics of the N100 m elicited by six different dyads built from two iterated
rippled noise (IRN) [2]. We found a strong and significant correlation
between the dissonance percept reported by human listeners and the
latency of the N100 m.
Next, we used a hierarchical ensemble model of cortical pitch processing in order to understand the observed correlation. The model
receives inputs from a realistic model of the auditory periphery [3],
followed by an idealised model of subcortical processing based on
the autocorrelation models of pitch [4]. Subcortical input is further
processed by a cascade of two networks comprising balanced excitatory and inhibitory ensembles endowing realistic neural and synaptic parameters [5], that effectively transforms the input patterns into
a receptive-field-like pitch representation in cortex. Pitch is extracted
in the first network due to harmonic connectivity structures inspired
by recent findings on the organisation of mammal auditory cortex
[6]. The second network further processes extracted pitch, modulating the dynamics of the first network through top-down efferents.
The aggregated activity along pyramidal excitatory cells on the first
network was predictive for the morphology of the N100 m, and accurately explained the N100 m latency dependence with pitch of iterated
rippled noises [1]. Moreover, the model is able to resolve individual
pitch values of tones comprised in dyads, quantitatively explain the
observed N100 m dependence with consonance, and extends this correlation to further dyads not included in the experiments. Our results
introduce a mechanistic explanation of consonance perception based
on harmonic facilitation. Subcortical harmonic patterns associated
with tones comprised in consonant dyads present a large number of
common lower harmonics that, by means of the connectivity structure
on the cortical model, facilitate pitch extraction during processing,
reducing the processing time for consonant tone combinations. We
suggest that these differences in processing time which are reflected
in MEG responses are responsible for the differential percept elicited
by dissonant and consonant dyads.
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The brain faces the difficult task of maintaining a stable representation of key features of the outside world in highly variable sensory
surroundings. How does sensory representation in the cortex change
in the presence of background ‘noise’ and how does the brain make
sense of it?
Here we address this question in the context of the auditory cortex where cells are known to respond in a tuned fashion to the frequency of auditory pure-tone stimuli. We first measured population
spike responses using multi-channel extracellular electrodes in awake
mice in response to tones with varying frequency, while adding a
background noise. Interestingly, we found that the tuning properties
of cells changed in the presence of background noise so that they
responded more narrowly around their preferred frequency. How does
that influence the ability to discriminate between sound stimuli that
are close in frequency?
We consider a simple model of the cortical population response profile and assume that the brain compares the weighted read-out of the
spike responses in populations corresponding to different pure-tone
stimuli in order to discriminate between their frequency. Assuming
a fixed width of the read-out profile we vary the width of the cortical activity in the presence of noise activity. Somewhat counter-intuitive, our model predicts that when making the cortical activations
narrower (as we experimentally found) the discriminability actually
improves with background noise for tones with small frequency differences at the expense of a somewhat degraded performance for tones
with larger intervals. Preliminary analysis of behaving mice trained in
a go/nogo tone discrimination task largely confirms our theoretical
predictions.
Taken together, our results indicate that the sensory representation in
auditory cortex varies with background noise in such a way that discriminability between sound stimuli is maintained, and the circuitry
may even be optimized for somewhat noisy conditions.
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In science one key way of demonstrating the validity of our theories is
by simulating a model using the relevant mathematical constructs and
seeing if that model produces results consistent with the real-world
phenomena in question. If the model matches the data (usually on a
phenomenological level in the case of complex systems) then it can be
said that our theories are complete with respect to what’s being modeled or more importantly that we understand or have gained insight
into the system in question. However, if in such models we must hand
tune certain variables relevant to the subject of the simulation it is generally taken as a sign that our theories are incomplete.
Previous work on models like the SORN (self-organizing recurrent network) have made significant headway in demonstrating that the key
to a model capable of replicating the distinct nonrandom features of
cortical behavior and topology through self-organization is the combination of multiple mechanisms of plasticity [1]. However, the SORN
and other models like it have had to hand-set one or more relevant
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properties of the model to do so [1]. We introduce a novel model
which like the SORN combines spike-timing dependent plasticity
and firing rate homeostasis mechanisms, but which unlike the SORN
includes a metaplastic mechanism for self-organizing the target firing
rates of neurons to obtain a lognormal distribution. We further add
to this work by using inhibitory STDP and incorporating inhibitory
plasticity into the network’s homeostatic mechanisms. Collectively
this allows us to begin a simulation with a network of excitatory and
inhibitory neurons with no synaptic connections and uniform target firing rates and end the simulation with a network with highly complex,
biologically plausible synaptic structure and lognormally distributed target firing rates. This metaplastic artificial neural architecture (MANA)
not only reproduces key known features of synaptic topology, but also
replicates the known relationships between high and low firing rate
neurons in cortex (Fig. 1). The result of this self-organization appears
to refine the network’s internal representations of its inputs, and when
the resulting graph is subjected to community detection algorithms
produce modules with distinct dynamical regimes. In sum, we introduce what could be called the first complete generic cortical network
model in that we provide a means of broadly replicating known network level features through mechanism alone.

Figure 1. Relationships between high and low firing rate neurons in MANA where excitatory (inhibitory) neurons are in orange
(blue). Consistent with [2] After self organization high firing rate
neurons did not receive stronger connections on average (A) however they did receive more excitatory connections (B) and less
inhibition (C &D)
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Processing of visual information in the cortex relies on a cascade of complex neuronal circuits that receive spike-trains conveyed by the axons of
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). The RGCs are the output neurons of the retinal circuit and are organized in different sub-types that output distinct
features of the visual sensory input. Visual information processing in the
retina occurs through a mosaic of vertical microcircuits (photoreceptorsbipolar-ganglion cell chain) that are additionally modulated by local and
long range lateral connections (e.g. horizontal cells and amacrine cells
in the outer and inner plexiform layer, respectively) carrying the contribution of spatially distinct areas of the visual scene [1,2]. However, the
study of these horizontal interactions at pan-retinal scale was so far
hampered by the lack of large-scale recording neurotechnologies.
To investigate how RGCs encode visual information in such a distributed and parallel manner we took advantage of high-density CMOS
multielectrode array sensors [3] and of a visual stimulator developed
to provide sub-millisecond and micrometric spatiotemporal precision. This offers the possibility of simultaneously record spontaneous
and light-evoked spiking activity from thousands of single RGCs (4096
electrodes, 7.12 mm2 active area, 42 µm electrode pitch, 7 kHz sampling rate/electrode). Further, in the mice explanted retina it allows to
sample RGCs activity at pan-retinal scale.
Here, we used this platform to investigate whether, and to which
extent, horizontal interactions may contribute in shaping RGCs
responses in local regions. To do so, we compared the population
responses of ON and OFF RGCs in regions of the retina (about a quarter of the active area of the MEA), when the retina was subjected to
whole retina stimuli (full-field condition, FF) and when the stimuli
were confined to the region in which the recorded RGCs were located
(masked condition, M). The visual stimuli consisted in white and
black flashes and in moving bars of different spatial gratings (spatial
frequency range: 0.026–0.75 cycle/deg). Additionally, we presented
stimuli at four different levels of contrast. The recorded signals were
spike-sorted and single-units (about 400 in each of the considered
region, n = 4 retina) were classified into the main ON and OFF functional categories. Data were analyzed with the aim of identifying differences in the responses of RGCs located in regions that were always
subjected to the same local visual stimulus under the two conditions.
Our results reveal that ON-/OFF-cells responses were significantly
delayed (~30 ms) when the stimulus was masked in comparison with
full-field evoked response. This holds for all the single-units within
the considered regions, even for units located far apart from the border of the stimulation mask. We also found that the masked condition
mostly affects ON-cell responses, while OFF-cell responses are significantly affected only at low contras conditions. Under pharmacological
manipulation (bicuculline), we observed for both ON- and OFF-cells
a recovery of the response delay. Overall, our results reveal that horizontal long-range interactions can contribute in shaping the response
dynamics of ON and OFF-cells in the retina, thus highlighting the
importance of studying the contribution of these interactions.
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The striatum is a major site of learning and memory formation for both
sequence learning and habit formation. Synaptic plasticity – the longlasting, activity dependent change in synaptic strength – is one of the
mechanisms utilized by the brain for memory storage. Elevation in
intracellular calcium is required in all forms of synaptic plasticity. It is
widely believed that the amplitude and duration of calcium transients
can determine direction of plasticity. It is not certain, however, if this
hypothesis can be utilized in the striatum, partly because dopamine is
required in potentiation of synaptic responses and partly because the
diversity in stimulation paradigms is likely to produce a wide variety of
calcium concentrations. To evaluate whether the direction of synaptic
plasticity in the striatum can be predicted based on calcium dynamics,
we used a model spiny projection neuron (SPN) and a calcium-based
plasticity-rule. The SPN model utilized sophisticated calcium dynamics,
which included calcium diffusion, buffering and pump extrusion both
in the dendritic tree and spines, and also included synaptic AMPAR
desensitization to more accurately model frequency dependent plasticity paradigms. The calcium based plasticity rule has been successfully used before [1] to predict plasticity direction of three spike-timing
dependent plasticity (STDP) induction paradigms. To further test the
rule, we utilized two frequency-dependent plasticity paradigms, one
that elicits long-term depression (LTD) and one that elicits long-term
potentiation (LTP). Our simulations show that, despite the variation in
calcium for different protocols, a single, calcium-based weight change
rule (plasticity rule) can explain the change in synaptic weights for
two frequency dependent plasticity paradigms. Furthermore, using
calcium-based weight change rule we tested whether excitability
and possible changes in dopamine depletion on excitability of direct
(dSPN) and indirect pathway spiny projection neurons (iSPN) can
account for different outcome of STDP paradigm presented in [2] and
[3]. Elucidating the mechanisms underlying synaptic plasticity, especially the role and interplay of calcium and dopamine, will allow for
better understanding mechanisms of memory storage in health and
disease.
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A perennial question in computational neuroscience is the ‘neural code’
employed by spiking assemblies. A convenient model system are assemblies with self-organized instability expressed as all-or-none synchronization events (‘network spikes’). We simulated and analyzed assemblies
with random (unstructured) connectivity, synapses with short-term
plasticity, with and without external stimulation. Here we show that
unstructured connectivity begets a class of privileged ‘pioneer’ neurons
that herald network spikes (i.e., by discharging reliably during the incipient phase) and that, by means of the rank-order of their firing, encode
the site of any external stimulation. We also demonstrate that existence
of pioneers is strongly enhanced by a topological heterogeneity.
Firstly, we show how pioneers arise from an interaction between sensitivity and influentialness, in a manner reminiscent of an amplifier.
This clarifies the mechanisms that produce pioneers and their distinctive behavior. Secondly, the rank-order of pioneer discharge reliably
encodes the site of any external stimulation, in stark contrast to ratebased encoding schemes. We demonstrate this by stimulating the network at one of five alternative locations and by seeking to decode the
stimulated location from different measures of activity (both rate- and
time-based). Thirdly, by mapping the number of ‘pioneers’ as a function of recurrent excitation, inhibition, and type of topology, we show
that an unstructured and broadly heterogeneous connectivity begets
more pioneers than scale-free or homogeneously random connectivity (Figure 1). (Analysis based on interval from neuron discharge to
peak population activity. Pioneer neurons exhibit mean larger than
standard deviation.) Thus, a robust fraction of pioneers requires more
than mere presence of ‘hubs’ (e.g., scale-free topology).
We conclude that random assemblies with self-organized instability
offer valuable insights bearing on the issue of ‘neural coding’. Finally,
we propose such assemblies as a minimal model for the privileged
‘pioneer neurons’ that reliably predict network spikes in mature cortical neuron assemblies in vitro [1,2].

Figure 1. Fraction of pioneer neurons and E/I balance, for various
unstructured connection topologies: (A) homogeneous random,
(B) scale-free random, (C) heterogeneous random. In A and B, pioneers are restricted to a comparatively narrow regime. In C, the
domain of pioneers is greatly enlarged
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The correlation structure of resting-state BOLD signals in the
human brain is highly complex. Suitable parcellations of the brain
may render this structure simpler and more interpretable. Commonly used parcellations rely on anatomical and/or functional
criteria, such as similarity of correlation profiles [1]. Seeking to integrate dependent (and segregate independent) sources of temporal
variance, we formed ‘functional clusters’ distinguished by similar
short-range correlation profiles inside their anatomically defined
regions (‘AAL90’, [2]). Targeting an average size of 200 voxels per
cluster, we obtained a parcellation into 758 functional clusters
(termed ‘M758’), which proved to be largely contiguous in space.
Whereas correlational structure was dense and simple for 90 AAL
regions (62% of pairwise correlations are consistently significant,
multivariate mutual information 82 bytes), it proved sparse and
complex for ‘M758’ (26% of pairs, mutual information 883 bytes).
To validate this approach, we examined and compared long-range
functional correlations and long-range anatomical connectivity
(established by fibre tracking) between cluster pairs in different
anatomical regions. The correlational structure of ‘M758’ mirrored
anatomical connectivity both overall and in detail. For purposes of
comparison, we also established the correlational structure for the
published parcellations ‘C400’ ([3]; 30% of pairs, mutual information
490 bytes) and ‘HCP360’ ([4]; 20% of pairs, mutual information 450
bytes), as well as for a parcellation of the same resolution (‘S758’)
based on purely spatial criteria (45% of pairs, mutual information
837 bytes). This comparison showed ‘M758’ to be more successful
than other parcellations at ‘lumping together’ redundant shortrange correlations and ‘separating out’ independent long-range
correlations, thereby facilitating the analysis and interpretation of
correlational structure. We conclude that a finer parcellation of the
human brain, based on a combination of functional and anatomical
criteria, reveals a more intricate correlational structure in restingstate BOLD signals.
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In this work, we present a novel approach, to our knowledge, to investigating the underlying brain processes involved in decision making
using a computational model for decision making that is based on
the Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADeM) model. In decision
making humans need to first evaluate the options available in the
decision-making context and the way in which such evaluations are
made is subject to debate. A growing body of recent literature [1] has
suggested that people evaluate options in relative terms – that is, people are highly sensitive to the context in which an evaluation (and/or a
choice) is made. For example, an individual product (e.g., a ready meal
or a holiday) is evaluated with reference to other products (e.g., other
ready meals, other holidays) available in the decision-making context
[2].
The presented work is comprised of behavioral experiments and computational modelling work. The experiments we developed allow us in
combination with MADeM, to further investigate the decision-making
mechanisms at the cognitive and neuronal level. In the behavioral
work participants chose between pairs of items, sampled across different choice domains (e.g., flats to rent and monetary gambles), which
differed in terms of two features (e.g., rent cost and distance from a
station for flats). Difficulty of choice was manipulated across trials by
varying the distance in quality between the two features; for example,
in a dominated trial an item was higher in quality on both attributes,
whilst in a difficult trial participants were required to perform tradeoffs between the two features.
MADeM is based on previous modelling work on visual attention using
the spiking Search over Time and Space model (sSoTS). [3]. MADeM
is separated into three layers; two layers for the two attributes simulated in the above experiment and one layer that gives us the outcome
of the decision-making process. All layers are comprised by pools of
excitatory and inhibitory neurons with properties as shown in Mavritsaki et al. [3]. Based on the levels of excitation and competition one of
the choices will be higher activated in the Outcome pool and therefore this will be the selected choice. The preliminary results of this
study show that the model successfully simulate the results from the
behavioral studies using the organization presented above.
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Experience-dependent modifications of synaptic connections are
thought to be one of the basic mechanisms for learning and memory.
Changes of synaptic strengths lead to changes in inputs to neurons,
which should in turn lead to changes in patterns of network activity
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with learning. In monkey inferotemporal cortex (ITC), changes in activity associated with familiarization with visual images include a reduction of average responses, as well as a broadening of the distribution
of time-averaged visual responses [1–3]. Recently, it has been shown
that not only the time-averaged responses, but also the dynamics of
these visual responses changes with learning. Under conditions of
rapid successive presentation of either learned or unlearned stimuli,
it was found that familiar images, but not novel images, elicit strong
periodic responses, which may underlie an enhancement of dynamic
tracking ability with learning [3].
In this work, we investigated the mechanisms of such changes of
response dynamics with learning using the time course data obtained
in ITC neurons of monkeys during visual learning tasks [1–3]. Previously, we investigated how synaptic plasticity in recurrently connected
circuits affects network activity, and derived a synaptic plasticity rule
that reproduces changes of the distribution of time-averaged visual
responses observed experimentally [4]. Here, we extended this framework to understand how the interaction between synaptic plasticity
and various negative feedback mechanisms shapes response dynamics with learning.
We found that a fatigue mechanism analogous to firing rate adaptation, together with depression-dominant synaptic plasticity in recurrent circuits can explain the changes of response dynamics observed
experimentally. When novel stimuli are shown repeatedly, the peak
response to the second stimuli is smaller than the response to the first,
due to slow recovery from the adaptation current. In contrast, for serial
presentation of familiar stimuli, depression-dominant changes of synaptic strengths lead to a sharp truncation of the response to the first
familiar stimulus, and consequently the response dynamics to the second stimulus is less affected by the adaptation current, and the peak
response can be as strong as the first one.
We further demonstrated that such strong periodic response to rapid
alternation of learned stimuli is a consequence of enhanced resonance
properties with learning. Using firing rate models of recurrent circuits
and mathematical analysis of mean-field dynamics, we showed that a
long exposure of a single familiar image leads to a damped oscillatory
response in contrast to an overdamped response to a novel image,
consistent with experimental data [1, 2]. Thus, this work provides a
mechanistic understanding of how interactions between depressiondominant synaptic plasticity and a negative feedback mechanism
implementing firing rate adaptation shape network response dynamics, and accounts for experimental observations about the effects of
visual experience on visual response dynamics of ITC neurons.
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Pharmacoresistant epilepsy is a common neurological disorder in
which the basic mechanisms of neuronal excitability and connection
processes lead to pathologically synchronous behavior in the brain [1].
In the majority of experimental and theoretical epilepsy models, epilepsy is associated with reduced inhibition in the pathological neural
circuits, but intrinsic excitability is usually neglected. Here we developed a novel neural mass model that includes synaptic and intrinsic
excitability in the form of spike-frequency adaptation in the excitatory
population [2]. We validated our model using local field potential data
[3] recorded from human subiculum slices obtained from surgery of
temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis, Fig. 1. We found
that synaptic excitability, slow adaptation in the excitatory population,
and synaptic noise all play essential roles for generating seizures and
disinhibition-induced oscillations. Using bifurcation analysis, we found
that transitions towards seizure and back to the resting state take place
via Hopf bifurcations. These simulations therefore suggest that single
neuron adaptation as well as inhibition are responsible for orchestrating seizure dynamics and transition towards the epileptic state.

Figure 1. Population model in various excitatory regimes. A. Activity of a neural population in the resting state. B. Seizure state. C.
Disinhibited state. Each plot contains the model scheme, power
spectrum and time traces provided by the excitatory population as
well as experimental LFP
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Electrodes in a retinal implant can be activated in either positive or
negative electrical polarity (cathodic or anodic). Either choice leads
to activity in retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), and so can be used interchangeably. If every electrode is set to be positive (or negative) then
this sets an upper limit on the perceived spatial contrast that can result
from stimulation. In this case, the highest spatial gradient is limited by
the spread of RGC activation associated with a single electrode. If positive and negative electrode activations are used simultaneously then
this leads to higher perceived spatial contrast; electrodes of negative polarity can limit the spread of activity from a positive electrode,
or vice versa [1]. The aim of the current investigation is to develop an
algorithm that can be used to calculate an electrode activation pattern
that takes advantage of this neural activity shaping effect to create a
desired pattern of RGC activation.
It was assumed that the neural activity associated with each electrode
activation could be summed to predict the total neural activity in the
retina. A simple linear model of RGC activation was used: R = |W.E|,
where R is a vector of NR RGC activations, E is a vector of NE electrode
levels, and W is an array of dimension NR × NE, which maps electrode
levels to neural activity. The values of the elements of W were calculated by assuming that the retinal activation created by each electrode
is Ri = exp(−d2ij/d20), where dij is the distance between electrode Ej and
RGC Ri, and d0 is a scaling factor.
To calculate the electrode pattern required to induce a particular set of
retinal activations, it was assumed that the model could be simplified
to R = W.E. This now allows for the manipulation W−1.Rdesired = ESVD
with W−1 calculated as a pseudoinverse of W using singular value
decomposition. This assumption may lead to errors in the calculation
in cases where the resulting retinal activation RSVD is negative. However, in simulations, it was not found to produce substantial errors
because Rdesired is always positive, so RSVD was only ever marginally
negative. Figure 1 shows an example desired image, calculated and
simple electrical stimulation patterns, and resulting modeled neural
activation results. RSVD produces high-contrast neural activity, but
with some artifacts. Rnaive, derived by simply mapping the neural
activity pattern directly to the electrodes, has lower contrast.

Figure 1. A. 2D pattern of desired high (white) and low (black)
RGC activity. B. Electrode activations of 100 electrodes calculated
using W−1.Rdesired. Red: positive current, Blue: negative current. C.
Simulated neural activity resulting from the calculated electrode
activation pattern. D. Simple electrode pattern. E. Neural activity
resulting from use of the simple electrode pattern. F. Cross secion
comparisons between Rdesired (yellow), RSVD before (blue) and after
(red) rectification, and Rnaive (purple)
It might be anticipated that the complex mapping resulting from the
system R = |W.E| would require sophisticated nonlinear or machine
learning techniques to calculate desired electrode activations. However, we found that an efficient linear algebra approach was sufficient
to see improved, high contrast, patterns of retinal activation. This
approach is feasible for implementation in a retinal implant system.
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Neural plasticity describes the process by which the brain learns, primarily in response to environmental inputs. Supervised learning is
a subset of plasticity that describes how one sensory system trains
a second sensory modality to achieve a specific goal. This sensory
integration requires multimodal neurons, and is often performed in
higher cortical layers. Consequently, while there are several small scale
examples of supervised learning, more general cases require a complex system of interconnected neurons from multiple brain regions
[1]. Supervised learning has historically been modelled using iterative
gradient evaluation techniques [2]. Gradient methods typically backpropagate the error through the network to enable local updating of
synaptic connection strengths. In a neural context, this assumes that
the network can propagate the error backwards, which is a significant
assumption that is not biologically plausible at the level of individual
synapses [3].
In this work, we pose supervised learning in a control framework, with
the primary objective to capitalise on the success of control theory in
managing large scale, complex systems [4], by building a biologically
plausible system that is scalable. Control theory has played a fundamental role in modern technological systems, with feedback control
having many desirable properties, such as the ability to converge to
a desired output, stable performance in a noisy environment, and a
framework for modelling complex systems [5]. We develop a proofof-concept and demonstrate equivalent performance to existing
techniques. Our prototype system models the supervised learning
of target direction from auditory information. More specifically, we
model synaptic learning of how to transform interaural time difference
(ITD), measuring delay between the arrival of a sound to the left and
right ears [6], into an estimate of angle to source. The auditory feature
map generated from the ITD is transformed to a source angle feature
map in the superior colliculus, though exactly how this is achieved is
the subject of ongoing research. The visual system provides the supervisor signal for learning this transformation.
We demonstrate the application of control theory analysis tools by
describing the conditions under which the system is robust, stabilisable and controllable. Control parameters are optimised to regulate
neural learning and balance the system’s ability to respond to new
inputs, while exhibiting robustness to noise. Furthermore, the model
is implemented without requiring backwards propagation of signals
through synapses. Application of control theory will augment synaptic plasticity research with the advanced methodology and tools of
the mature control theory discipline, and has the potential to resolve
complexity limitations inherent in current approaches, in addition to
addressing the biological plausibility issues associated with current
techniques.
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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a promising investigational treatment for patients with treatment resistant depression (TRD). Previous
studies using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have identified key white
matter tracts, passing through the subcallosal cingulate (SCC), associated with TRD recovery in patients receiving DBS [1]. However, the
mechanism by which stimulation modulates network level pathological activity in the SCC network has not been clearly established. Local
field potential recordings in the SCC have shown the emergence of
transient, nonlinear, decreases in higher frequency power over 30–60 s
following specific stimulation conditions in a subset of implanted
patients. We provisionally define these electrophysiological signatures
as a transient down-chirps. These transient down-chirps, when present, are a reproducible SCC and potential biometric of neural circuit
interactions seen with initial exposure of the SCC to high frequency
stimulation. Understanding why and how stimulation causes this electrophysiological behavior in the SCC network is an important step in
increasing the efficiency and success rate of treatment for patients
with TRD.
One mechanism of transient down-chirp generation was hypothesized
to be the excitatory/inhibitory balance of neural regions following
stimulation. Mean field network models can be used to understand
the dynamics of groups of neurons that would cause the observed
signals in LFP recordings. Each neural region was modeled based on a
Wilson Cowan population with GABA and Glutamate dominated signaling [2]. White matter tracts connecting neural regions were modeled
assuming Glutamate dominant signaling.

Figure 1. A. This is a spectrogram of LFP recordings showing transient down-chirp. B. This is a spectrogram of model generated
transient down chirp

We show how a simple network, based on the topological layout of
the SCC network, of mean field neural populations models could be
used to generate qualitatively the down-chirps seen in the local field
potentials (see Figure 1). We then characterize these modeled downchirps by the excitatory/inhibitory balance associated with each
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neural region. Using these metrics, we classified the maximum likelihood of excitatory and inhibitory responses of neural regions following stimulation in generating these down-chirps.
Our results highlight the role of utilizing a network of population
models informed by biology as a method of predicting neural activity
in neural regions that are expensive and difficult to measure. Importantly, these models serve as a possible method of informing future
treatment strategies in DBS.
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Rhythmic motor output is driven by upstream central pattern generator (CPG) phasing, whose synapses therefore play an important role
in shaping motor patterns. Individual animals show large variability
in motor circuits, not only in circuit synaptic parameters, but also in
intrinsic neuronal parameters [1]. It is not known how this observed
intrinsic variability influences motor circuit function across animals.
Previous computer model parameter searches revealed a large landscape of intrinsic and circuit parameter combinations that can produce functional output in a general model population [2]. However,
asking specific questions about individual animals requires experimental data. A leech heartbeat motor neuron model was previously
tuned to individual animal circuit data using a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) approach [3]. Relative synaptic weights
were measured experimentally [4], and model parameters were optimized to estimate intrinsic conductance parameters that produce a
functional motor pattern output within the physiological ranges of the
individual preparation. The method did not scale to find intrinsic conductance combinations that can match the outputs measured from
five other preparations, even though the method’s convergence was
improved with a fuzzy fitness criterion [5]. MOEA parameter search
succeeded only when synaptic weights were allowed to vary from
measured averages. Unique solutions found for each of the preparations showed the criticality of the relative weights of different synaptic
inputs in determining motor output patterns as opposed to intrinsic
parameters. To investigate whether the newly found synaptic weights
are within experimental variability, we have calculated standard deviations of synaptic conductances from spike-triggered averages (STA)
of voltage-clamped synaptic current traces. Variable baseline contributed to increased noise and variation of STA current traces. We found
that a bandpass filtering method reduced baseline variability and
therefore variability of estimated weights. Despite reduced variability,
new synaptic weights found by the MOEA search were still within one
standard deviation of experimentally measured values in each of the
six preparations. Furthermore, we showed that a neuron model with
same intrinsic conductances is able to produce functional outputs in
all six of our preparations, as long as new synaptic weights were used.
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In summary, we used MOEA parameter search as a tool and improved
spike-triggered average estimation of synaptic weights and their variability to find that CPG networks in individual animals require precise
relative synaptic weights irreplaceable by adjusting intrinsic properties. Furthermore, we conclude that measured synaptic weights
should be used with caution in computer models because any experimental noise may break functional output.
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Rhythmic behaviors such as walking or breathing are controlled by
networks of neurons that produce rhythmic bursting activity, called
central pattern generator (CPG). These CPG neurons depend upon a
Na+/K+ pump to maintain the ionic gradients that establish the resting potential and thus support other ionic currents. However, how the
Na+/K+ pump, which produces an outward net current proportional to
its activity, directly influences bursting activity is not yet fully understood. Here, we use a half-center oscillator (HCO) (two mutually inhibitory neurons) mathematical model [1] that includes a Na+/K+ pump
to replicate the electrical activity (rhythmic alternating bursting of
mutually inhibitory interneurons) of the leech heartbeat CPG under a
variety of experimental conditions. Our study here is preliminary to a
full investigation of the role of the Na+/K+ pump in the robust maintenance of functional bursting activity. For this study, we used the mathematical model of Kueh et al. [1] of a HCO, which consists of a pair of
reciprocally inhibitory model neurons, with each individual leech heart
interneuron being represented as a single isopotential electrical compartment with Hodgkin and Huxley type intrinsic membrane and synaptic conductances. In this study, the HCO model has eight currents
with voltage-dependent conductances including two types of inhibitory synaptic currents, spike mediated and graded. This HCO model
also includes a N
 a+/K+ pump current that tracks changes in intracellular Na+ concentrations that occur as a result of the Na+ fluxes carried
by ionic currents. The Na+/K+ pump exchanges two K+ ions for three
Na+ ions, its activity and hence its current has a sigmoidal dependence
on intracellular Na+ concentrations. Na+ currents include the fast spiking current (INa) and a persistent N
 a+ current (IP). All model equations
are given in Kueh et al. [1]. The 8–9 order Prince-Dormand method
from the GNU Scientific Library (www.gnu.org/software/gsl) was used
to integrate the model’s differential equations. To explore systematically the parameter space of this HCO and corresponding isolated
neuron models, we used the brute-force approach. We varied selected
parameters in both neurons in all combinations possible: the maximal
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conductances of the persistent Na+ (IP), slow C
 a2+, leak, hyperpolarization-activated (Ih), and persistent K+ currents, across of 50, 75, 100,
125, and 150 percent of their canonical values (see [1]), the leak reversal potential across −66.25, −62.5, −58.75, −55, and −51.25 mV, the
half-activation of the Na+/K+ pump across −2, −1, 0, 1, and 2 mV, the
maximum Na+/K+ pump current across 0.38, 0.41, 0.44, 0.47, and 0.5
nA, and the slope coefficient across 90, 95, 100, 105, and 110 percent
of its canonical value. The resulting parameter space includes 100 million simulated models. After changing a parameter, a model was run
for 200 s to allow the system to establish stable activity, and then, it
was run for another 40 s, from which the data were recorded and analyzed. We then classified these HCO and isolated (synaptic currents
equal zero) neuron model simulations by their activity characteristics,
so that models showing the same electrical activity are segregated
to the same group. Of particular interest to us, is the group of bursting simulated models, which was further split into realistic and nonrealistic HCOs [3]. We built a relational database PumpHCO-db with
the resulting model characteristics similar to our previous work [2].
Our ongoing studies use this database to ask fundamental questions
about how realistic HCO [3] activity is influenced by the Na+/K+ pump.
We will be particularly interested in parameter changes that correspond to known neuromodulations such as the modulation of Ih and
maximal Na+/K+ pump current by myomodulin [4].
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Networks containing a huge number of neurons and synapses confer the brain an immense computational capability. Learning how
activity propagates in these intricate networks would help us understand how information is globally integrated. Only then we could try
to understand, how perception and its unitary nature emerges from
a multisensory experience or how complex memories are formed.
Activity propagation in the system is determine by the structural connections (wiring diagram) linking the different nodes in the network
and, importantly, by the functional interactions between the different
nodes. These interactions are highly dynamic processes that mostly
relay on changes in synaptic efficacy and the differential recruitment of excitatory and inhibitory elements (the excitation/inhibition
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balance). The combination of both factors, the wiring diagram and
the dynamic functional properties of the connections, determine the
effective connectivity of the system in a particular moment or state.
Here we have used a computational model and causality measurements to study activity propagation in the hippocampal formation, a
brain region critical for the formation of episodic memories. It is composed by the hippocampus proper (areas CA1 and CA3), the dentate
gyrus (DG) and the entorhinal cortex (EC). While extensive literature
on the connectivity of the first regions exist, the connectivity of the EC
remains poorly investigated.
To better understand how the internal structure of EC affects the causality of information flow in the hippocampal formation, we implemented a model containing all the above areas. We assumed the EC
was formed by 3 layers (II, III and V). We fixed all connections in the
model between DG, CA3 and CA1, while the EC connectivity was systematically varied. The effective connectivity was estimated using
Granger Causality (GC) and Partial Transfer Entropy (PTE). For these
measurements, we assumed that only information from DG, CA3 and
CA1 was available, as commonly happens in experiments. We also
introduced interneurons in our circuit, considering inhibitory projections from CA1 to CA3. With this new ingredient, we addressed different “causality” measures, such as information flow and synchronization
between populations for excitatory and inhibitory effective connections, respectively.
Conclusions: Our procedure revealed that different EC internal connectivity patterns give rise to very distinct causality results in the hippocampus, despite its fixed connectivity. Moreover, different results
were obtained for the two methods (GC, PTE), highlighting the importance of the analysis and revealing potential misinterpretations when
only partial information is available. Our method allowed us to analyze
the differences of causality when excitatory and inhibitory projections
are considered and identified the most probable EC configuration to
explain the known connectivity between the DG, CA3 and CA1.
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Simplified but realistic neuron models are useful for investigating
the emergent properties of neural circuits in large-scale simulations
and the role of specific neuron dynamics in efficient signal transmission, for behavior generation. Here we extend a generalized leaky
integrate-and-fire (GLIF) model [1] so to produce an enriched variety
of spiking responses. We developed the GLIF point-neuron model in
PyNEST using NESTML [www.nest-initiative.org], adding in the state
and update equations: i) spike generation stochasticity, ii) threshold
dynamics depending on membrane voltage dynamics, iii) spike-triggered hyperpolarizing current with update constant depending on
the input current (Iin). The model couples time-dependent and eventdriven algorithmic components; it can be tuned to generate autorhythm, specific slope between response frequency and input current
(f-Iin), spike-frequency adaptation increasing with Iin, AfterHyperPolarization (AHP) duration increasing with Iin, firing irregularity (CV of interspike-intervals), phase reset, and post-inhibitory rebound bursting. In
particular, we focus on the specific electrophysiological properties of
cerebellar cells (Golgi - GoC, Granular, Purkinje, Inferior Olive and Deep
Nuclei neurons). After fixing some parameters with direct biological
values, we tune the others to reproduce cell-specific behaviors. We
implement a protocol injecting a sequence of Iin steps (excitatory and
inhibitory) of different amplitudes and durations (Figure 1). For the
GoC, we get f-Iin = 0.24 Hz/pA, and CV = 0.034 (on the long excitation
step, exc3). The tuned model reproduces the typical electroresponsiveness of a GoC in vitro [2] (Figure 1).
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components of the oscillatory responses. Remapping the SC neuron
activity on the saccade trajectory exhibited grid cell like periodicities
including hexagonal firing fields (Fig. B). Further computation of the
hexagonal gridness score (HGS) confirmed this result.

Figure 1. Membrane voltage ( Vm, in blue) of GoC model, threshold
voltage ( Vth, black dashed line), along the 18.5 s of protocol (green
steps of Iin on membrane Capacitance, Cm). Insets show the produced spikes (red vertical lines) and associated properties
After automatic parameter optimization, we will create an in vivo
cerebellum microcircuit by connecting the differentiated cell populations, through plastic synapses (this GLIF model includes also
presynaptic spikes with voltage-dependent conductances). Motor
learning skills will be tested by closed-loop sensorimotor tasks.
Therefore, the tool allows to reliably reproduce specific alterations
of neuron mechanisms and the consequent misbehaviors.
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Grid cells in the EntorhinalCortex (EC), one of the key neural correlates
for spatial navigation in rodents and primates[1], have been recently
reported to have a role in saccadic movement encoding also [2].
Experimental studies corroborated this by analyzing the characteristic hexagonal firing fields of neurons in EC of head fixed monkeys, as
the animals scanned natural images displayed in front of them. Here,
we present Saccade Velocity Driven Oscillatory Network (SVDON)
model that captures the responses of grid cells to saccadic trajectories.
SVDON is an extension of VDON model which was previously used for
modeling the grid cell in actual spatial navigation [3].
SVDON has basically four stages viz: Saccade Generation (SG), Saccade Direction (SD) encoding, Path Integration (PI), and Spatial Cell
(SC) stages respectively (Fig. A). SG was implemented using a saliency
map based bottom-up attention model that selectively attends to the
salient locations of an image depicting a natural scene [4]. Once the
saccade trajectory was built on the image, velocity vectors at each
point were computed. These velocity vectors were forward passed to
the SD layer, an array of neurons, where each neuron had its own preferred direction. EC was experimentally reported to have neurons with
tuned responses to saccade direction and called as SD cells [5]. SD
layer response was passed on to the PI layer which had a one to one
connection with the SD layer. Each neuron in the PI layer was a phase
oscillator such that the SD response modulated the frequency of it and
hence the saccade position information along that direction component was encoded as the phase of the respective oscillator. Final SC
layer was an unsupervised neural layer that extracted the principal

Figure 1. A. SVDON model architecture B. Firing field (Top), Firing
Rate map (Middle) and Autocorrelation map (Bottom) of grid neuron in the SC layer. HGS score is 0.6971 (If HGS > 0 it qualifies as
hexagonal grid cell)
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease with an estimated 6 million people are affected worldwide. It is caused by the
loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta
(SNc), though the exact cause of the cell death is not clear. One
hypothesis about the cause of SNc death, known as the “subthalamic
nucleus-mediated excitotoxicity theory” [1] states that the dopamine
deficiency in SNc leads to disinhibition and overactivity of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) which, in turn causes excitotoxic damage to their
target structures, including the SNc itself. In order to investigate this
hypothesis, we built a computational spiking network model of SNcSTN loop along with STN-GPe loop. The model aims to capture the
underlying dynamics during the overactivity of STN and study excitotoxicity caused by it in SNc. All the nuclei are modeled as Izhikevich 2D
neurons (Figure 1A). The model was tuned and simulated for normal
and PD conditions characterized by loss of SNc cells. We incorporate
a mechanism of programmed cell death, whereby a SNc cell under
high stress (compared to an apoptotic threshold) kills itself. Stress on
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a given SNc cell was calculated based on mean firing history of the cell
– higher firing activity leads to higher stress. Under normal conditions,
the loop interactions between SNc and STN are such that, the stress
levels in SNc do not exceed the apoptotic threshold, and therefore the
SNc cells survive. But if a critical number of SNc cells die for some reason, the reduced SNc size leads to disinhibition of STN, which becomes
overactive, due to which some of the SNc cells become overactive and
die by programmed cell death. Thus, the initial loss of SNc cells leads
to a runaway effect, leading to an uncontrolled loss of cells in the SNc,
characterizing the underlying neurodegeneration of PD.
The simulation results obtained from the proposed model in normal and PD conditions provided important insights regarding excitotoxicity in SNc. Firstly, when the connection from SNc to STN were
introduced (at t = 0 s), synchrony in the STN network decreased (Figure 1Bb, 0 to 10 s) which was observed in normal physiological condition [2]. A cell in SNc is “killed” whenever its stress variable crosses a
“stress threshold”. When the stress threshold = 11.5, all the SNc neurons survive. To emulate PD condition in our model, stress threshold
was lowered from 11.5 to 11.3 at t = 10 s, which triggers a steady
and uncontrolled loss of SNc cells (Figure 1Bb roughly 17 s onwards).
The synchrony in STN network begins to increase only when more
than 50% of the SNc cells are lost (Figure 1Bb, roughly 40 s onwards).
The proposed model was able to exhibit STN-mediated excitotoxicity in SNc. The connection strength from GPe to STN can be used as
a parameter to delay or to hasten the rate of cell loss. In future work,
we will investigate if deep brain stimulation to STN can slow down the
progression of cell loss in PD condition.
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The brain can be divided into two parts, “hardware” and “software”.
Hardware refers to the constructed between nerve cells networks, and
software refers to the neuronal connectomes by gene expression in
nerve cells. For hardware parts of brain, we have constructed a threedimensional single-cell database of Drosophila brain (FlyCircuit), about
30,000 neurons now. For software parts of brain, we will focus on mapping the neural connections and pathway in the Drosophila brain. To
define how many distinct types of neurons are in the Drosophila brain
will provide us a useful way to solve this problem. There are many way
to define the different types of neurons. Obvious categories include
structural differences in shape and positioning of dendrites and axons.
However, they are too difficult and complicated. In the current study,
we will analyze about 30,000 neurons in Flycircuit. For high-speed connectomics analysis of neuron morphology, algorithms adapted from
those used in protein structure studies were developed to represent
3D neuron morphology as 1D sequence. We applied this method
on Drosophila neuron 3D structure to show a sequential neuropilar
pathway (global neurite structure sequence), and a voxel distribution
within neuropilar subdomains for neurites (local neurite structure
sequence). Then in a constructed relative framework, each neuron will
be defined with a specialized digital code according to its class (Figure 1A), family with global neurite structure sequence (Figure 1B), and
type with local neurite structure sequence (Figure 1C). Then we can
use these codes to classify how many specialized types of neurons are
in the Drosophila brain. Finally, the standardization of neurite structure sequence can handle massive 3D neuronal image data collected
in experiments from different research groups as well as manage bioimages with deeper neurological insight.

Figure 1. We applied this method on Drosophila neuron 3D structure to show a sequential neuropilar pathway (global neurite
structure sequence), and a voxel distribution within neuropilar
subdomains for neurites (local neurite structure sequence)

Figure 1. A. The model architecture. B. Simulation plot (50 s)
shows (a, d) mean firing rate (mfr) and (b, d) synchrony (syn)
measure for STN and SNc population. (e) subplot shows number of
SNc cell lost during the simulation
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It has been suggested that the reliable propagation and transformation of neural activity within and between different brain regions
is crucial for neural information processing. Furthermore, temporal
sequences of neural activation have recently been proposed to play
an important role in the explanation of the function of hippocampal
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neural circuits in episodic memory, our memory of experienced events
in our lives [1]. One central feature of CRISP is that hippocampal area
CA3, because of its abundant recurrent connections, intrinsically produces temporal sequential activities. In this project, first we review the
possible mechanisms by which a relatively fixed recurrent network
structure (as a model of CA3) can generate neural activity sequences
intrinsically. Next, we implement the CA3 models in a complete framework of cortico-hippocampal circuits (We use EC-CA3-CA1-EA network), each subregion has certain function based on CRISP theory.
During memory encoding, intrinsic CA3 sequences are hetero-associated with sequences that are driven by sensory inputs. Later on,
sequences in CA3 are hetero-associated with the sequence in CA1 and
finally, the CA1 activities are hetero-associated with sensory inputs
in the EC. During memory retrieval, intrinsic CA3 sequences have to
be reactivated based on partial, noisy cues which is provided to EC.
Finally, the retrieved sequences in CA3 reactivate the initial input
sequences in EC via CA1 layer. Memory performance is determined by
the network’s ability to perform sequence completion. If the network’s
output is more similar to the original sequence, then the network has
done some amount of sequence recall. As a measure for similarity we
use the Pearson correlation coefficient between the corresponding
patterns of the originally stored and retrieved sequences in different
layers. Overall, we find that the neural network mechanism in CA3 generating the sequences has to be robust to noise in the triggering cue.
On the other hand, less temporal-correlated patterns in CA3 give rise
to more confidence in retrieving the sequence in a complete framework. To conclude, we find that using the right model in CA3, CRISP
model surprisingly retrieves almost correctly the stored sequences up
to moderate noise levels.
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During immobility awake states or when rats are asleep, place cells
are reactivated in a sequential order [1]. This reactivation co-occurs
with sharp wave/ripples (SWR) in the local field potential (LFP) in the
hippocampus. These replay sequences reflect the sequence of the
animal’s prior spatial behaviour or the upcoming trajectory to a goal
location. During running, the LFP shows characteristic theta oscillations, whose phase modulates the activity of place cells in addition
to the location of the animal. This joint modulation, called phase precession, results in the activity of place cells occurring in a sequential
order within a theta cycle. The causal relationship between phase
precession and theta sequences remains unclear. One possibility
is that phase precession leads to sequential ordering within theta
cycles. Alternatively, phase precession might be the result of the directional activation of a group of cells with overlapping place fields. For
instance, Romani and Tsodyks recently modelled phase precession
using an unstable moving bump of activity in a 1-d continuous attractor neuronal network [2]. The driving force of the sequential activity is
the short-term plasticity in the synaptic connections. This model also
generates offline replay activity in a different operating mode. Since
no long-term plasticity was included in the model, the resulting replay
and theta sequences only reflected the recent behavior of the animal
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within the last few seconds and the associated span of phase precession was limited. Recent studies, however, point to a separation of
phase precession and theta sequences. Although phase precession
can be found immediately in novel environment, the development of
theta sequences requires experience [3] and the goal location, rather
than the extent of phase precession, appears to determine the length
of theta look-ahead sequences [4]. Furthermore, a recent study suggests a dissociation between replay and theta sequences [5]. Only
SWR-associated replay activity included portions of an environment
that the animal had learned to avoid, while theta sequences did not
penetrate into the avoided region. Here we study phase precession,
theta sequences, replay activity, and the relationship between these
phenomena in a 2-d continuous attractor network model. The units
in the network exhibit spike-frequency-adaptation that destabilizes
the bump attractor and synapses with long-term plasticity. This model
can generate enhanced replay after exposure, theta sequences, and
phase precession. The spatial extent of theta sequences is controlled
by the running speed of the virtual animal (Figure 1) as hypothesized
by Wu et al. [5]. Our preliminary findings suggest that replay and theta
sequences can be accounted for within a single model.

Figure 1. Theta sequences reflect the goal location. The decoded
location of the animal in each theta cycle is indicated by arrows
starting from the current location of the animal. The arrowheads
show the direction of the sequential activity. A. When the animal
runs slowly, decoded sequences do not reach the avoided region
(80–100 cm). B. When the animal runs faster, decoded theta
sequences reflect trajectories into the avoided region
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Description of the mechanisms of visual feature selectivity of cortical neurons is still in development. We propose a model that implements a mechanism of direction selectivity (DS) of the primary visual
cortex (V1) neurons into our previous model of 2-d distributed neuronal populations in V1, selective to orientation of stationary gratings
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[1]. The model is based on the conductance-based refractory density
approach which provides both a biophysically detailed description
of neuronal populations in terms of ionic channel conductances for
one- or two-compartment neurons and good precision for statistically
equilibrium and non-equilibrium regimes of ensemble activity. Coupled excitatory and inhibitory neurons interact via glutamatergic and
GABAergic synapses. Here, we extend this model by supplying a filterbased description of retinothalamic visual signal processing [2]. The
mechanism of DS is based on asymmetrical projections from lagged
and non-lagged thalamic neurons to the cortex [3], such that V1 neurons preferring a certain direction receive a non-lagged input from
one side of its thalamic footprint and a lagged input from the other
side. Our model realistically reproduces membrane potential, firing
rate, synaptic conductances etc. in response to moving gratings. Simulations shows that the implemented mechanism of DS provides only
moderate direction tuning of the time-varying characteristics averaged over the population, however the DS is clearly observed in maps
of time-averaged activity, similar to experimental evidences obtained
by optical imaging. The time-averaged activity of inhibitory neurons is
not selective to stimulus direction, as well as the time-averaged input
to the cortex. The results demonstrate how DS maps can originate
from the thalamic input that is transiently selective to direction but
non-selective on average in time.

Figure C showed the shrunken result of Figure A. Figure D showed the
case with 120 neurons warped into the standard model brain [2] and
provided a global connectomic view of the Drosophila brain. For such
a large number of neurons packed in the same brain, the neurites were
inevitably mixed together. NeuroSLIM shrunk the radii of the neurites
and provided a clearer connectomic visualization in Figure E.
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Connectome assembled through fluorescent imaging is regarded as
an important step to understand how brains work [1]. However, due
to the spreading feature of fluorescent images, the fibers of the neurons were larger than their actual sizes. Consequently, the number
of neurons which could be simultaneously visualized in the standard
brain was limited because signals from different neurons would mix
together and the neurons became indistinguishable. For constructing
visualization of connectome, we develop an algorithm called NeuriteSLIM which could shrink the neurite thickness with preserving their
length, shape and radial intensity distribution. With this tool, we can
reconstruct and visualize the Drosophila connectome at the single-cell
resolution and provide a useful tool for connectome studying in the
future.
The goal of NeuroSLIM was to shrink the fiber thickness with preserved
cross-sectional shape and intensity distribution of the fibers. At first,
voxels were divided into nx × ny × nz smaller, nearly cubic voxels
with the same intensity as in the original voxel. The next step was to
identify the nearest central point for each voxel. (As shown in Figure
A and B). The intensity of each voxel was then moved from the original position to the shrunk position, which was the voxel in the cross
section closest to the interpolated point according the desired shrink
ratio between the original position and the central point. If more than
one original voxels were moved to the same new voxel, the intensity of
the new voxel would be the averaged intensity of the original voxels.

Figure 1. A-C. indicate the shrinking algorithm of NeuriteSLIM.
E-F. show the results of 120 neurons before and after applying
NeuriteSLIM
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The early sensory processing circuits in the brain, incorporating sensory neurons and downstream spiking neurons, have often been
represented as cascade models consisting of a linear or nonlinear
filter [1,2] followed by model of spike generation such as a Poisson
or integrate-and-fire model. The cascade model is usually inferred
directly from experimental measurements using system identification
methods.
Although the leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model is much
simpler than a biophysically realistic Hodgkin-Huxley model, the LIF
model has been used successfully to predict experimentally recorded
spike trains [3]. The identification of a linear filter in cascade with
a Hodgkin-Huxley neuron has been considered in [1] by assuming
prior knowledge of the spiking neuron parameters or assuming that
measurements of the input to the spiking neuron input are available.
A number of methods are available to estimate a cascade model consisting of a linear filter in series with a LIF neuron (LF-LIF). In [3] this
involves maximizing the likelihood of observed spike responses to a
stochastic visual stimulus, assuming that the threshold parameter
is known, whilst in [4] the parameters of an input-output equivalent
model are estimated by assuming that the LIF parameters are known
a priori. Here we propose for the first time a method to identify a cascade model consisting of an arbitrary nonlinear filter in series with a
leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model where both the parameters
of the LIF neuron and the structure and parameters of the nonlinear
filter are unknown. Furthermore, the input of the spiking neuron is
assumed to be corrupted by Gaussian white noise and not available
for measurement.
A new input-output equivalent representation of the circuit is proposed in which one of the parameters represents the minimum step
amplitude required to trigger a response of the NF-LIF circuit. By analogy to the rheobase of a biological neuron we call this parameter the
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rheobase of the NF-LIF circuit. The identification of the NF-LIF circuit
has two stages. The LIF model parameters are estimated first followed
by the identification of the nonlinear filter. In order to estimate the LIF
parameters, we derive the theoretical steady state firing rate output of
the NF-LIF in response to a step input of a given amplitude. For this
estimation stage only, the filter is approximated with a linear filter.
Subsequently, we fit this theoretical output to noisy measurements
of the circuit in response to repeated step inputs with different amplitudes, using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Using the experimentally observed rheobase as an initial parameter guess increases
significantly the performance of the algorithm. Once the LIF parameters are estimated, an orthogonal forward selection algorithm is used
to identify the NARMAX model of the scaled nonlinear filter based on
the nonlinear filter input and the reconstructed filter output i.e. the
reconstructed input to the LIF neuron.
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Understanding the mechanisms behind epilepsy is one of the most
challenging problems in neuroscience. Recent efforts provided
valuable evidence that epileptic activity involves widespread brain
networks rather than single sources [1] and that these networks contribute to epilepsy based interictal brain alterations [2]. In order to
better understand the underlying alterations of the functional connectivity (FC), we propose a whole-brain computational modelling
approach of resting-state using patient-specific structural connectivity, with clinically diagnosed bitemporal epilepsy, derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and generic 2D oscillator for the node
intrinsic activity. From the model, we systematically alter the neural
excitability of the nodes in healthy control subjects to progressively
incorporate a propagation and epileptogenic zone (EZ) according to
clinical criteria of the patient, and check the effects of this manipulation on simulated FC. This is then compared with the empirical FC from
the patient and compared with healthy control group.
Our results reveal a significant increase of different FC-derived measures along the entire brain, with increasing of the epileptogenic
strength of the node, in line with the divergence from the bifurcation point. In addition, this is shown to be enhanced for stronger connected nodes, according to the individual connectome, or for larger
epileptogenic zone. These results support the view that perturbations
in whole-brain dynamics, due to the epileptogenic activity of certain
nodes, cause predictable individualized alterations in the FC [3].
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Wilson-Cowan equations [1,2] is a widely used theoretical model by
which a network of coupled populations of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons is represented. This model is constituted by a set of integrodifferential equations that describe the time evolution of the level of
activity of excitatory and inhibitory neuronal populations by using a
nonlinear sigmoidal function to represent the interactions between
these populations. Typical applications require approximation methods and numerical solutions.
In this paper, an analytical method that allow one to obtain exact solutions to a particular setup of Wilson-Cowan equations is presented.
This method is based on a spinorial representation and a Feynmanlike procedure of ordered exponential operators [3], which was further
developed by Fujiwara [4].
The obtained solutions depend on specific initial conditions in the
form of delta function, which are interpreted as an action potentiallike inputs, thus more general results can be readily generated by
applying an impulse train function.
Conclusion: Feynman procedure of ordered exponential operators,
posteriorly expressed by Fujiwara in terms of expansional operators,
has been successfully applied to obtain closed solutions to a particular
setup of the Wilson-Cowan equations.
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Neurons in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) respond to peripheral stimulation with synchronised bursts of spikes, which lock to the
macroscopic 600 Hz EEG wavelets [1,2]. The mechanism of burst generation and synchronisation in S1 is not yet understood. We fitted unit
recordings from macaque monkeys with a Poisson-like model including the refractory period (spike-train probability model, STPM). The
model combines high-amplitude synaptic inputs with absolute and
relative refractoriness. We show that these two properties can reproduce synchronised bursts observed in S1 neurons. The probabilistic
nature of the model introduces trial-to-trial response variability. Similar to the experimental data, the variability can be decomposed into
stereotypical spike patterns consisting of short bursts of spikes with
variable number of spikes and length of within-burst intervals. Next,
we extend the model to a population of uncoupled neurons, which
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receive common inputs fluctuating in amplitude across trials. We demonstrate that these fluctuations introduce correlations between neurons and between the single-neuron spike patterns and population
activity (high-frequency EEG wavelets) as observed experimentally [2].
To further study the biophysical mechanism behind S1 burst
responses, we develop a single-compartment model (leaky integrateand-fire, LIF) receiving intracortical and feedforward thalamic inputs.
The intracortical inputs are assumed to be in a balanced state, where
excitatory and inhibitory currents nearly cancel each other out yielding the neuron in the high-conductance state [3]. This enables the
model neuron to respond quickly to a transient barrage of thalamocortical inputs and generate bursts of spikes tightly locked to the
stimulus onset. The transient response decays quickly to the baseline
and terminates the burst due to the activity-dependent depression of
thalamocortical synapses. This model can reproduce many features of
experimental data, in particular the burst statistics and the presence of
spike patterns.
Our findings show that a simple feedforward processing of peripheral
inputs could give rise to neuronal responses with non-trivial temporal and population statistics. We conclude that neural systems could
use refractoriness to encode variable cortical states into stereotypical
short-term spike patterns amenable to processing at neuronal time
scales (tens of milliseconds). See [4] for more details.
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It has not yet been determined whether the same CPG can generate rhythmic activity of distinct behaviors with significantly different frequencies (1 vs 10 Hz), such as locomotion and paw-shake
responses. We have previously published a model of a multistable
CPG constructed as a half-center oscillator (HCO), which consists
of two reciprocally inhibitory interneurons [1]. This HCO was able
to produce the stable rhythms associated with both locomotion
and paw-shake. We also used this HCO model to demonstrate that
a multifunctional CPG controlling a neuromechanical model of a
cat hind limb could reproduce the essential features of the rhythm,
kinematics and muscle synergies of cat locomotion and paw-shake
responses [1]. Here, we show that using a pulse of current, a transient paw-shake-like rhythm can be elicited either in the multistable HCO model or in a monostable version of the model. Our model
predicts that the flexor burst duration and the extensor interburst
interval will increase throughout a single paw-shake-like response.
We tested these predictions by eliciting paw-shake responses in cats
by attaching a piece of adhesive tape to the hind paw and allowing
the cat to walk on a level walkway. Hind limb kinematics and EMG
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activity of various hind limb muscles were recorded [3]. The cats performed paw-shake responses intermittently while walking, and each
paw-shake response consisted of 4 to 10 cycles. In accordance with
previous studies [2], we found a progressive increase in EMG burst
period throughout consecutive cycles of paw-shake responses. Furthermore, we found a progressive increase in EMG burst duration in
consecutive paw-shake cycles for flexors and a progressive increase
in EMG interburst interval for extensors. We conclude that a pawshake response might be a transient response to sensory input to
the locomotion CPG.
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A robust internal representation of relevant variables in the external
world is necessary to guide animal behavior. The brain constructs this
internal representation from sensory inputs. The nervous system has
to rely on a two-dimensional sensor array for visual perception, the
retina. Sensor arrays encode external variables with two-dimensional
feature maps: the concerted activity of photoreceptors encodes information about brightness and color across the entire retina. These
brightness levels also encode all information about more complex features of the visual stimulus, such as the location, velocity, and contrast
of moving objects. But to access the more complex features the nervous system first needs to extract them from the photoreceptor activity. Retinal circuitry processes the photoreceptor activity and sends
the processed information via the spiking activity of retinal ganglion
cells to the brain. There are over 30 different types of retinal ganglion
cells, each cell type tiling the entire retina with their receptive fields,
and each cell type sending information about different features to the
brain. The entire information the brain receives about the visual world
is, thus, encoded in the concerted activity of those >30 cell types, each
representing a two-dimensional map with its particular sensitivity, e.g.,
sensitivity the direction of local movement or to the presence of an
edge.
Here, we analyze the encoding properties of direction-selective retinal
ganglion cells for position, velocity, and direction of moving objects.
To this end, we use tuning functions estimated from real recordings of
mouse retinae and Fisher Information to calculate the precision of the
neural code. We estimate the coding precision for different visual features (position, velocity, direction), and for a variety of stimuli. We then
proceed as follows: First, we vary single-cell properties, i.e., the tuning
functions, and quantify the impact of these changes on the coding
precision. Second, we change population properties, e.g., the geometric arrangement of the receptive fields within the mosaic, and, again,
quantify the consequences.
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When varying single-cell properties, we concentrate on the featureselectivity of the cells, i.e., direction-selectivity. In particular, we compare the encoding precision on the direction and position of a moving
object in a mosaic of direction-selective cells vs. in a mosaic of nondirection-selective cells (with matched mean firing rates).
We find that non-direction-selective cells encode direction (and position) more faithfully than direction-selective cells if the moving object
is larger than the receptive-field size and the distance of receptive
field centers within the mosaic. At first, this is counter-intuitive, as feature selectivity for a given feature should increase the encoding precision for that feature. However, a feature can be encoded by both,
feature-selective and non-selective cells, the question is with what
ease it can be decoded. This yields a hypothesis for the function of
direction-selective cells: either they are specialized to encode direction locally within their receptive fields or they satisfy a requirement
to decode direction early in the visual pathway, presumably to allow
for the decoding of more sophisticated visual features immediately
downstream.
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The main aim of the present work was to demonstrate that high-level
spatiotemporal dynamics taking place in the cerebellar granular layer
can be understood as emergent phenomena, naturally determined by
the complex interaction occurring among microscopic variables, like
specific topology of intercellular connectivity and neurophysiological properties of single neurons. To this aim, we have developed an
updated large-scale computational model of the cerebellar granular
layer in Python-Neuron [1]. Our results show that (1) the center-surround
profile describing the ratio between excitation and inhibition observed
in slices of cerebellar tissue depends on spatial arrangement of Granule cells (Grcs) – Golgi cells (Gocs) connectivity; (2) spatial interaction
between different spots of activation spontaneously leads to combinatorial responses, like combined excitation and inhibition; (3) the entire
granular layer generates coherent oscillations in response to random
background input when two conditions are met: the mossy fibers (mfs)
input conveyed to Gocs and mutual inhibition among Gocs are weak or
absent; (4) Spatial distribution of long term potentiation (LTP) and inhibition (LTD) at the mfs-Grcs synapses can be faithfully reproduced in
our network model. The presented results are in strict agreement with
observations from network-level in vitro experiments, like VSD and MEA
recordings [2, 3], and from in vivo LFP studies [4]. The model has also
been validated against highly precise experiments conducted in cerebellar slices using Two-Photon imaging microscopy [5], which allowed
to test its precision to the level of single-spike activity.
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The cerebellar stellate cells (SC) are located in the molecular layer and
play a critical role in modulating the activity of Purkinje cells (PC).
Starting from a broad range of published experimental observations,
we constructed a biophysically realistic SC model in Python-NEURON
[1]. A human SC morphology (Neuromorpho.org) was comprised of
highly branched dendritic tree, soma, axon initial segment (AIS) and
axon with collaterals [2]. The membrane mechanism [3] were distributed according to the literature. Two distinct types of N
 a2+ channels
were used: Nav1.1 (without resurgent current) in the soma and Nav1.6
(with resurgent current) in the AIS/axon. The K+ channels were Kv3.4
and Kv4.3, mainly in the soma. The C
 a2+ and C
 a2+-dependent K+ channels were KCa1.1 and KCa2.2, mainly in the dendrites. The model was
endowed with an intracellular C
 a2+ buffer that contributed to spike
repolarization and firing pattern regulation. In the SC model, the set
of maximum ionic conductances ( Gi-max) had to be tuned to match the
firing pattern revealed by electrophysiological recordings. G
 i-max tuning was performed by automatic parameter estimation using both
the swarm intelligence algorithm (particle swarm optimization, PSO
[4]) and the genetic algorithms MOEA [5] (in BluePyOpt [6]). The optimized models showed spontaneous firing with an average frequency
of 14 Hz, appropriate spike shape and amplitude. The SC model was
validated by running simulation demonstrating the impact of the gap
junctions [7] in conjunction with glutamatergic synaptic inputs from
parallel fibers (pf ) and the GABAergic synapses between SCs. In addition, we evaluated the impact of SC activity on PCs. This model thus
provides a valuable tool to further investigate the SC function in cerebellar network models.
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Subgenual cingulate (SGC) activity is implicated in the pathophysiology of major depressive disorder (MDD) [1]. Neuromodulation treatments for MDD may work by modifying connections between the
SGC and other brain regions. One prominent connection is between
the SGC and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). The present work
explores SGC source activity in two studies: 1) Verifying source localization with EEG recorded from patients receiving deep brain stimulation
(DBS) in the SGC, 2) Using source analysis to determine if magnetic
seizure therapy (MST) for MDD works by affecting the connection
between the DLPFC and SGC. In the first study, accuracy of source
localization was quantified by the error in locating the source of DBS
stimulus, which was extracted in sensor space from EEG recorded during active stimulation with matched filters based on previously published methods [2]. Since the magnitude of the DBS stimulus is much
larger than typical brain activity, a threshold for detection was determined by examining source localization results from simulated data
created by adding suppressed versions of the extracted DBS stimulus
to data with the stimulator turned off. Results from this study is one
of the first to empirically demonstrate the efficacy of EEG in detecting
activity from a deep brain source. In the second study, source analysis
was applied to EEG recorded during transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS-EEG) before and after a course of MST treatment. MST uses
a train of magnetic pulses delivered over the scalp to create a seizure
and has shown efficacy for reducing suicidal ideations [3]. For TMSEEG, magnetic pulses were delivered to the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) and the EEG was collected with a 64-channel system.
A TMS-EEG measure called the significant current scatter (SCS) [4] was
calculated based on the computed source image. SCS quantifies the
spread of activation from a stimulus location to other brain regions
and has been effective in capturing changes in brain network connections during task performance and loss of consciousness. A standard
atlas was used to identify dipoles belonging to the SGC region. Results
show that SCS values were significantly decreased after MST based on
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Z = −2.16, p = 0.03). For patients with
baseline suicidal ideation, higher baseline SCS values were correlated
with greater SSI reductions (Spearman Rho = 0.625, p = 0.004). Using
baseline SCS values, suicidal ideation remission can also be predicted
with 100% sensitivity and 70% specificity (AUC = 0.86, p = 0.01). Overall, this work provides both a methodological confirmation for the utility of EEG for studying SGC activity and a mechanistic explanation for
MST’s therapeutic benefit for MDD patients. MST may exert its therapeutic effects on suicidal ideation via transsynaptic modulation of the
SGC from the prefrontal cortex and reconfiguring pathological connections in the process of treatment. With carefully designed experiments, future EEG studies with source analysis will undoubtedly yield
additional mechanistic insights for neuroscience.
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Motor actions arise as a result from a complex interplay between
various brain regions. Since the same brain regions can form different functional networks depending on the action, it is, in general, a
demanding task to identify the neural signals that are the constituting
components of a motor action.
In a previous study, we found that voluntary and visually triggered
movements exhibit significant phase locking in the delta-theta frequency band (2–7 Hz) starting already before movement onset in the
motor regions contralateral to the moving hand both in younger [1]
and older subjects [2]. This phase locking therefore seems to be an
electrophysiological marker of movement execution, no matter how
the movement has been initiated. We suggested that this synchrony
helps the simultaneously active pathways of distinct cortical networks
that initiate voluntary and stimulus-triggered movements, converge
to a common motor output and activate the appropriate muscles to
perform the movement.
In these previous studies, since a prepared movement was always executed, it is unclear whether the reported pre-movement phase locking
in the low frequency bands is a necessary prerequisite for movement
execution, or rather a correlate of movement preparation. To distinguish between these alternatives, we recorded EEG from young (18–
35 years) right-handed healthy subjects as they performed a simple
GO/NOGO finger tapping task where a prepared action was either
executed (GO trials, 75%) or cancelled (NOGO, 25%).
Results of the data analysis revealed an increase in phase synchronization in the low frequency bands in both the GO and NOGO condition, hinting at a potential role of delta-theta phase synchronization in
movement preparation.
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Epilepsy and seizures are traditionally associated with an imbalance
between excitatory and inhibitory forces in the brain. This classic view
is challenged by the in vitro isolated guinea pig brain model of focal
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seizures [1]. Based on experimental data recorded from the entorhinal
cortex (EC), it appears that inhibitory neurons are active at the very
beginning of a focal seizure, whereas excitatory cells are quiescent.
This is accompanied by an increase of the extracellular potassium concentration. Within a few seconds from seizure onset, the principal cells
display excessive firing associated with the seizure discharge. Neuronal firing of principal neurons subsequently decreases, and further
evolves into rhythmic bursting activity that terminates the seizure.
In order to gain more understanding of the link between ionic dynamics and neuronal activity during seizures we developed a computational model of the entorhinal cortex circuit. The model consists of a
small neuronal network made up of five hippocampal cells – an inhibitory interneuron and four pyramidal cells – each one surrounded by
an extracellular space. Each extracellular environment incorporates
realistic dynamics of Na+, K+, Cl− and Ca2+ ions, the glial buffering system and diffusion mechanisms. Different extracellular spaces communicate with each other by diffusive exchange of K+ ions.
Simulations performed with our in silico model show that ion concentration changes have significant impact on the network behaviour
and determine the different phases of a focal seizure. In particular, the
model is able to reproduce the membrane potential and potassium
concentration traces recorded experimentally, and the pathological
sequence taking place in the pyramidal cells: quiescent period – seizure onset – excessive pyramidal firing – late bursting phase. Our
simulations confirm the experimentally driven hypothesis that strong
discharge of inhibitory interneurons may result in long lasting accumulation of extracellular K
 +, which in turn is responsible for seizure
progression in principal cells.
Our study also shows that a reduced model with fixed ionic concentrations is not able to reproduce the seizure patterns observed
experimentally, pointing to the importance of the role played by nonsynaptic mechanisms in modeling focal epileptic activity.
Additionally, we exploited the model to suggest and test novel antiepileptic therapies. A potentially viable strategy reckons on the implementation of a nanoparticle system designed to buffer the excess
of extracellular potassium ions. Simulations incorporating such an
additional mechanism show feasibility of seizure control by artificial
pharmacological agents, suggesting future avenues of controlling
ictogenesis.
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Working memory capacity is known to be limited to a small number
of items. Two controversial memory models–the slot model and the
resource model–were proposed to describe limited capacity. While the
slot model hypothesizes that a fixed number of discrete slots store the
information for each item, the resource model proposes that continuous working memory resources can be allocated to each item and that
memory precision will increase as more resources are allocated to the
item [1]. It has recently been shown that the resource model appears
to successfully describe the observation that memory precision for
each item smoothly decreases as the total number of items increases
[2]. However, it is still elusive how the resources are distributed and
whether allocating resources before encoding–pre-allocation– actually affects memory performance. In this study, we suggest that memory pre-allocation is in effect and modulates memory performance.
To examine the pre-allocation effect of working memory on memory
performance, we performed a human psychophysics experiment in
which subjects memorized the pattern of visual stimuli presented
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sequentially. To study the pre-allocation effect, the total number of
items was either informed to the subject before the items were presented or not informed in the control case. In the pre-allocated condition, there were two schemes: whether the number given as a cue is
the same as the actual number of items appeared (matched cue) or is
less than the number of items (non-matched cue). The results showed
that the performance for the pre-allocated case was higher than that
for the control case where the number of items was not informed. This
suggests that working memory resources may be pre-allocated based
on cue and that allocated resources improve memory performance. In
addition, in the non-matched cue case, memory precision was lower
than the matched cue case. Whereas working memory resources
were pre-allocated by the cue in both cases, an unexpected additional item was given to subject in the non-matched cue case. Thus,
working memory resources were insufficient to store the information
of that item. Our results imply that pre-allocation may allocate working memory resources efficiently. We propose that working memory
resources can be pre-allocated prior to encoding the items, and allocating resources may modulate memory performance.
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When a sensory stimulus can be interpreted in two alternative ways,
the perception of the stimulus often changes spontaneously and
quasi-periodically between the two. This phenomenon, called bistable
perception, may provide rich information about how the brain dynamically interprets the sensory stimulus. One of the most interesting characteristics of bistable perception is that the switching frequencies are
fairly consistent within an individual but vary across individuals. However, it is still unclear what drives the periodic alternation and which
parameter determines the individual switching frequency. To explain
the origin of diverse perceptual alternation, we assumed that bistable
perception results from the integration of sensory information, and
that each individual has a specific time window for sensory information integration that might determine their own switching frequency.
To examine the hypothesis, we used randomly moving dots in an
annulus (“racetrack” stimuli) [1]. During the stimulation, we controlled
the portion of the rotating dots with a coherence parameter, c. When
c = 0, all the dots would move in random directions, inducing illusory
motion, and the participant would experience bistable perception.
In contrast, when c > 0, the racetrack would generate noisy rotational motion, and the participant’s response would follow the actual
motion (Figure 1B). To find the relationship between the switching
frequency of bistable perception and the response dynamics during
motion detection tasks, we examined individual phase duration, τ,
of bistable perception and response time, and the accuracy in detection of ambiguous motion. Our result showed that the response time
of motion detection was positively correlated with the τ of bistable
perception (N = 49, R = 0.52, p < 0.001), while the accuracy was independent of τ (Figure 1C). Next, to investigate whether the time window for information integration is a crucial factor in determining the τ
of bistable perception, we modified the racetrack to have time-varying
motion with different frequencies. Our result shows that individuals
with short τ has smaller integration time than individuals with long τ
(Figure 1D). In addition, the simulation study shows that diverse time
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windows of stimulus integration can regenerate various τ of bistable perception. This result supports the idea that each individual has
an intrinsic time window for information accumulation, and that the
duration of the window may determine the τ of bistable perception.

Figure 1. Temporal dynamics of bistable perception and behaviour
characteristic of perceptual decision making A. Racetrack stimulus. Coherence level, c determines the portion of rotating dots B.
In c = 0, perception is illusory bistable motion (top) and in c > 0,
perception follows actual motion (bottom) C. Correlation between
subjects’ phase duration and the response time (top) and motion
detection accuracy (bottom). D. Time-varying coherence stimulus
(top), and the reverse correlation analysis of perceptual switching
(bottom). Individual with long τ has larger information integration
time than individual with short τ
Conclusions: A series of psychophysics experiments shows that the
phase duration of bistable perception is positively correlated with the
sensory information accumulation time. This suggests that bistable
perception may result from continuous decision making related to the
accumulation of sensory information.
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In higher mammals, the primary visual cortex (V1) is organized into
functional maps that capture specific features of visual stimulus
such as orientation or spatial frequency. In each functional map, the
preferred features change continuously in a quasi-periodic manner.
Moreover, it has been reported that the topographies of the functional maps on the same cortical surface are correlated. For example,
the contour of an iso-orientation domain orthogonally intersect the
contour of an iso-frequency domain [1]. This implies the systematic
organization of the functional maps but leaves ambiguous how such
correlated topography could be developed in V1. In this study, using
computer simulation, we show that orientation and frequency maps
are both seeded from the regularly structured retinal mosaics and that
this common source can induce the observed correlated organization of functional maps. Previously, it was proposed for a theoretical
model that the superposition between the hexagonal mosaics of ON
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and OFF retinal ganglion cells (RGC) generates a moiré interference
pattern (Figure 1A) [2]. The key assumption of the model was that the
orientation preference of a V1 neuron can be predicted by the relative
location of ON and OFF RGCs, which is supported by recent observations that the structure of cortical functional maps is strongly correlated with the local organization of ON and OFF afferents [3, 4]. Thus,
the model suggested that the repetition of similar orientation preference across the interference pattern can seed a quasi-periodic orientation map (Figure 1B). Here, we propose that the frequency preference
of a cortical neuron depends on the distance between local ON and
OFF RGCs, which is also repeated across the interference pattern. Our
simulation reproduced the quasi-periodic orientation map and the frequency map both seeded from a common set of hexagonal ON and
OFF RGC mosaics (Figure 1B,C). We found that the preferred orientation and frequency change in relation to each other in the orthogonal direction [1], because the distance between ON and OFF RGCs
changes in the direction orthogonal to the change of orientation
preference across the moiré interference. Our simulation also reconstructed the observed relationship in which a pinwheel in the orientation map overlaps high or low frequency domains in the frequency
map [5]. Additionally, we found hexagonal structure in the observed
frequency map, as our model predicted. Our results explain how the
topographic correlation between cortical functional maps is developed from the identical sources of retinal mosaics. This may provide
a blueprint explaining how the visual system develops the correlated
structure of functional maps with a simple organization principle in
retina.

Figure 1. Regularly structured RGC mosaics can seed topographic
correlation between cortical functional maps. A. Moiré interference pattern of ON- and OFF-center RGCs B. Simulated orientation
map C. Simulated spatial frequency map; two features change in
the orthogonal direction
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Synaptic plasticity—the change of synaptic strength between preand postsynaptic neurons—is widely believed to be the basis of learning and memory. Yet, there is another type of plasticity observed in the
brain: nonsynaptic plasticity [1]. Nonsynaptic plasticity, often referred
to as intrinsic plasticity, induces changes in excitability of a neuron by
modulating neuronal intrinsic properties. A growing number of studies report that changes in nonsynaptic properties, such as the action
potential threshold or afterhyperpolarization level, are triggered by
learning [1]. This indicates nonsynaptic plasticity may play crucial roles
in memory formation, but the functional mechanisms still remain elusive. Here we hypothesize distinct roles for synaptic and nonsynaptic
plasticity in learning and memory: activity-dependent synaptic plasticity is involved in memory ensemble formation, and nonsynaptic plasticity is involved in pre-allocation and linkage of memory. To validate
our ideas, we constructed a spiking neural network model consisting
of 100 excitatory and 30 inhibitory leaky integrate-and-fire neurons
(Figure 1A). Output layer neurons were set to receive temporal patterns from input layer neurons, and receive lateral inhibition from
nearby inhibitory neurons. As the synaptic learning rule, spike-timingdependent plasticity was applied to sparse feedforward connection
between input and output layers. Our simulation results show that the
network model learned temporal patterns by repeated exposure and
formed a neuronal ensemble, a set of output neurons that selectively
responded to a trained pattern (Figure 1B). Remarkably, by applying
nonsynaptic plasticity to the network, we could control the pre-allocation of memory. Neurons with higher excitability had a greater chance
of being recruited into a memory ensemble than those in a control
group, as reported from the experiment (Figure 1C) [2]. Moreover, the
total size of the memory ensemble remained consistent throughout
the simulation, due to the inhibitory feedback. We did further simulations to investigate the advantage of nonsynaptic modulation. First, it
regulates the learning rate of neurons; we observed that neurons with
greater excitability learned faster than normal neurons. Second, temporal change of excitability via nonsynaptic plasticity modulates the
linkage of multiple memories. Last, pre-allocation of neurons boost
the memory lifetime and capacity of the network.
Overall, our model shows that synaptic plasticity is required for information storage through ensemble formation, whereas nonsynaptic
plasticity modulates neuronal allocation of memory.
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The topography in primary sensory cortices fades in higher cortical
regions, but a recent fMRI study reported that the activity induced
by different stimuli of one sensory modality is discernable in nonpertinent sensory systems [1]. However, whether the influence of a
sensory system on another sensory system is systematically organized
in humans remains a question. In the present study, we hypothesized
that the frequency map in human auditory perception systematically
projects to the spatial map in visual perception. To test our hypothesis, we conducted a set of psychophysical experiments: Subjects were
asked to perform orientation discrimination tasks with one eye closed.
Visual stimuli were presented for 67 ms at various locations on the half
side of the monitor screen ipsilateral to the open eye. Half a second
before a visual stimulus appeared, either no acoustic stimulus or a
sound with a frequency ranging from 200 Hz to 8 kHz was introduced
to the ear ipsilateral to the open eye. We found that sounds within a
certain frequency bandwidth significantly changed subjects’ performance compared to the no-sound condition, whereas those outside
the bandwidth did not. These effects were not homogeneous across
the visual space: visual perception at different visual locations had
location-specific sound frequencies that substantially affected subjects’ performance, and these frequencies changed gradually across
the visual space. Our results show that auditory influence on visual
perception can modelled as a function of sound frequency and location in visual space. Because both the auditory and visual stimuli that
we introduced began to be processed in the very early stages of the
sensory systems—i.e. frequency discrimination in the primary auditory cortex and orientation discrimination in the primary visual cortex—the observations we made imply that the tonotopic organization
of the auditory cortex may be matched to the retinotopic organization
of the visual cortex.
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Figure 1. A. (Left) Temporal input pattern. (Middle) Spiking neural network model with lateral inhibition. (Right) Spike-timingdependent plasticity. B. The network learned temporal patterns
and formed a neuronal ensemble. C. Role of non-synaptic plasticity. Neurons excited just before learning have higher probability of
being recruited into an engram
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It has been reported that an ocular dominance column and an orientation map in the primary visual cortex (V1) have a close relationship
in which the ocular dominance peaks are located at the pinwheel
centers in the orientation map [1]. One theoretical study suggested
that the quasi-periodic hexagonal structure of the orientation map
can be seeded by the moiré interference pattern between ON and
OFF retinal ganglion cell (RGC) mosaics [2], but the origin of ocular
dominance column structure has not been explained. Because similar
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hexagonal patterns were also observed in an ocular dominance column in our preliminary analysis of the experimental data, and these
spatial structures are also thought to be formed before eye-opening
[3], we hypothesized that the ocular dominance column, along with
the orientation map, is seeded from the retinal mosaics. In this study,
using computer simulation, we show that the hexagonal structure of
the ocular dominance column can be developed by the moiré interference pattern of the RGC density. We designed a model in which a V1
layer is statistically wired with two different RGC layers. In the development period, the initial orientation map is first developed by contralateral wiring in the visual pathway; then, the ipsilateral wiring matches
the initial orientation map during the critical period of development
[4]. Because of this, we assumed that V1 cells were initially only connected with contralateral RGCs within a local convergence range and
with ipsilateral RGCs within a wide convergence range (Figure 1A). By
presenting drifting gratings to either the contralateral or ipsilateral
RGC layers, we simulated and plotted the response of V1 (Figure 1B,
C). Then, the ocular dominance map was calculated as a relative ratio
between the contralateral and ipsilateral response maps of V1 (Figure 1D). We observed that the hexagonal pattern in the ocular dominance map matches the moiré interference pattern of RGC mosaics
(Figure 1E). We compared this ocular dominance map with an orientation map seeded by a contralateral RGC mosaic. The results show that
the ocular dominance peaks are located at pinwheel centers of the
orientation map, as reported by previous experimental studies (Figure 1F). Our model shows that the initial ocular dominance map can
be seeded from the periodicity of the contralateral RGC mosaic. Furthermore, we expect that the initial ocular dominance column can be
sharpened during development.
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Neuroimaging studies traditionally analyze data at the group level,
without considering individual characteristics. However, recent studies have stressed the relevance of subject-specific analysis. In particular, efforts have been made to assess the variability and reliability of
brain connectivity based on fMRI data to characterize individuals [1].
Brain connectivity is typically calculated as the statistical dependence between the activity of brain regions - for example using Pearson correlation - giving matrices of functional connectivity (FC). To
understand the causal interactions between regions that generate the
observed FC patterns, the concept of effective connectivity (EC) has
been developed [2,3]. EC reflects many biophysical mechanisms such
as neurotransmitters, excitability, etc., and captures spatiotemporal
information of fMRI signals.
In this work, we use fMRI resting-state data acquired from 6 subjects
that underwent scanning for 50 sessions over 6 months, as well as data
from 50 subjects that were scanned once. We calculate the wholebrain FC using a parcellation of 116 anatomical regions and estimate
the EC for a dynamic model that reproduces the measured FC [3]. This
unique dataset allows us to evaluate the variability and reliability of
the EC, taken as a fingerprint of fMRI activity, and to establish a comparison with the FC [4]. Practically, we classify subjects from 1-6 sessions using their EC and FC. We train a linear classifier and are able to
predict subject identity of remaining sessions. We achieve a very high
identification accuracy (>90%) after training with 3 or 4 sessions with
a duration of 5 min each. The better performance of the EC than the
FC in discriminating between individuals demonstrates the importance of temporal information in fMRI signals and our model-based
approach (Figure 1).
Beyond the theoretical understanding of brain dynamics, our results
are a first step toward the clinical applicability of EC model. Our longterm goal is to provide a mechanistic explanation for neuropsychiatric
disorders, allowing for the follow-up of subject-specific drug treatments or therapies based on EC measures from the non-invasive fMRI.

Figure 1. Simulation of ocular dominance column development.
A. Schematics of RGC-cortex model. B. Response map of contralateral input C. Response map of ipsilateral input. D. Moiré interference periodicity of contralateral RGC. Black box indicates the net
computed area of response maps to exclude boundary effects.
E. Ocular dominance map. F. Relationship between ocular dominance map and orientation map seeded from contralateral RGC
mosaic
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Figure 1. Accuracy of the classification for test sessions after training the classifier with 4 resting-state sessions. Results are shown
for EC and two versions of FC: correlation (corrFC) and no-shift
covariances (FC0)
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FMRI BOLD signals recorded during resting state (RS) can be used to
study the large-scale functional organization of the human brain [1].
This way, robust patterns of functional connectivity (FC) have been
shown to exist and are termed resting state networks (RSNs) [2]. However, FC is not constant over time, and the properties and significance
of its modulations are not yet understood and characterized, despite
substantial interest in the topic over the last years [3]. While it seems
clear that they are relevant to behavior and are at least to some extent
related to underlying neural activity, there is ongoing debate as to
whether they reflect nonstationarities (e.g. state switching) or not [4].
We analyzed fMRI RS data (22 min, TR = 2 s) recorded from 24 healthy
controls, studying FC of 66 ROIs covering the entire cortex. With this
whole-brain approach, we characterized dynamic FC (dFC) on a global
level via a simple sliding-window technique. We extracted RSNs and
their time courses with a dimensionality reduction technique known
as tensor decomposition, which does not assume independence
as ICA does [5]. We examined global dynamic modulations in the
underlying BOLD signal to shed light on the mechanisms behind RSN
dynamics apparent in the time courses extracted from dFC-based tensors. We show that the substantial modulations in the activity of RSNs
are to a large extent explained by modulations in underlying BOLD
variance and average correlation strength, establishing a tight relationship between the three measures (see Figure 1 for one subject’s
example). We ask whether the modulations can be explained by stationary dynamics, using both surrogate data and a mean-field model.
This way, we show that the presence and the size of modulations are
explained by stationary dynamics. However, the dwell times at the
peaks and troughs of the modulations are longer in the real data than
expected. We conclude that in order to understand dFC, we should
consider deviations from expected modulations rather than focusing
primarily on their size, stressing the importance of appropriate null
models.
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Figure 1. Traces of two measures of BOLD dynamics (blue: instantaneous average correlation, i.e. overall level of FC; orange: instantaneous BOLD variance, i.e. average over all brain regions’ variance)
together with an RSN time course (grey)
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Connectivity inference has become a cornerstone in neuroscience
following the recent progress in recording techniques to characterize functional networks. New recording techniques using electrode
arrays allow for the study of the simultaneous activity of distant neuronal populations. Based on our recently proposed non-parametric
detection method for multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) process
[1], we examine interactions between 26 electrode channels from a
UTAH array implanted in a monkey performing a passive visual task.
The multiunit activity envelope (MUAe) putatively reflects the spiking activity of neuronal population neighboring the electrodes, with
a resolution of a few milliseconds. However, MUAe activity appears
very noisy across trials – for example, it requires an averaging over
many trials to exhibit differences in magnitude. Therefore, it is
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questionable whether MUAe conveys temporal information related to
pairs of channels that could be decoded by MVAR. Our method estimates (correlated) noisy inputs received by the channels in addition
to the directed connectivity between them. We find many significant
interactions after the stimulus presentation, in contrast to the prestimulus period.
Meanwhile, we compare several types of surrogate techniques
applied on the MUA time series time to build the null hypothesis
of no connection in the channel network. In doing so, we also
evaluate the importance of building a null distribution for each
possible interaction, as compared to a single null distribution for
the whole network (i.e., homogeneous test for all channel pairs).
Last, we examine the stimulus-related directed interactions with
the increase of MUAe activity of the source and target channels:
we observe that outgoing weights are positively correlated with
the channel’s activity, suggesting a gating of an underlying nontrivial connectivity by the local channel activity. The application of
our method to MUAe (corresponding to high frequencies between
600 Hz and 4 kHz) complements existing techniques such as
Granger causality applied to the local-field potential (1–300 Hz) for
these electrode recordings.
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A neural field model of the corticothalamic system is applied to
investigate the temporal and spectral characteristics of absence seizures in the presence of a temporally varying connection strength
between the cerebral cortex and thalamus. It has previously been
found that increasing connection strength drives the system into
seizure once a threshold is passed and a supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs [1,2]. In this study, the dynamics and spectral characteristics of the resulting seizures are explored as functions of maximum
connection strength, time above threshold, and ramp rate [3]. Figure 1 shows the outcomes of the variation of maximum connection
strength. The results enable spectral and temporal characteristics of
seizures to be related to underlying physiological variations via nonlinear dynamics and neural field theory. Spectral analysis reveals that
the power of harmonics and duration of the oscillations increase as
maximum connection strength and time above threshold increase.
It is also found that the time to reach the stable limit-cycle seizure
oscillation from the instability threshold decreases with the square
root of the ramp rate.

Figure 1. Effects of the variation of maximum connection strength.
A. Maximum firing rate. B. Number of harmonics above dB during
ictal state. C. Duration of oscillations. D. Power in harmonics
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We previously reported [1] the porting of a full-scale cortical microcircuit model [2] from the neural network simulation software NEST [3]
to the digital neuromorphic hardware SpiNNaker [4] via the PyNN [5]
meta-simulation language. The network contains around 80,000 leaky
integrate-and-fire neurons and 0.3 billion synapses, and is thereby the
network with the most connections simulated on SpiNNaker to date.
The Poisson drive of the original model was replaced by a DC input.
The NEST simulations were performed on a cluster using multithreading and MPI parallelism, at 0.1 ms resolution. The single-neuron and
network dynamics were compared between the two simulators and
with NEST simulations with precise spike timing [6] as a reference.
In this work, we further compare the performance of the two simulators in terms of speed, power, and energy consumption, controlling for
accuracy. For the network simulations, achieving an accuracy comparable to that of NEST requires a slowdown of around 20 with respect to
real time on the present SpiNNaker version to account for the 0.1 ms
resolution and to avoid spike loss. NEST simulation speed saturates at
one-third real time, but this speed is associated with an energy cost.
The energy-to-solution of the NEST simulations is minimized around
96 virtual processes, for which it runs at about one-seventh real time
and achieves a similar energy consumption per synaptic event to
SpiNNaker for similar solution accuracy. The asynchronous update of
SpiNNaker may yet confer an advantage in terms of power efficiency
for even larger network simulations.
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The cerebellar cortex (CC) is considered to be essential for the learning of precisely timed tasks on the order of several tens of ms to a
few seconds. Experimentally, this property of the cerebellum can
be probed with the classical eye-blink paradigm [1] in which an animal learns to associate two stimuli that are separated by a temporal
delay.
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Since the classical work of Marr and Albus [2,3] the great majority of
cerebellar models considers the CC as a three layered network where
mossy fibres (MFs) and Purkinje cells (PCs) form the input and output
layer, respectively, and granule cells (GCs) constitute a hidden layer. In
this framework, temporal learning in the CC is thought to work as follows: an external input to the CC elicits temporally varying responses
in GCs. PCs then weight these GC signals (by adjusting the GC-PC synapses) so as to produce the desired output [4]. This learning paradigm
requires sufficiently diverse temporal signals across the GCs.
Various mechanism which generate diverse time varying signals in the
GCs have been proposed [e.g. 5–7]. Recent findings have established
that synaptic transmission between MFs and GCs exhibits various
forms of synaptic short-term plasticity (STP) [8]. Here we show that
these synaptic dynamics can provide a sufficiently rich temporal modulation of GC activity to enable temporal learning by PCs on behaviourally relevant timescales.
Our study consists of two parts. First, we re-analysed data from
MF-GC dual-cell recordings from Ref. [8] with a model based inference
method [9] and extracted parameters associated with pre-synaptic
depression, facilitation and post-synaptic receptor desensitisation.
This revealed the existence of a rich diversity of synaptic time-constants. We find that the longest of these time constants are associated
with desensitisation.
In a second step, we used the experimentally obtained synaptic parameters to constrain a firing-rate-based model of the CC. In
this model, GCs exhibit transient modulations of their firing rates
in response to changes in MF activity. We show that these GC transients enable PCs to learn precisely timed modulations of their firing
rates. The time-scales of the PC signals that can be learned are similar to those observed in behavioural responses during the eye-blink
paradigm. Furthermore, when MF-GC synapses are dynamic, abrupt
changes in MF activation cause model PCs to respond with sharp transient changes in their firing rates. We show that these PC responses
can be interpreted as a signal of how much the sensory context provided by MFs has changed.
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A problem faced by all perceptual systems is natural variability in
sensory stimuli. Some variability is irrelevant for perception, whereas
other types of variability form the critical basis for distinguishing
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different objects. This is a common problem in sensory perception. Interpreting varied optical signals as originating from the same
object requires a large degree of tolerance [1]. Understanding speech
requires identifying phonemes, such as the consonant/g/, that constitute spoken words. A/g/is perceived as a/g/, despite tremendous variability in acoustic structure that depends on the surrounding vowels
and consonants [2]. The main goal of an object recognition problem
is the ability to identify individual objects while invariant to changes
stemming from multiple transformations.
To model invariant representation in sensory systems, we model the
represented probability of sensory stimuli as a distribution
over stimulus features w, p(w) jointly with a distribution p(τ ) = i p(τi ) of
transformations g(τ) acting independently on the features. The ensemble of features {sj} is considered to have been drawn from the feature
distribution p(w), with transformations gk ≡ gk (τi ) applied to the
sound features, so that sj = g1 g2 . . . gn wj .
This probabilistic stimulus representation allows a straightforward
expansion for the degree of invariance. Consider a population of
locally invariant (transformation-tuned) feature detectors, each representing the probability p(w|w0 )p(τ |µ) for a signal having a specific feature w0, but a separate preferred transformation distribution
p(τ |µ). For example, µ can be the preferred scale or position of the
feature. Invariance extension is natural in this formalism: we define a
broad region of transformation parameters, Ω, and a distribution over
preferred means, p(µ), which is essentially uniform over Ω. With this
addition, a set of locally invariant units with µ ∈ Ω can be combined
to a unit invariant for all transformations with τ ∈ Ω by the simple act
of marginalization over preferences,

pΩ (τ ) = Ep(µ) p(τ |µ) = ∫ p(τ |µ)p(µ)
µ∈Ω

(1)

When only one or a few transformations are marginalized, the system
will be more invariant to those transformations, while retaining its
degree of covariance to other transformations. This process realizes
a mixture model of feature or template detectors with different preferred transformations.
The theoretical aspects of marginalization are deceptively simple:
according to Eq. (1), a linear operation (weighted sum when discretized) leads to invariant stimulus representation. Instantiating the
theory in the neural context is more involved. While we posit that
neural activity represents probabilities of stimuli and transformations,
what is available to other parts of the nervous system is a specific
sample from that probability, the neural population vector response,
r = (r1 , r2 , r3 , . . . rn ). The question that needs to be solved then
is what operation should be performed on r , such that the resultant
R = f (r) has the desired distribution from Eq. (1)? In other words,
how do neuronal populations actually achieve invariance through
marginalization?
To address this question, we use probabilistic population coding (PPC,
[3]), a model of neural population coding that has the capacity of performing the necessary marginalization. With PPC, it has been shown
conceptually how marginalization of two distinct transformations
can be realized through divisive normalization. We innovate in two
aspects. First, we use this model approach as an explanatory tool for
specific brain areas, rather than the conceptual example provided in
[3]. Second, we generalize the results to multiple transformations, as
required by Eq. 1.
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Unveiling the information that a neuron receives from other neurons
and distinguishing between excitatory and inhibitory inputs is an
important task in neuroscience as it provides valuable information on
local connectivity and brain operating conditions. Experimentally, the
synaptic conductances are difficult to estimate due to the diversity of
synaptic inputs and their unattainable conductances. Different linear
inverse methods have been proposed to solve this problem, such as
[1–3].
It has been reported that linear models provide poor estimates in spiking regimes (see [4]), but they can also be poor if ionic currents are
active in the subthreshold regime (see [5]). Thus, taking a linear model
as a generic one to estimate conductances does not seem a valid strategy in all situations; even with some data treatment, such as filtering
the observed trace, the transformed dynamics cannot be assumed to
follow a linear model.
A deterministic strategy has been developed taking into account
quadratic terms (see [5]), which seems to improve estimations under
the presence of subthreshold fluctuations. However, the method
does not incorporate noise and, moreover, it requires the use of
two voltage traces from different trials, which can lead to some
misestimations.
In this work, we propose a new strategy to estimate synaptic conductances, which has been tested using in silico data and applied
to in vivo recordings. The model is constructed to capture the nonlinearities caused by subthreshold activated currents, and the estimation procedure can discern between excitatory and inhibitory
conductances using only one membrane potential trace. More precisely, we perform second order approximations of biophysical models to capture the subthreshold non-linearities, resulting in quadratic
integrate-and-fire models, and apply approximate maximum likelihood estimation where we only suppose that conductances are
stationary in a 50 ms time window. The results show good estimations when applied to different computational models of endowed
with different subthreshold ionic currents. Moreover, we also obtain
an improvement when we compare the proposed estimation procedure with a linear method with similar features and an oversampling
method.
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Animals could differently respond when confronted two times to the
exact same situation. Classic reinforcement learning agents implement this randomness using a constant parameter. Most of the time,
the agent picks the action with the highest value to maximize its
reward, and a fraction of the time, regulated by the previous parameter, it randomly picks an action. This randomness enables an agent
to probe unexplored options and help to address the explorationexploitation trade off. While this approach successfully explains how
animals can behave randomly, it fails to replicate the non-uniform variation of performances observed from one day to another. For instance,
performances at the end of the previous day could be higher than at
the beginning of the next day. To reproduce this daily variation, we
use here a parameter that varies periodically from session to session.
First, we compare on a single session three types of agent performing the standard armed-bandit problem. For these three agents, the
parameter setting randomness takes either: (1) a low (2) a high (3) or
a decreasing value over a session and we show that this latter type
of agent collects more reward than the others. We reset the parameter regulating our third agent randomness between every session
to mimic a resting period. Second, we demonstrate that in a session
where agents have already learned another armed-bandit problem
different from the previous session. The third type of agent still performs best and remains unaffected by the variation that is not the case
especially for the first type of agent. Our work paves the way for a new
type of agent with periodic variations of its choices randomness.
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The complex geometry of neural sub compartments such as dendritic
spines and nodes of Ranvier play important roles in calcium and electrical signaling. The usual multi compartment approach fails to accurately
describe electro-diffusion in such domains. A way to obtain more accurate results and to describe the spatial distribution of ionic concentrations and electrical potential up to a nanometric resolution is to
solve the Poisson Nernst Planck equations with the Finite Element
Method (FEM). Given that applying this technic on complex three
dimensional geometries can rapidly lead to prohibitive computational cost, mathematical tools from the field of numerical analysis
are required. We present how such a tool, automatic mesh adaptation, can improve solution accuracy in an electrodiffusion model
of a node of Ranvier [1]. We then describe electrical and calcium
signalling in a dendritic spine with the FEM. Spine geometry varies
greatly from one spine to another as well as during synaptic potentiation but the functional roles of this geometry are still not fully
understood [2]. We show how FEM based models provide an ideal
tool to investigate this question [3]. Using models with different
geometries, we finally obtain relationships between the geometry
of the spine and properties of calcium as well as electrical signalling.
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The brain is a notorious resilient system. After minor strokes, for example, parts of the brain reorganize their structural connectivity and
essentially recover their original functions. Although some dynamical effects of brain network failures on their activity have been found
[1], most studies about resilient neural systems have so far focused
on purely topological properties of connectomes. This is due in part
to the inherent high-dimensionality of dynamical neural systems.
Recent progresses suggest however that the resilience analysis of
many complex dynamical systems can be dramatically simplified by
dimension reductions resulting from mean-field approximations [2,3].
We extend these previous works to study models of neural networks
in which neurons and synaptic weights are dynamical variables. In our
framework, the dynamics of a network with N neurons is described
by N(N + 1) nonlinear coupled ODEs that govern the fast evolution
of the neural activity (e.g., firing-rates) as well as the slow adaptation
of the synaptic weights (e.g., Hebbian potentiation with saturation).
Two global variables, the effective activity xeff and the effective synaptic weight βeff , are used for predicting the global evolution of the
whole system. We prove, both numerically and theoretically, that xeff
captures more accurately the behavior of the network than the usual
mean network activity. When the synaptic adaptation is neglected, the
resilience analysis can be easily done with bifurcation diagrams as in
Figure 1A. Structural perturbations, such as weak or strong attacks that
respectively change weights or break synaptic connections, result in
a modification of βeff . If the latter reaches some critical value, βc, the
system undergoes a sudden transition and loses its resilience. This is
numerically confirmed in Figure 1B. As illustrated in Fig 1C, the addition of synaptic adaptation leads to the emergence of new resilience
patterns and often facilitates the recovery of the original network
activity.

Figure 1. A. Typical bifurcation diagram for the effective model
without synaptic adaptation, where α, , µ are dynamical parameters regulating the neural dynamics while β eff is effective synaptic weight. B. Global effective activity at equilibrium after weak
(red line) or strong (blue line) attacks on static synaptic connections compared to the theoretical hysteresis curve (dashed line)
obtained from mean-field theory. C. Same as B but with synaptic
adaptation. The square, stars, and triangles respectively denote the
equilibria before an attack, just after an attack but before adaption, and after adaptation. Green line: resilience enabled by adaptation. The numerical solutions in B and C were produced from
small random networks with 200 neurons and connectivity density

p = 0.2
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More than half a century ago, Hebb proposed that neurons may organize into coherent spatio-temporal activity patterns (‘cell assemblies’) to
represent mental entities. Only recently, with the advance of multiple
single-unit recording techniques, this core concept of computational
and cognitive neuroscience has become experimentally accessible.
From a statistical perspective, however, detecting these patterns in
data still remains a major challenge: the presence of non-stationarity,
the combinatorial explosion of multi-unit pattern configurations and
the resulting necessity of a fast statistical test are only some of the difficulties to be faced when detecting cell assemblies. Here we present
a novel mathematical framework that captures assembly structure at
different temporal scales, levels of precision, and with arbitrary internal organization. Applying this methodology to multi-cell recordings
from various brain areas we found that there is no universal cortical
coding scheme, but that assembly structure strongly differs with brain
area recorded and current task demands.
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Neural recordings are often very complex, noisy and high-dimensional
signals. Modern data acquisition techniques allow for simultaneous
recordings from up to hundreds of units over many trials. To assess
underlying network mechanics and dynamics, one has to analyze the
population as a whole, for example, by reducing the dimensionality of the data [1]. In addition, neural responses are highly noisy and
often fluctuate significantly between trials, even when experimental
conditions are unchanged. These fluctuations may encode relevant
behavioral information, such that simple averaging over trials could
potentially smooth out and obscure behaviorally important aspects
of neural dynamics [2]. A popular class of methods to reduce dimensionality while analyzing data on a trial by trial basis is the statistical
framework of State Space Models (SSMs) [3]. The idea behind SSMs is
that there is an underlying latent dynamical system generating the
observations, with latent dynamics and observations having separate
noise terms. While linear SSMs are widely used to recover hidden neural trajectories [4], they are only able to reproduce the linear aspects of
the underlying neural dynamics. They are thus not powerful enough
to capture the underlying dynamical system itself [5].
For that reason, we use a nonlinear SSM that includes radial basis
functions (RBF) for the latent state dynamics, originally developed in
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[6]. With such a RBF expansion, arbitrary dynamical systems can be
approximated [6], which potentially not only allows for dimensionality
reduction and retrieving hidden neural trajectories, but also for reproducing the underlying dynamical system itself. To estimate parameters
and hidden states of the model, an Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm together with an Extended Kalman Filter-Smoother is used
[6]. One advantage of this method is that all steps of the algorithm
have a closed form analytical expression, resulting in computationally
efficient parameter estimation that does not depend on computationally expensive numerical methods.
To assess the validity of the method and explore its capabilities, it is
first applied to synthetically generated data from a number of different dynamical systems, including multistable, oscillatory and chaotic
systems. In addition to this synthetic data, the method is probed on
experimental data. This enables a detailed analysis of attractor dynamics within the observed regions and potentially yields not only a
descriptive model, but also a predictive one.
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Delta oscillations (0.5–4 Hz) are widely distributed brain oscillations
that are observable with electroencephalogram (EEG) measurements
during sleep and mental tasks. They seem to have two components,
one thalamically generated and one originating from the neocortex
[1]. The thalamically generated delta oscillation stems solely from the
intrinsic properties of the thalamocortical neurons, while the cortically generated delta oscillations likely rely on the intrinsic properties
of layer V pyramidal cells (L5PCs) [1]. Moreover, L5PCs integrate large
numbers of inputs from thalamic nuclei [2] and could therefore play
a crucial role in maintaining the thalamically generated delta as well.
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Due to the pivotal role of L5PCs as hubs integrating information from
nearby and distant brain areas, altered L5PC activity has been suggested as the reason behind faulty perceptions, such as hallucinations, in mental disease [2]. Importantly, schizophrenia (SCZ) patients
show elevated power in delta oscillations, which may also be a sign of
altered L5PC firing. The recent genome-wide association studies confirm the contribution of a large set of ion-channel (both synaptic and
non-synaptic) and calcium-transporter-encoding genes to risk of SCZ
[3].
In this work, we study the contributions of the intrinsic processes of
L5PCs to the generation and maintenance of delta oscillations using
biophysically detailed modeling. We employ models of single L5PCs
and networks of coupled L5PCs [4]. The single-cell models are multicompartmental models that include description of C
 a2+ dynamics
and Hodgkin-Huxley type of kinetics for many types of ion channels.
The network model [4] includes the description of L5PC-to-L5PC
glutamatergic synapses. We employ a reduced version of this model
[5] to boost up the simulation speed. We modify the parameters of
these models in a way that mimics the small effects that are expected
to be observed in common variants associated with SCZ [6]. We show
that the L5PC network gain and the responses of the network to delta
oscillations are altered by variants of many SCZ-associated ion-channel and Ca2+-transporter-encoding genes. In a similar fashion, we
study the effects of differential gene expression by varying the conductances of the ion-channel species that correspond to genes whose
expression in blood sample data of SCZ patients deviated from that
of healthy controls. Our results deepen the understanding of altered
delta power in SCZ patients and could ultimately aid the development
of novel future treatments of the mental disease.
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Electroencephalography (EEG), i.e., recordings of electrical potentials
at the scalp, and electrocorticography (ECoG), i.e., potentials recorded
on the cortical surface, are two prominent techniques probing brain
activity at the systems level. Despite their long history and widespread use, the proper interpretation of these brain signals in terms of
the biophysical activity in underlying neurons (nerve cells) and neuronal networks is still lacking. Present-day analysis is predominantly
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statistical and limited to identification of phenomenological signal
generators without a clear biophysical interpretation. New biophysics-based analysis methods are thus needed to take full advantage of
these brain-imaging techniques [1].
Here we used biophysical modeling based on morphologically
detailed multicompartmental neuron models to explore singleneuron contributions to ECoG and EEG signals and in particular the
feasibility of using the so-called current-dipole approximation in
predicting these signals [2]. Specifically, we used the open-source
Python package LFPy [3] which builds on Neuron [4] and is based on
well-established volume-conductor theory for numerical calculations
of extracellular potentials. The LFPy package was supplemented with
new Python tools for calculating the current-dipole moment of a neuron for use of the current-dipole approximation to predict ECoG and
EEG signals. Current-dipole approximations were explored in the inhomogeneous four-concentric-spheres head model [5], and compared
with results from using the Finite Element Method [6].
When comparing computed cortical-cell contributions to the EEG
and ECoG signals from using the current-dipole approximation with
results from the full model explicitly including all transmembrane currents, we find that the current-dipole approximation is applicable for
modeling EEG signals. This allows for a drastic simplification of future
biophysics-based computation of EEG signals from cortical cell populations. However, we find that the current-dipole approximation is not
generally applicable for computing ECoG signals.
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A standard way to study neuronal activity is to record the local field
potential (LFP) in the extracellular space (ECS) surrounding active neurons. Theoretical methods, such as current source density (CSD) theory
can then be used to infer the distribution of neuronal current sources
from recorded potentials. When estimating the CSD, several assumptions are made. Typically, one assumes a spatially homogeneous neuronal activity level and a constant extracellular conductivity. Another
important assumption is that ionic diffusion in the ECS has a negligible
impact on the LFP, so that the recorded potentials exclusively reflect
underlying cellular current sources [1].
As the charge carriers in brain tissue are ions, diffusion and electrical
migration are in reality interdependent processes. The assumption
that diffusion has a negligible impact on the LFP could therefore be
challenged, especially under conditions when concentration gradients
in the ECS become large. Large extracellular concentration gradients
are symptomatic for many pathological conditions, but periods of
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intense neural signalling can evoke concentration shifts of several millimolars even in non-pathological cases [2].
By means of biophysical modelling, we here explore the error introduced in CSD estimates by neglecting effects from diffusion currents.
We use a the previously developed electrodiffusive Kirchhoff-NernstPlanck formalism [3], which allows us to simulate the dynamics of the
electrical potential and of the ion concentrations in the ECS surrounding a neural population [4]. In this in silico scenario, the true CSD (i.e.,
the spatiotemporal distribution of neuronal transmembrane currents
in the model) is known, and can be compared to the conventional
CSD estimate (based only on the LFP), and an alternative CSD estimate
which also accounts for diffusion dependent effects. We find that the
electrodiffusive CSD estimate accurately predicts the true CSD, while
the conventional CSD estimate dramatically deviates from the true
CSD when extracellular concentration gradients become large, and
can lead to the prediction of spurious current sources (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Temporally averaged CSD estimates at different locations
(n = 1 is the bottom and n = 15 is the top of a cortical column).
Black line: True CSD. Blue line: Conventional CSD estimate (double
spatial derivative of the LFP). Red line: Improved, electrodiffusive
CSD estimate. Green line: CSD correction imposed by diffusion
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The cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) is an important parameter for understanding how the brain responds to changes in metabolism and oxygen delivery. Such changes are associated with clinical
conditions like stroke and Alzheimer’s disease. An estimate of the oxygen consumption rate is further important for the interpretation of
functional magnetic resonance imaging. Despite the obvious need
of an O2 consumption measure, there happens to be no standardized
way of measuring it. This is true for both the steady-state situation and
for measuring dynamic C
 MRO2 changes.
Common practice varies and relies on measurements of both blood
flow and oxygenation. The CMRO2 parameter is estimated by analysing
the measurements within the context of an appropriate mathematical model. All methods of estimating CMRO2 are essentially “solving a
mass balance equation where CMRO2 is equated to the difference of
oxygen flowing into a region of interest and the oxygen flowing out”
[1]. Estimating CMRO2 is therefore a complex task where inaccuracies
of both experimental methods and mathematical models need to be
evaluated.
Here, we present a more direct method for estimating CMRO2. It enables us to extract the CMRO2 parameter from a single quantity only, by
fitting Poisson’s equation to measurements of O
 2 partial pressure ( pO2)
around vessels. Earlier attempts of doing the same has been limited by
the inability to measure tissue pO2 with adequate resolution.
The development of two-photon phosphorescence lifetime microscopy has recently made us overcome this limitation [1].
Using pO2 measurements of this kind, we have studied the Krogh
method for steady-state C
 MRO2 [2]. For the Krogh method we assume
and axisymmetric, cylindrical geometry of the vessel-tissue region [3].
The assumption leads to a model describing pO2 as a function of the
distance to vessel. The Krogh method, mostly used to study muscles
earlier, shows disconcerting results when applied to data from brain
tissue [2]. The results indicate that the method is not robust.
We introduce the Laplace method as an alternative way of estimating
CMRO2. The method states that C
 MRO2 can be estimated by taking the
second derivative of pO2 measurements [2]. In order to validate the
method, we construct datasets with known ground truth. Estimates
of CMRO2 from ground truth model data suggest that the Laplace
method represents a more useful tool for measuring O
 2 consumption
than the Krogh method [2].
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Recordings of extracellular electrical, and later also magnetic, brain
signals have been the dominant technique for measuring brain activity for almost a century. The interpretation of such signals is nontrivial
[1–3], however, as the measured signals result of both local and remote
neuronal activity. The recorded extracellular potentials in general
stem from a complicated sum of contributions from transmembrane
currents of neurons near the measurement site, while corresponding
intra- and extracellular electric currents generate the brain’s magnetic
field [4]. This calls for forward-models grounded in the biophysics of
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the different measurement modalities [3] while the underlying sources
are faithfully represented. The initial release of the Python package
LFPy ([5], LFPy.github.io) incorporated a now commonplace and wellestablished scheme for predicting extracellular potentials of individual
neurons with arbitrary levels of biological detail. LFPy relies on the
NEURON simulation environment ([6], neuron.yale.edu) to compute
transmembrane currents of multicompartment neurons in conjunction with an electrostatic forward model [7]. We have now extended
its functionality to populations and networks of multicompartment
neurons with concurrent calculations of extracellular potentials and
current-dipole moments [8]. The current-dipole moments are used to
compute non-invasive measures of neuronal activity, e.g., electroencephalogram (EEG) scalp potentials when combined with an appropriate volume-conductor model. One such model is the 4-sphere model
including the different electric conductivities of brain, cerebral spinal
fluid, skull and scalp [9]. In addition, the current-dipole moments can
be used for magnetoencephalography (MEG) signal prediction [4,9].
The version of LFPy presented here is thus a true multi-scale simulator, capable of simulating electric neuronal activity at the level of
cell-membrane dynamics, individual synapses, neurons, networks,
extracellular potentials within neuronal populations and macroscopic
EEG and MEG signals. The present implementation is suitable for parallel execution on HPC facilities.
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In the visual system, complex scenes have to be integrated from simple local features into global and meaningful percepts. One basic
process in feature integration that is needed to e.g. form the shape of
objects is contour integration. Models studying this process usually
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focus on orientation alignment as the defining feature of a contour,
however, experimental work has shown that also other features such
as spatial frequency (SF) strongly shape contour integration. In our
framework, we include SFs as a second cue to gain deeper insight into
mechanisms of contour integration, by hypothesizing that similar SFs
will be integrated more strongly than dissimilar ones.
We constructed a structurally simplistic cortical model with population
dynamics described by simplified Wilson-Cowan equations. The model
was presented with stimuli consisting of an ensemble of oriented
Gabor patches with different orientations and spatial frequencies,
into which contours of aligned and/or SF-homogeneous patches are
embedded. Feature integration is performed by recurrent interactions
between populations with receptive fields (RFs) tuned to the orientation and SF of localized stimulus patches. Interactions comprise excitatory and inhibitory couplings, with inhibition providing normalization
and being independent on orientation preference. Excitatory connections realize an association field [1] specifying the linking strength for
elements with different properties: In particular, we implement strong
links between collinear and co-circularly aligned RFs, and we assume
that interaction strength exponentially increases with decreasing SF
difference (i.e., “what fires together wires together”).
By quantitatively reproducing the results of multiple psychophysical studies [2] we are able to provide a unifying account of contour
integration in a variety of different stimulation paradigms. Our model
suggests a novel mechanism involved in feature integration, namely
spatial-frequency dependent interactions, which accounts for previously unexplained findings (see Figure 1), thus going beyond contour
integration on orientation information only, and helping to create
a more comprehensive understanding of computation in the visual
system.

Figure 1. Comparison of model (solid lines) and experimental
psychometric curves (dashed lines) for contour detection in a
2-AFC design. Since the model is not subject to noise, we expect
its performance to be equal or higher than for human observers. A: Contour defined by orientation alignment only (same SF
for all Gabors): performance decreases with increasing tilt angle
deviating from perfect alignment. B: Contour defined by SF shift
between contour and background elements (random orientations for all Gabors): performance increases with increasing SF
shift (green crosses: experiment). C: Contour defined by orientation alignment, with SFs of contour and background subject to
different levels of random jitter (2 octaves and 3 octaves width,
light and dark blue, respectively): detection threshold decreases
with increasing jitter. For jitter on the contour elements only (red),
the target remains visible even for large tilt angles (prediction of
model confirmed by new experiments, unpublished data)
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In the visual system, attention improves information processing and is
required to solve complex tasks such as shape detection and object
recognition. On the neuronal level, it is found that different task
demands, given by e.g. nature and specific combination of cues and
cue validities, modulate response properties in many cortical areas
in parallel [1]. Selective attention is assumed to be instrumental in
orchestrating the flexible and efficient distribution of resources among
brain areas to set up task-specific functional networks [2]. However,
it is unclear how this process is organized on a functional level, and
according to which principles computation is coordinated among
different neuronal populations and visual areas. Here, we investigate
task-specific attentional distribution in a simplified framework where a
stimulus is processed by two or more neuronal populations (or visual
areas) which are specialized in representing different features such as
orientation or color. We assume the task is to detect a stimulus change
in one of its features, while a cue is given that matches the changing
feature with a certain probability (cue validity). Adhering to physiological constraints, attention is modeled as a bounded gain change
on the populations’ outputs to a higher area decision population,
whereas the whole input to the decision population is normalized [3]
(Fig. 1A). Considering distributed attention as an optimization problem, we compute the gain factors minimizing error rates for the different populations engaged in the task by analytical gradient descent.
We find that optimal gain factors depend on cue validity and change
saliency, with attention also boosting the populations representing
non-cued features if cue validity is below 100% and if change saliency
is high. Furthermore, when attention spreads to non-cued features,
we find that a multitude of attentional distributions exist that yield
the same optimal performance (Fig. 1B). Our results have important
implications for empirical studies: first, we provide a first-principle
explanation in a minimal framework of attentional modulation spreading also to non-cued feature dimensions or attributes. Second, the
dependence of optimal modulation strength on task parameters and
the degenerative nature of solutions in part of the parameter space
implies that attention-related gain changes observed in animal studies
might not be constant, but will change over time if e.g. cue validity is
manipulated and if perceptual learning takes place.

Figure 1. A: Schematic of the model setup with a two-feature
stimulus. B: In the white region, optimal performance is achieved
by directing maximal attention towards the cued feature and none
to the non-cued one. In the gray region, it is optimal to also attend
to the non-cued feature. Here, solutions are degenerate such that a
multitude of attentional configurations leads to the same optimal
performance. The probability distribution of modulation differences illustrates this for one exemplary parameter set
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Recent experimental and theoretical work increasingly suggests that
cortical neurons operate close to a critical state which describes a
phase transition from chaotic to ordered dynamics and optimizes multiple aspects of information processing (e.g. [1,2]). However, although
critical dynamics have been demonstrated in recordings of spontaneously active cortical neurons [3], the link between criticality and active
cortical computation remains largely unexplored. Establishing this link
requires addressing major conceptual challenges, namely: making
abstract complexity measures work in realistic computational settings
and considering—instead of homogeneous, spontaneously active
networks—strongly driven systems with high firing rates and networks with structured connectivity.
In our work, we focus on visual feature integration as a prototypical
and prominent example for cortical computation. Visual feature integration refers to neural processes which link localized image information into more global representations such as contours, shapes,
and objects. We study feature integration in a figure-ground segregation task, where cortical subnetworks operate close to the critical
state when part of a visual stimulus matches a ‘figure’ which is to be
detected by the visual system. Within the simple, but analytically welldescribed framework of the Ernst-Herrmann-Eurich (EHE) model, we
embed a large number of figures into a recurrently coupled network.
Out of N units representing each figure, we allow for n units to represent multiple figures at the same time and characterize the network
dynamics for different stimuli.
We find that presenting a visual stimulus with a target figure dynamically organizes the network into two parts: one with critical dynamics,
encoding the ensemble of features making up the figure, and one with
subcritical dynamics, encoding the background elements. We show
that figure representation in the oscillatory dynamics of the system as
well as the task performance in a 2AFC-scenario is maximized near the
critical point. Adding inhibitory interactions between neurons encoding different figures ensures that the coupling strength for which the
network is critical is robust against changes in n (Figure 1), the network
size and the number of figures in the network.
Our model extends the idea of criticality being optimal for computation to inhomogeneous systems, establishes links to spatial
computation performed in the visual system and predicts that local
subnetworks can display supercritical activity, contained by inhibition,
while the cortex at large is poised at subcritical regimes.
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Figure 1. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) statistic, quantifying the
distance of spike statistics from a power-law, for an excitatory network (A) and for a network with both excitation and inhibition (B),
as a function of the coupling strength and the overlap between
figures, n. In the white regions, the network starts to exhibit infinite avalanches. White circles mark where the KS statistic is lowest
and the red line shows our theoretical approximation for the critical point. We find that for the network with inhibition, the critical
coupling strength does not change as n increases until n = N
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Large scale transitions between active (up) and silent (down) states
during NREM sleep or quiet wakefulness regulate fundamental cortical functions and are known to involve both excitatory and inhibitory
cells. However, the role of inhibition in regulating cortical state transitions is still unclear and controversial.
Using simultaneous local field potential (LFP) and two-photon-guided
juxtasomal in vivo recordings of parvalbumin (PV) and somatostatin
(SST) positive cells in anesthetized mice, we investigated the relationship between the firing activity of interneurons and the up-down state
cycle. Up/down state time periods were detected from the LFP signal
by means of advanced analytical methods, modified from the literature [1, 2] and calibrated for our experimental conditions based on
previous simultaneous LFP and patch-clamp recordings on pyramidal
neurons. We first measured the firing activity of PV and SST interneurons in the two different states. We confirmed that both cell types
are mainly active during the up state, but we also found that they
display significant firing activity during cortical silent state. To investigate a potential correlation between the occurrence of spikes in PV/
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SST interneurons and the LFP slow-oscillation phase (which in turn
reflects cortical state [2]), we quantified the phase locking of interneuronal spikes for different relative time shifts of LFP and juxtasomal
recordings [3, 4]. Phase locking was found to be maximal when shifting LFP backwards by ~100 ms (and up to ~200 ms) for both classes
of interneurons, suggesting a causal contribution of interneurons for
changes in phase dynamics, in particular in the latter part of the up
state (including its end). This result was further confirmed by analyzing
the mean changes in the LFP phase speed triggered by a spike prior to
the end of an up/down state: we found that, on average, phase speed
significantly increased after a PV spike and a SST spike near the end
of an up state. In contrast, phase speed significantly decreased after a
PV spike near the end of a down state, while no significant effect was
found for SST neurons in the down state.
Together these findings support the hypothesis that the firing of both
PV and SST interneurons during up states may causally contribute to
their ending, whereas the firing of interneurons during down states, at
least for PV cells, may delay the transition from the down state to the
up state.
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The spontaneous emergence of collective dynamical behaviors in
complex networks has been the focus of intensive study in physical
and biological systems. Such collective dynamics in the form of neural oscillations are widely thought to underlie information processing
in the brain. However, while many theoretical studies of collective
dynamics have utilized homogenous networks with simple topologies
(e.g., global couplings or regular lattices), biological neural systems are
characterized by heterogeneity and complex patterns of connectivity.
Specifically, the biological brain belongs to a class of large-N systems
with non-uniform connectivity, where the connectivity between neurons is of degree K ≪ N (i.e., sparse). Recently, it has been demonstrated that a critical – though typically low – degree of connectivity is
necessary for the emergence of collective dynamics in such “strongly
diluted” systems [1]. Previously, we have obtained results consistent with this finding, showing that the spontaneous emergence
of large-amplitude oscillatory dynamics in a large-scale simulation
model [2], which is composed of multi-compartment model neurons
representing 11 distinct cell types, is dependent upon the degree of
connectivity.
Here, we integrate some of our recent simulation modeling results (see
further, submissions by Boothe et al. and Felton et al., at this meeting)
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with theoretical insights that have reported the coexistence of qualitatively different dynamics – irregular and regular – in large randomly
connected networks [3] and the occurrence of unstable attractors in
networks of pulse-coupled oscillators [4]. In such systems, it can be
suggested that switching between dynamic regimes may provide
a basis for computation. However, a recognition of the embodied
nature of real-world systems, wherein a system’s collective dynamics
are dependent upon external inputs and feedback processes, allows a
reinterpretation of the functional role of collective dynamical behaviors in complex networks. Such a reinterpretation leads us to a novel
proposal on the relationship between connectivity and “critical states”
(i.e., system states whose occurrence leads to global system instabilities) in large-scale neural systems.
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Temporal information in sounds is relevant for many general purpose
and domain specific auditory functions, including amplitude modulation (AM) detection, extraction of temporal pitch and decoding of
speech. Each of these functions has been extensively studied with a
variety of methods (electrophysiology, non-invasive neuroimaging
and psychophysics). The common neural coding mechanisms underlying these observations, however, remain unclear. Here we propose
a computational framework to integrate available empirical information to derive a unified view of temporal information processing in the
human auditory cortex (AC).
We designed a simplified model of the AC consisting of four functional
units. These units approximately correspond to two core areas (AI,
R) and two belt “streams” (Fast, Slow). Each unit was simulated using
the Wilson Cowan Cortical Model (WCCM) [1] of neural circuitry. The
WCCM generates dynamic neural responses by interaction of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) populations. AI and R receive cochleotopic
thalamic input, the belt streams receive cochleotopic input from AI
(Fast) and R (Slow) respectively. We adjusted the two main unit parameters, temporal and spectral integration windows, based on physiological evidence from monkeys [2,3] and recent human fMRI [4].
The model was tested on various artificial sounds to evaluate its representation of three psychoacoustic phenomena. Model output was
evaluated by comparing the simulation results to human behavioral
(psychoacoustic) studies.
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First, we explored pure tone frequency discrimination. We observed
a dual code for frequency discrimination. Model performance, in
line with psychoacoustic results [5], deteriorated for frequencies
above 2 kHz. This deterioration in discrimination could not be solely
accounted for by a tonotopic place code, and instead depended on
the temporal response of the model (specifically in “Fast” region). This
observation demonstrates how a dual code (place and time) may
underlie human frequency discrimination performance [5]. Second,
we explored AM detection for both noise and tones (0.125–8 kHz). In
line with experimental findings, AM was coded with two mechanisms
(synchronization and rate coding). We observed a switch from a temporal to a rate code for modulation rates above 50 Hz. The upper limit
of the temporal (but not rate) code was unit dependent, in accordance
with electrophysiology [2]. Interestingly, estimated modulation transfer functions followed psychophysical modulation detection thresholds [5]. Furthermore, we observed a dependence of AM coding on
the carriers in agreement with psychophysics [5]. Finally, we tested the
model’s representation of temporal pitch with missing fundamental
(MF) stimuli and iterated ripple noise (IRN). We again observed a dual
coding strategy, where AI and the Fast area temporally decoded low
(<300 Hz) MF sounds, while the Slow area represented high frequencies as phase coherence across the network. IRN was coded temporally
with a comparatively weaker synchrony strength, matching its weaker
pitch percept.
In summary, using a simple network of E and I interactions and tuning
of only two parameters, we modeled processing of temporal information in parallel cortical streams. The read-out of population responses
are in agreement with human psychoacoustics. In future work, we plan
to explore the temporal processing of speech by this model.
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Large scale cortical oscillations recorded using techniques, such as
electroencephalogram (EEG) are thought to provide a biological
substrate for computation [1]. The relationship between cortical connectivity features (distance, myelination, neuronal arborization, and
synapse location) and cortical oscillatory frequency is at present poorly
understood [2]. In order to explore the impact of the full range of cortical connectivity features on network activity one needs to use a model
with sufficient biophysical detail. Here, we present a compartmentlevel model of cortex and observe connectivity-dependent changes
in network activity in the power spectrum of a simulated local field
potential (LFP). Our model consists of 5,376 neurons, with 11 types
of cortical and thalamic neurons each with its own compartmental
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morphology, connectivity patterns, and internal dynamics [3]. Activity is generated by a combination of intrinsic voltage fluctuations and
extrinsic Poisson distributed noise (10% of neurons, mean 5 Hz). Neurons were divided into four micro-columns, which were then either
left unconnected (LFP-Local) or connected via long range connections
emerging from pyramidal cells in layers 2/3 (P23) and synapsing onto
neurons in adjacent micro-columns. The number of P23 synapses were
scaled to be equal across simulations. Our results indicate that long
range connections contribute to the generation of sharp peaks in the
power spectrum of the LFP at frequency ranges between 10 Hz and
50 Hz (Fig. 1B, red arrows). Simulations with local connectivity only
generate activity with no clear peaks in the 1 to 50 Hz frequency range
(Fig. 1A). Activity in some neuron types is altered by network connectivity. For instance, the power spectrums of the summed membrane
potentials of layer 5 pyramidal cells (P5) in simulations with only short
range connections match the overall LFP (Fig. 1A and C), while in simulations with long range connections P5 neurons contribute to peaks
in the 10 to 50 Hz range (Fig. 1D). Our results indicate that long range
connections contribute to increased oscillatory activity in network
activity, and that this increase occurs in specific LFP frequency ranges.
Future work will include exploring asymmetric long range connectivity and comparing cortical regions in different network states.

Figure 1. A. LFP power spectrum from model with no long range
connections exhibits no strong peaks. B. LFP power spectrum
of simulation with long range connections, exhibits clear peaks.
C and D. contribution of pyramidal cells to LFP depend on long
range connections
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Spike sorting is the process to extract single neuronal activity from
extracellular recordings. It makes use of the fact that spikes from a single
neuron feature highly similar waveforms, whereas spikes from different
neurons have different waveforms. Clustering algorithms are used to
find groups of similar spikes that putatively originated from the same
neuron. However, since spike waveforms especially in multi-electrode
recordings can have a high dimensionality, their dimensionality needs
to be reduced before clustering. Principal component analysis (PCA) is
one of the most commonly employed dimensionality reduction methods for this purpose [1]. It reduces the dimensions to those where the
variance of the data was highest, presumably those along which the
waveforms of separate neurons differ most strongly, However, if the
noise is not uniform in all dimensions, high variability can also mean
high noise, which would render a dimension useless for discrimination.
We, therefore, propose an additional pre-whitening step before PCA and
discuss two beneficial effects on the subsequent clustering. We illustrate
these effects by using spikes from retinal ganglion cells recorded with
high-density multi-electrode arrays (HD-MEA).
Pre-whitening is a method that is used to transform a set of data
points that follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a given
covariance matrix to make them follow a multivariate standard normal
distribution after transformation. In the case of our HD-MEA recordings, the noise covariance is a strong contributor to non-spherical
shapes of spike clusters, which means that pre-whitening significantly
affects the cluster shapes.
The first beneficial effect of pre-whitening for spike sorting is that it
leads to a better alignment of the first principal components with the
directions that feature the largest between-cluster variance. The reason for this is that the noise is uniformly distributed over all dimensions after pre-whitening. Therefore, the cluster locations are now the
main contributors to the variance in the data.
The second benefit of pre-whitening is that it simplifies the clustering
problem. After pre-whitening, the clusters are roughly spherical with
uniform standard deviation in all dimensions. (There is one caveat to
this: Since the noise covariance matrix used for pre-whitening does
not capture all the variability of the spike waveforms, the clusters are
in fact not completely spherical. But we will show that the benefits
of the procedure are still given). Knowing the approximate size and
shape of the clusters, we can choose suitable clustering procedures,
which offer the possibility to employ unsupervised learning techniques that do not require subsequent manual curation of the clusters.
In conclusion, pre-whitening is a simple method to improve PCA-based
dimensionality reduction of multi-electrode array recordings and it simplifies the clustering problem for the spike-sorting algorithms. Thus, we
believe pre-whitening before dimensionality reduction is an important
tool towards the development of fully automatic spike-sorters.
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In the early visual system of the cat, the feedforward pathway going
from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) to the primary visual cortex (V1) is well characterized both anatomically and functionally. On
the other hand, despite a large amount of experimental work, there
is poor agreement about functional roles of the feedback pathway
from V1 to LGN. The common experimental approach compares system responses taken in the open-loop condition - probing thalamus in
isolation from cortex - and in the closed-loop condition - probing the
intact system. In the literature to date this approach has yielded inconsistent results. Open- and closed-loop results for some stimuli differ
only by an additive factor, while for other stimuli there is a marked
qualitative difference in the results.
In this computational study, we investigated the thalamocortical loop
with reference to an unprecedentedly broad set of experimental studies. We took published data for six types of experiments (with stimuli
varying in luminance, contrast, spatial frequency, temporal frequency,
size, and orientation) involving both open- and closed-loop conditions. We explored each condition with an integrative large-scale
spiking model of the cat early visual system that includes LGN, perigeniculate nucleus (PGN), and V1. The model is heavily constrained by
the available literature at multiple levels: anatomical, functional, and
statistical. The model is developed using the Mozaik workflow engine
[1] with NEST [2] as the backend simulator.
The experimental constraints enabled us to find a single parameter
set that qualitatively and quantitatively accounts for the published
responses to all stimuli in both open- and closed-loop conditions. We
report that in our model the feedback has additive effects on: spontaneous activity, in agreement with [3], contrast tuning response [4], and
temporal frequency tuning [5]. On the other hand, in our model the
feedback changes the shape of responses for: spatial frequency tuning, as in [6], size tuning response [7], and orientation tuning [8].
We identify two main mechanisms supporting our results: the reciprocal spatial distribution of cortical and thalamic receptive fields, as
in [9], and the topological mirroring of cortical response profiles onto
thalamus, as in [10].
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Numerous studies have shown that periodic electrical stimulation can
be used to not only to interfere with the activity of isolated neurons,
but also to engage population-scale synchrony and collective rhythms.
These findings have raised the fascinating prospect of manipulating
emergent brain oscillations in a controlled manner, engaging neural
circuits at a functional level to boost information processing, manipulate cognition and treat neurobiological disorders (“oscillopathies”) [1].
Capitalizing on this, it has been shown that brain stimulation can be
tuned to alter perception and task performance [2]. Rhythmic brain
stimulation forms the basis of a control paradigm in which one can
manipulate the intrinsic oscillatory properties of cortical networks via
a plurality of input-driven mechanisms such as resonance, entrainment and non-linear acceleration [3]. But the brain is not a passive
receiver: outcomes of brain stimulation, either intracranial or noninvasive, are highly sensitive to ongoing brain dynamics, interfering
and combining with internal fluctuations in non-trivial ways [4]. Exogenous control on brain dynamics has indeed been shown to be gated
by neural excitability, where effects of brain stimulation are both statedependent and highly sensitive to stimulation parameters [5].
To understand this phenomenon, we here used computational
approach to study the role of ongoing dynamics on the entrainment
of cortical neurons. We here considered the thalamo-cortical system as
a non-linear oscillator and examined its resonant properties in different noise-induced activation states. Specifically, we examined whether
state-dependent changes in thalamo-cortical oscillations – mediated
by increased input to the thalamus - could implement a gain control
mechanism regulating cortical susceptibility to stimulation. Our analysis shows that this increased sensory drive is sufficient to trigger the
suppression of resting state oscillations throughout the system, resulting in a gradual transition from strong pairwise correlations towards
asynchronous neural firing. We found that this increase in irregular
fluctuations during task states enables a greater susceptibility of cortical neurons to entrainment, and that this phenomenon can explained
by a passage through a bifurcation combined to stochastic resonance. These results suggest that the stability of resting state attractor dynamics limits the controllability of neural systems. To better
understand the mechanism involved, we used a conceptual delayed
oscillator model and computed its resonance curves both close and
away from the a Hopf bifurcation in presence of noise [6]. The analysis
reveals non-linear interactions between internal resonances, noise and
externally applied periodic stimulation, deepening our understanding
of the mechanism regulating the susceptibility of neural systems to
entrainment.
Taken together, our results provide new insights about the statedependent interaction between rhythmic stimulation and cortical
oscillatory activity, accelerating the development of new paradigms
to interrogate neural circuits and restore cognitive functions based on
the selective manipulation of brain rhythms.
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We continuously need to coordinate multiple processes to accomplish our current goals. By means of its connection with multiple other
areas of the brain, the prefrontal cortex (PF) plays a pivotal role in this
cognitive challenge [1]. Neurons in PF are known to represent taskrelevant information and to memorize current goals until the proper
action can be selected. However, how PF neurons transform the goals
into specific actions is not completely understood yet. To address this
question, we used an experimental task that resembles a situation in
which an object needs to be maintained in memory and then perform
a motor plan to reach it.
Two monkeys were trained to perform a distance discrimination task
[2] while the activity of neurons in PF were recorded. All procedures
followed the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (1996,
SBN 0-309-05377-3) and were approved by the NIMH Animal Care
and Use Committee. The monkeys had to decide which of two stimuli
(blue or red) sequentially presented on a screen was farther from a
reference point. A working memory period separated the end of the
presentation of the second stimulus from the reappearance of both
stimuli (goals) that served as a “goal” signal. The positions of the two
goals were randomized so that, during the working memory period,
the monkeys could not predict the future action to perform. Thus, during the delay period the monkeys had to remember the goal (blue or
red) and then to select it by touching the corresponding switch below.
We found that only a minority of neurons were involved in both the
encoding of the goal in memory and the transformation of it into an
action by representing the goal also in this phase. Moreover, in equal
proportion, they switched or maintained their goal preference across
such transition. Such high probability in the change of preference did
not occur in other periods of the task and therefore we interpreted it
as a signature of an activity reconfiguration of the PF network due to a
transition between different collective states.
From a theoretical point of view, the active maintenance of goal information in memory requires some degree of stability whereas, by contrast, the same network needs to be susceptible and flexible enough
to adapt to the external changes. To account for such dynamics, we
propose that the PF network is composed of bistable cell assemblies
with heterogeneous excitability [3] such that both dynamical stability and input susceptibility can be simultaneous expressed. Moreover,
we show that, although the neurons that represent the goal both in
memory and during the goal to action transformation process are only
a minority of all neurons, they can play a fundamental role in the PF
activity reconfiguration.
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Dynamic phenomena of perceptual organization and multi-stable
perception have been studied extensively since the time of Gestalt
psychology, typically with low-level vision. Recent work demonstrates
multi-stability and adaptation for high-level body motion perception.
We have developed a neurodynamical model that reproduces multistability and adaptation in body motion perception. Our model consists of hierarchies of neural detectors that analyze the silhouette and
the shading features of body motion stimuli, which are encoded as
temporal sequences of patterns by a dynamic neural field (Fig 1A). Its
multi-stable dynamics accounts for spontaneous perceptual switching. In addition, its neurons are adaptive, accounting for high-level
after-effects. Further details of the implementation are discussed in
[2].We showed elsewhere that the model reproduces the perceptual multi-stability of body motion perception and its dependence
on shading cues [2]. Here we show additional simulations reproducing the following experimental results: (i) High-level after-effects and
the time course of adaptation (Figure 1B). For a bistable stimulus the
probability of seeing the percept shown during adaptation decays
with the duration of the adaptor, with a time constant that is similar
to the one found in experiments [1]. (ii) Exploiting a novel stimulus
(inset Figure 1A) that for which perception can be biased towards
one of the two perceptual alternatives, we find the time for the first
perceptual switch in the region where both percepts are equally stable. By adjusting 2 parameters, we could match the observed behavior to the psychophysically measured switching times (Figure 1C). A
physiologically-inspired hierarchical (‘deep’) neural model for body
motion perception reproduces a multitude of effects that characterize
the dynamics of body motion perception. The model makes concrete
predictions about the behavior of single cells in body motion-sensitive
areas.

Figure 1. A. Model overview. B. Probability of perceiving bistable
test stimulus as adaptor as function of adaptor duration. C. Time to
first perceptual switch as function of biasing parameter that controls preference for the two alternative percepts. Top panel: experimental data. Bottom panel: model simulation
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Propofol is a chemical agent commonly used as an intravenous general anesthetic. At the cellular level, this short-acting anaesthetic positively modulates GABAergic inhibitory activity by targeting GABA-A
receptors [1]. This type of receptor is widespread in the brain and
can be present both within synaptic clefts, as well as on extrasynaptic locations along the dendrites and neuron membrane where they
are responsible for tonic inhibition. At the macroscopic level of SEEG
(deep Stereographic-Electroencephalogram) or EEG (Electroencephalogram) recordings, one observes, with certain doses of propofol, a
paradoxical excitation phenomenon [2] the generation mechanisms of
which are not clearly understood. In this study, we suggest a potential mechanism for the appearance of paradoxical excitation occurring
under propofol-induced general anaesthesia.
We show, with a model network of Hodgkin-Huxley neurons, that
tonic inhibition – induced by the binding of propofol to extra-synaptic
receptors – together with an increase of the synaptic time constant
within a certain range [3] can account for the phenomenon of paradoxical excitation. However, changes in the gain (or conductance) of
the synaptic inhibition do not correspond to a sudden increase in
neuronal population firing rate nor synchrony as described in the
experiments [3]. The action of propofol on extrasynaptic GABAergic
receptors was modelled by varying the conductance g of a tonic current in the form Iton = g(V-Eton) as described in [4]. Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the neuronal population firing rate and the coherence (or
synchrony) of the network activity as the tonic inhibition and the synaptic conductance vary. The plots are given for different values of the
synaptic time constants. The increase of these three variables, synaptic time constant and conductance, and tonic conductance reflect an
increase in propofol doses.

Figure 1. Results of the simulations. Neuronal population firing
rate and coherence as the dose of propofol varies. A. LFP power
spectrum from model with no long range connections exhibits
no strong peaks. B. LFP power spectrum of simulation with long
range connections, exhibits clear peaks. C and D. contribution of
pyramidal cells to LFP depend on long range connections
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The onset of an action potential (AP) in cortical neurons has been
measured experimentally and found to be much faster than what
accounted by classic isopotential membrane theory. Such a sharp
onset is more than a measuring artefact and it correlates to the
dynamical input–output neuronal bandwidth [1]: it allows reliable
transmission of temporal information with frequency content up to
200–300 cycles/s [1]. While this might be accounted for in effective
models of excitability, such as the exponential Integrate-and-Fire, it
cannot be replicated by conventional single-compartment HodgkinHuxley models. These experimental and theoretical evidences led to
the three theories, proposed to explain this phenomenon. The first
one invokes cooperativity of sodium voltage-gated ionic channels,
and it states that when channels open they recruit neighbouring channels to open as well, giving rise to a cascade effect. The second theory
invokes APs back propagation from the axon to the soma, and it states
a kind of constructive interference occurs at the soma leading to a
much sharper spike onset. The third theory is the critical resistive theory [2] and it states that smooth APs generated at the Axon Initial Segment (AIS) become a much sharper at the soma due an electrotonic
mismatch between the axon and the soma. Therefore, the sharp AP
onset also referred to as kink, is expected to depend on the distance
between AIS and the soma.
Very recently, our experimental findings on L2/3 pyramidal human
cortical neurons revealed that they relay time-varying inputs with
even a broader band than in rodents, while their ensemble firing rate
is ~10 Hz [3]. This can be expressed also in terms of an upper cut-off
frequency: human cortical cells have a much higher cut-off frequency
when an individual suprathreshold sinusoidal input current is injected
at the soma.
In this work, we investigate several models of different complexity but
the focus is on the biological detailed models of the Blue Brain Project
(BBP) [4]. We do a systematic investigation of several of these models.
A noisy, Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, sinusoidal current is injected in
the soma. The frequency of this sine is then increased in sequent runs
so that a response magnitude curve from the neuron can be extracted,
magnitude and phase is extracted from the spike time using circular
statistics [5]. Then the axial resistance for a model can be changed, in
principle this is the same as increasing the distance between soma
and AIS. From this analysis, it can be seen that the cut-off frequency
is indeed increasing with increasing axial resistance. These magnitude
curves can also be fitted by a Bode function to estimate the cut-off frequency more accurately.
Conclusion: Increasing the axial resistance between soma and axon
changes the shape of the action potential at the soma, this due to
the critical resistive coupling between both. We see that this change
in rapidness of onset has a direct consequence on the ability of the
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neuron to follow up to a particular frequency. In other words, increasing the axial resistance the cut-off frequency is also increasing.
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Experimental observations of plasticity report key features like Hebbian spike timing and homeostatic mechanisms; however, there is
great variability within these mechanisms. While many models of
plasticity use an ad hoc selection of experimentally motivated rules
to produce other experimental observations like balanced excitatory
and inhibitory currents or variable spiking, what is really needed are
attempts at theoretical frameworks under which the large variety of
observations of plasticity and neural dynamics can be explained and
reduced.
One approach to developing such a theoretical framework is to consider neural coding as an outcome of an optimization process implemented in part with plasticity rules. However, studies of neural coding
and plasticity are largely separate from each other even though the
purpose of plasticity should be to produce a useful neural code. Thus,
a theoretical framework of learning that connects neural coding to
plasticity is needed to describe how a neural network can learn to perform tasks via optimizing a neural code using plasticity in a way that is
biologically plausible and constrained by relevant experimental observations. By establishing this connection, it then becomes possible to
explicitly link experimental observations to function and explain why
for example, balance between excitatory and inhibitory currents aid
the brain in its information processing.
Here we describe a learning scheme for spiking neural networks that
learns so that the activity of an individual neuron can be inferred or
decoded from the activity of other neurons. The theory begins by proposing three broad biological plausibility constraints that the learning scheme be spike driven, able to be implemented online and only
require local information in the network. These constraints are then
used to develop biologically plausible plasticity rules that implement
learning. Two rules are derived with a precise relation between each
other; a Hebbian rule with similarities to existing models of STDP that
increases connection strengths, and a homeostatic rule that decreases
connection strengths but does not attempt to set a fixed target firing
rate as is common in many models of homeostatic plasticity. We use
considerations of stability to constrain the parameters of the learning
scheme and show that the learning scheme optimizes toward a tight
balance of excitatory and inhibitory currents (Fig. 1A). We present a
demonstration in which a complex real world stimulus obtained from
a Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) camera is encoded in the population
activity of a spatially extended, conductance based spiking network
[2] in which all connections are learned using this scheme (Fig. 1B).
The resulting distributions of connection weights are long tailed and
approximately log-normal, as found experimentally (Fig. 1C).

Figure 1. A. Example excitatory (red) and inhibitory (blue) currents. B. Spikes (row 1), inferred spiking activity (row 2) and
membrane potential (row 3) of the 2D stimulus, excitatory and
inhibitory populations. C. Distribution of connection weights after
learning for excitatory (blue), inhibitory (red) and excitatory stimulus (black) connections
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For effective cognitive information processing the interplay of different time scales, from milliseconds to hours, is necessary. In neural networks with distinct time scales fixpoints of the fast subsystem
are destroyed by the additional evolution of the slow subsystem but
remain present as so-called attractor relicts [1]. These points of slow
flow that form the slow manifold can still have large influence on
the evolution of a dynamical state guiding it along the manifold (see
Fig. 1A) and representing a transiently attracting state. However, for
high dimensional systems it is computationally challenging to compute all transiently attracting states. On the other hand, for a given
system it might not be obvious whether the dynamics is effectively
shaped by the slow manifold and how strong this effect is.
In this contribution, we introduce the concept of transiently attracting
states for general neural networks incorporating a fast and a slow subsystem denoting with 0 < ε<1 the difference in time scales. We define
(un)stable adiabatic fixpoints (AFP) as the (un)stable fixpoints of the
fast subsystem that are recovered for the full system in the adiabatic
limit ε → 0. Considering only the one (stable) AFP that the system converges in the adiabatic limit we can define for every state exactly one
transiently attracting state on the slow manifold as corresponding target point (see Fig. 1 B) and characterize its effect on the overall evolution of the system [2]. Therefore, we investigate the average distance
of a trajectory to the corresponding target points and the distribution
of the distance. By these measures, we are able to quantify the influence of transiently attracting states on the time evolution.
In particular, we examine the AFP and target points for a three-neuron system that consists of continuous-time point neurons with the
intrinsic adaption being substantially slower than the primary neural
activity [3]. For this system we find both, states that are highly influenced by the transiently attracting states and states that are protected
by symmetry from settling close to the slow manifold. The transition
between the different regimes is investigated by evaluating the average distance of the trajectory to the target points. Additionally, we
describe a chaotic state in terms of the transiently attracting states
gaining insight on the origin of chaos in this system.
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Figure 1. Trajectory and AFP. A. The slow manifold (surface) consists of all stable (blue) and unstable (gray) adiabatic fixed points
(AFP). The target manifold (red line) consists of all target points
corresponding to the trajectory (green line) and it is a subset of the
set of stable AFP. The trajectory follows the target points slightly
delayed. B. At every point on the trajectory (green bullets) the fast
subsystem is attracted by the corresponding target point (red bullets). In the adiabatic limit ε → 0 the system converges (dashed
lines) to the target point. For a finite flow in the slow subsystem,
viz when ε > 0, the system evolves along the trajectory (green line).
The entirety of target points corresponding to a trajectory forms
the target manifold (red line) mapping the trajectory to the slow
manifold
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spiking activity recorded from 146 single units during resting state. To
enable a detailed comparison to simulated spiking data, we subdivide
the single units into putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons based
on their spike shapes [5]. We apply common statistical measures, e.g.,
firing rate, (local) coefficient of variation for single unit characterization, and we also compute the pairwise fine temporal correlation by
correlation coefficients. These measures are calculated in two ways:
averaged over time and single units, as well as averaged over time but
separately for each single unit (except for the correlation coefficients).
Comparing the distributions of these measures from the two behavioral states we do not find any difference – when averaging over single units. However, when focusing on non-averaged, single unit data
we notice that some neurons increase their firing rates systematically
when the monkey moves compared to rest, whereas others decrease
or do not change their rates. Thus, there was seemingly no difference
on the population level, but significant differences on the level of individual neurons. Moreover, we observe a strong correlation between a
few neuronal units, independent of their cortical distance, while others
show lower or no correlation. Our next steps are to characterize if such
findings are particularly different for excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
Further, we aim to study the underlying network mechanisms. One
possibility would be to re-consider the balancing effects of inhibition
and recurrence [5,6].
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Nowadays, modeling studies of cortical network dynamics aim to
include realistic assumptions on structural and functional properties of the corresponding neurons [1,2]. Such models often do not
consider functional aspects but rather describe the “ground”, “idle”, or
“resting state” of the cortical network, typically characterized as asynchronous irregular spiking [2]. However, for model validation, i.e., for
a concrete comparison of experimental versus model data aiming at
a more realistic model, one needs to compare this cortical state to the
corresponding experimental data. Therefore, we performed a “resting state” experiment (this term is adapted from human fMRI studies
where it is defined as brain activity observed when the subject is at
rest [3]). We recorded the neuronal activity from macaque monkey
motor cortex with a chronically implanted 4x4 mm2 100 electrode
Utah Array (Blackrock Microsystems) for 15 min, while the monkey was
sitting in a chair without any task or given stimulus. This is in contrast
to most neurophysiological studies that focus on a task- or stimulusspecific analysis [e.g. 4]. Based on a video recording of the monkey
during the neuronal recording, we differentiate between “resting”
intervals and intervals when the monkey spontaneously moved. The
goal of this study is to thoroughly characterize the simultaneous
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Sharp wave ripples (SPW-Rs) are short episodes of increased activity
with superimposed high-frequency oscillations (100–250 Hz). It has
been found that SPW-Rs are crucial for memory consolidation, forward
and reverse memory replay and constructive planning; however, there
is a general lack of understanding of the dynamical nature and the circuit mechanism of these high frequency oscillations. In this study, we
develop and investigate a spatially extended spiking neural circuit that
incorporates the widely observed heterogeneous properties of neural
connectivity, including the lognormal distribution of neural coupling
strengths and heterogeneous in- and out-degrees of connections. We
show that in this spatially extended circuit with heterogeneous connectivity, sharp wave ripples can emerge (Fig. 1A) when excitation and
inhibition are tightly balanced. We analyze the condition of the existence of balanced excitation and inhibition in our spiking circuit model.
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We show that SPW-Rs propagate across the circuit as wave packets
(Fig. 1B) with their propagation properties quantitatively consistent
with those measured in [1]; these propagation properties, however,
cannot be reproduced in existing modeling studies. In addition, we
find that the dynamics of the wave packets can quantitatively account
for a wide range of experimentally observed features of SPW-Rs. These
features include: (a) strong positive correlations between sharp wave
amplitude and ripple frequency, (b) log-normal distributions of population synchrony during ripples [2], (c) heavily tailed distributions of
inter-event intervals, and (d) the exponential build-up of EPSP and
IPSPs during ripple initiation [3]. Based on the dynamics of these wave
packets, we also identify network mechanism for both SPW-R initiation
and termination. These results thus provide new insights into understanding the circuit mechanism of SPW-Rs and suggest that their
propagation properties may be essential for communicating information from the hippocampus to its cortical targets.
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attention so far. The reason is that macroscopic rhythms emerge from
the synaptic interaction of thousands of spiking cells. Although we
look at the network as an oscillator and define its phase cycle in term
of ongoing self-sustained rhythmic activity, it is made up of individual
units which are not oscillators.
In this study, we take advantage of a thermodynamic approach
combined with the Ott-Antonsen theory. The thermodynamic
framework produces an analytically tractable population models written in term of a partial differential equation (PDE), from
which we extract the firing rate of the spiking network [5]. The
Ott-Antonsen theory, see [10], allows further reduction and breaks
down the PDE into a low dimensional system [6,8]. Bifurcation
analysis of the reduced system enables us to reveal how synaptic interactions and inhibitory feedback permit the emergence
of macroscopic rhythms. The usual adjoint method can then be
applied and a semi-analytical expression of the macroscopic infinitesimal PRC is derived [3].
Our analytical computations allow us to make key predictions. First,
we observed that only stimulus targeting the inhibitory cells can generate a biphasic PRC. Such PRCs are known to facilitate entrainment
to periodic inputs at both higher and lower frequencies than the natural frequency of the network. Then we investigate the effect of coupling strength and transmission delay on the dynamical emergence
of phase locking mode within two bidirectionally delayed-coupled
spiking networks. Within the framework of weakly coupled oscillators,
we clarify why macroscopic oscillations show phase relations that are
persistent across time, and provide reasons for the reported diversity of phase lags between cortical regions [7]. For the first time, we
bring theoretical support regarding the strong implication of inhibitory cells not only in the emergence of macroscopic rhythms, but also
on phase locking modes between different neural circuits engaged
in rhythmic oscillatory patterns. Our predictions are supported by
extensive numerical simulations and are consistent with empirical
data [1,4].
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Figure 1.A Two detected SWP-R events in the model. B. Left column: snapshots of ripple power in the spatially extended network;
middle column: snapshots of spikes; right column: wavelet maps
recorded from the corresponding ripple power peak locations
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The study of brain rhythms is one of the most challenging subjects
of interest in neuroscience. An understanding of their functional
implications and computational roles could be facilitated by the use
of phase resetting curve (PRC); a powerful analytical tool in use to
study rhythms [2,9]. However, the topic of PRC for global oscillations
observed at the macroscopic scale in neural circuits has received little
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Working memory is the ability to temporarily retain information about
sensory stimuli that are no longer directly perceived. Retention of
working memory trace is associated with elevated spiking activity in
specific subsets of neurons [1]. From the computational perspective, it
could be implemented by a bistable neural network, one stable state
of which corresponds to the background firing, and the other one –
to the elevated spiking activity during retention of the memory trace
[2]. A major problem of classical WM models is an excessive regularity of spike trains in the active state. Recently, a solution for this issue
was proposed, based on a balanced network with short-term synaptic
potentiation [3,4]. In such a model, mean input current to the neurons stays near zero in the active state, while variation of the current
increases due to increased synaptic weights. The exact mathematical
solution of this model is complicated because of the need to account
for the effect of varying level of noise on the firing rates. In this work,
we propose a computationally effective method for predicting the
behavior of the model based on nullcline analysis and low-dimensional population models. The method is based on a pre-calculation of
neuronal gain functions under two Ornstein-Uhlenbeck current inputs
(representing synaptic currents from excitatory and inhibitory subpopulations) in the nodes of 3-dimensional grid (coordinates: mean
input, variances of both inputs) with subsequent numerical interpolation of the results. In turn, steady-state values of input means and
variances can be found analytically as functions of instantaneous firing rates, which allows us to find self-consistent solutions numerically.
The computationally expensive step in this method (pre-calculation)
depends only on the parameters of the neurons and on the synaptic
time constants (which could be determined from experiments), so the
analysis can be easily performed for various combination of synaptic
weights (which are usually unknown and should be tuned to yield
an appropriate model behavior). Using the described method, we
perform nullcline analysis and build a low-dimensional model of WM
based on exponential convergence of firing rates, as well as means
and variances of the synaptic currents, to the corresponding steadystates obtained using the method described above. We demonstrate
that the behavior of this model is similar to the behavior of the corresponding spiking network (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. A. Nullclines of the WM model. B. Population firing rate
dynamics
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When modelling subcellular signalling pathways, experimental data are
integrated into a precise and structured framework from which it is possible to make predictions that could be tested experimentally, thereby
facilitating the understanding of the biological mechanisms involved.
The quantitative experimental data that are used for building the models are often sparse as compared to the size and complexity of the modelled system, and the translation of these data into dynamical models
therefore leaves numerous uncertainties in parameter values. An explicit
description of this uncertainty is useful in order to precisely describe
assumptions that are made during the modelling process concerning
parameters as well as the data that used for parameter estimation.
We have earlier developed a workflow for building and testing intracellular signalling models and for the quantification of model parameter uncertainty, and its propagation to predictions [1]. This workflow
was applied on a model describing calcium (Ca)-dependent activation of Calmodulin (CaM), Protein phosphatase 2B (PP2B) and Ca/
CaM-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) [2]. We here develop this
workflow further and also apply it on the G-protein coupled cascade
underlying endocannabinoid production [3]. Both CaMKII and endocannabinoids (eCBs) are important for synaptic plasticity in many brain
areas. While CaMKII is often involved in LTP, eCBs rather promote LTD.
The model parameter uncertainty analysis is performed through a
Bayesian sampling of the region of parameter values which produced
a good fit to available experimental data. Two different methods are
used: data-set iterative Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)
[4,1] and Simplified Manifold Metropolis Adjusted Langevin Algorithm
(SMMALA) [5]. This estimation of posterior parameter uncertainty
translates to uncertainties in predictions made from the model, and
finally, a global sensitivity analysis helps in determining the importance and role of different parameters for different model outputs.
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Fast spiking interneurons (FSIs) and feedforward (FF) inhibition are a
common property of neuronal networks throughout the brain and play
crucial role in neural computations. For instance, in the cortex FF inhibition sets the window of temporal integration and spiking and thereby
contributes to the control of firing rate and correlations [1]. In the striatum (the main input structure of the basal ganglia) despite their high firing rates and strong synapses, FSIs (comprise 1–2% of striatal neurons)
do not seem to play a major role in controlling the firing of medium
spiny neurons (MSNs; comprise 95% of striatal neurons) [2] and so far,
it has not been possible to attribute a functional role to FSIs in the striatum. Here we use a spiking neuron network model in order to investigate how externally induced oscillations propagate through striatal
circuitry. Recordings in the striatum have shown robust oscillatory activity that might be in fact cortical oscillations transmitted by the corticostriatal projections [3–5]. We propose that FSIs can perform an important
role in transferring cortical oscillations to the striatum especially to those
MSNs that are not directly driven by the cortical oscillations. Strong and
divergent connectivity of FSIs implies that even weak oscillations in FSI
population activity can be spread to the whole MSN population [6]. Further, we have identified multiple factors that influence the transfer of
oscillations to MSNs. The variables such as the number of activated neurons, ongoing activity, connectivity, and synchronicity of inputs influence the transfer of oscillations by modifying the levels of feedforward
and feedback inhibitions suggesting that the striatum can exploit different parameters to impact the transfer of oscillatory signals.
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Lamme and Roelfsema (2010) wrote a well-organized review on electrical propagations on the brain [1]. However, because of the complexity
of the network architectures, many past studies have only succeeded
in showing the speeds in limited pairs of brain regions. This study
highlights the connectome, the global whole-brain network, underlining electrical propagations.
We claim that the walks, the number of direct connections between
independent nodes on the structural network, are crucially important
for predicting whether propagation delays will reach the brain target
regions, and the dependency could be captured systematically using the
communicability of a well-designed measure in the network theory [2].
The mechanism is as follows: The temporal delays are mainly determined by the walks, the number of direct connections between brain
regions. The relative importance, quantified as the weights of individual connections, gradually decays as the number of steps in the walks
increase. Communicability systematically evaluated the relative importance depending on the number of paths.
To reach this goal, we integrated three independently developed data
sets: neuronal spike data, whole-brain ECoG data, and brain structural
networks, which were accumulated independently (see Figure 1).
The data were partially used in our past study [3]. The last two data
sets were prepared by neuroinformatic contributions from different
research groups. Their contributions enabled us to reach these key
findings. Our findings will provide an important new bridge between
network science and neuroscience.
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The brain is macroscopically an organ transmitting electrical currents
on complex networks through white matter bundles. How are the
temporal dynamics, especially the temporal delays or speeds for transmitting electrical currents among brain regions, determined?
This question is currently an important issue for designing physiologically meaningful computational models of the brain. In the past,

Figure 1. A scheme to evaluate the underlining network organization and necessary propagation time. A. We gave time delays to
individual paths from ECoG. B. The underlining paths were given
from structural tracer data. C. We prepared several models to integrate multiple paths connecting between a pair of a start node
and a goal node. D. Finally, we evaluated the prediction performance of propagation delays extracted from neuronal spike data
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Extensive experimental evidence demonstrates that sequence learning occurs in multiple cortical regions, but the underlying neural
mechanism remains obscure. Here we show that networks of pyramidal neurons can learn to accurately recognize complex temporal
sequences in a continuous online fashion. Our neuron model contains
non-linear dendrites with distinct synaptic integration zones (Figure 1). Proximal dendrites define the classical receptive field, whereas
patterns recognized by distal dendrites act as predictions and have a
modulatory effect. The network can learn complex non-Markovian
sequences. Our model achieves accuracy on par with deep learning
algorithms such as LSTM on real-world sequence prediction tasks. The
model achieves superior performance in the areas of online learning,
handling branching sequences, and high fault tolerance. The model
relies on sparse population codes and makes several detailed predictions regarding the importance of high-order correlations and cell
assemblies. We analyzed experimental calcium imaging data from
awake mice learning natural sequences to verify many of the predictions. The work represents a theory of sequence memory that integrates many physiological properties of cortical neurons, is applicable
to real-world applications, and makes multiple testable experimental
predictions.

Figure 1. A. Our sequence memory model (HTM) is organized as
a cellular layer with lateral recurrent connections. B. Our neuron
model (left) has three distinct dendritic integration zones analogous to pyramidal neurons (right). The co-activation of a set of
synapses on a distal dendrite have a modulatory effect on the
neuron [1]. C. Example dataset for predicting NYC taxi passenger
counts (top-left). Prediction error for various sequence prediction
algorithms (bottom-left). LSTM and HTM have comparable performance [2]. The error for HTM sequence memory (red) and LSTM
(green) after artificial manipulation of the data (black dashed line).
D. Analysis of calcium imaging data shows that the number of
high-order cell assemblies in areas V1 and AL is much higher than
predicted by Poisson or trial-shuffled control models (top). Unlike
single cell responses, high-order cell assemblies occur reliably at
the same point within the sequence (bottom). These are consistent
with predictions made by our model
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Spatiotemporal patterns such as traveling waves are frequently
observed in recordings of neural activity [1]. The mechanisms underlying the generation of such patterns are largely unknown. Previous
studies addressed this problem in the framework of neural-field models, a phenomenological coarse-grained description of neural-network
dynamics, and provided insights on the existence and uniqueness of
traveling fronts, bumps or Turing patterns [2]. It remains unclear, however, to what extent these insights can be transferred to networks of
spiking neurons. Here, we analyze the dynamics of a network of leaky
integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons positioned on a one-dimensional ring
with distance-dependent connection probability. Mean-field theory
[3,4] allows us to rigorously map the microscopic network model to
a neural-field model in the continuum limit (see Fig. 1). In contrast to
the phenomenological descriptions of the past, the neural-field model
emerging from our analysis accounts for both the mean and the variance in the synaptic input. In addition, it introduces a working-point
dependence in the effective coupling strength and in the shape of the
temporal kernel. Using this framework, we derive conditions for the
existence of periodic traveling waves in networks of spiking neurons.
We show that periodic traveling waves cannot occur in a single homogeneous population of neurons with homogeneous (position independent) synaptic weights, delays and external inputs, irrespectively
of the form of distance dependence of the connection probability. For
two-population networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, in contrast, traveling waves emerge for specific types of connection-probability kernels. The predictions of the analytically tractable neural-field
model are validated by means of simulations of LIF-neuron networks
using NEST [5]. The rigorous mapping between the network and the
neural-field model allows us to design connectivity kernels that permit
the emergence of traveling waves, or, vice versa, to predict the connectivity structure from the characteristics of observed activity patterns (e.g. wavelength and frequency).

Figure 1. Mapping microscopic single-neuron dynamics to spatially averaged population dynamics
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Whether the brain employs the temporal domain for the representation of information is still a matter of ongoing debates. Theory and
experiments point toward an entanglement of firing rates and correlations [1]. Moreover, in [2], it was shown by Unitary Event (UE) analysis
[3] that the occurrence of excess synchronous spike events of neurons observed in parallel are more strongly locked to the phase of the
local field potential (LFP)-beta-oscillations than chance synchronous
events or individual spikes, which was related to the concept of cell
assemblies.
We want to study the influence of oscillatory drive from remote brain
areas - expressed as oscillations in the LFP - on the correlation of single neuron activities in a small cortical subnetwork. A balanced random network of homogeneously connected binary model neurons [4]
receiving input from a sinusoidal perturbation [5] captures the main
properties of this type of systems and illustrates mechanisms that
cause time-modulated covariances. Using linear response theory, we
compute the time-dependent averages and covariances of the stochastic neuronal activity in mean-field-theory, which agree with their
simulated counterparts given that the perturbation is of the order of
the fluctuations of the inputs. We find that the zero-time lag pairwise
covariances consist of two terms, one due to the modulated susceptibility (via external input and recurrent feedback) and one due to the
time-varying autocovariances. For some connectivity parameters, this
leads to resonant covariances and non-resonant mean activities. The
resonant behavior of the covariances occurs because the susceptibility
is modulated by two terms with different signs and different dependence on the perturbing frequency: The direct drive and the recurrent
feedback .
The application of the UE-analysis to data emerging from the model
network shows that the probability for UEs to occur is indeed oscillatory already in an unstructured network. A locking as strong as
described in [2], however, is not observed. An interesting extension
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of our model would therefore be to include cell assemblies as additional populations of excitatory neurons that are connected more
densely amongst themselves than to the rest [6]. That would allow
a closer comparison to experimental findings. However, already the
results for the random network can help to answer the salient question how oscillations in mesoscopic signals and spike correlations
interact.
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Despite the large amount of shared input between nearby neurons
in cortical circuits, massively parallel spiking recordings of various in vivo networks exhibit pairwise covariances in ensembles of
neuronal spike trains that are on average close to zero [1]. The low
average has been well understood in terms of active decorrelation
by inhibitory feedback [2,3] in networks that operate far away from
the critical point, which marks the onset of avalanche-like activity
[4]. Experiments, however, also show large variability of covariances
across pairs of neurons. An explanation for their wide distribution in
relation to the static (quenched) disorder of the connectivity in recurrent networks is so far elusive. Here we combine ideas from spin-glass
theory [5] with a generating function representation for the joint
probability distribution of the network activity [6] to derive a finitesize mean-field theory that reduces a disordered to a highly symmetric network with fluctuating auxiliary fields (Fig. 1). The theory relates
the statistics of covariances to the statistics of connections, in particular the largest eigenvalue of the connectivity matrix, and explains the
experimentally observed covariance distributions [7]. The analytical
expressions expose that both, average and dispersion of the latter,
diverge at a critical point which has been studied in terms of a transition from regular to chaotic dynamics [8]. This critical point does not
arise from net excitation, but rather from disorder in networks with
balanced excitation and inhibition. Applying these results to recordings from motor cortex suggests its operation close to this breakdown of linear stability.
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input amplitude the memory capacity peaks within the novel dynamical regime (Figure 1B). This result indicates that locally expansive while
asymptotically stable dynamics is beneficial to store information about
the input in the network dynamics.

Figure 1. Mapping of network with frozen variability in connections to highly symmetric network with fluctuating auxiliary fields
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Recurrent networks of randomly coupled rate neurons display a transition to chaos at a critical coupling strength [1]. Their rich internal
dynamics emerging near the transition has been associated with optimal information processing capabilities [2]. In particular, the dynamics
becomes arbitrary slow at the onset of chaos, similar to ‘critical slowing
down’. However, the interplay between time-dependent input signals,
network dynamics, and the resulting consequences for information
processing are poorly understood.
Here, we investigate the effect of time-varying inputs on the transition to chaos. Using dynamic mean-field theory we determine the
largest Lyapunov exponent, which quantities the rate of exponential
divergence or convergence of close-by trajectories. We analytically
obtain the phase diagram for the transition when varying coupling
strength or input amplitude (Figure 1, A). The transition is shifted to
significantly larger coupling strengths than predicted by linear stability analysis of the local Jacobian matrix. This difference corresponds to
the emergence of a novel dynamical regime, which combines locally
expansive dynamics with asymptotic stability.
To study information processing capabilities, we evaluate the capacity to reconstruct a past input signal based on a linear readout of the
present state, the so-called memory curve [3]. We find that for a given

Figure 1. A. Phase diagram for signal amplitude σ and coupling
strength g. Black curve: Phase transition to chaotic regime. Gray
curve: condition for loss of local stability. Disk of eigenvalues of
the Jacobian matrix in the locally stable (lower) and locally unstable, but asymptotically stable regime (upper). B. Network memory
capacity encoded in color. Global and local transition curves (black
and gray) as in A. Contour lines shown in black
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Connectivity in local cortical networks is far from random: Not only are
reciprocal connections over-represented [1], but there are also larger
subgroups of neurons which are stronger connected among each
other than to the remainder of the network [2,3]. These observations
provide a growing evidence for the existence of neuronal assemblies,
that is groups of neurons with stronger and/or more numerous connections between members compared to non-members. To study
quantitatively the dynamics of these building blocks, we consider a
single assembly of binary neurons embedded in a larger randomly
connected EI-network and explore its properties by analytical methods and simulation. Extending [4] to the three population case, we
obtain expressions for mean activities, auto- and cross-correlations,
and response to input fluctuations using a Gaussian closure. For sufficiently strong assembly self-feedback, this mean-field theory predicts a bifurcation from a mono-stable to a bistable regime. The
critical regime around the bifurcation is of interest, as input variations can drive the assembly to high or low activity states and large
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spontaneous fluctuations are present. These could be a source of neuronal avalanches observed in cortex [5] and the robust response to
input could constitute attractor states as in [6]. In this regime however,
the approximation is not accurate (Figure 1) due to large fluctuation
corrections. We therefore work on a path-integral formulation of such
systems built on developments in the application of statistical field
theory to neuronal networks [7]. This formulation allows the derivation
of an effective potential, a systematic treatment of approximations
and the quantification of the response to inputs.

Figure 1. Example bifurcation diagram showing stable states of
the mean assembly activity (assembly size = 70). Self-feedback is
stronger for high values of f. Blue lines are predictions in Gaussian
approximation, black dots are simulation results. Approximation is
inaccurate in the vicinity of the two critical points
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growth rate of the Euclidean distance gives the largest Lyapunov
exponent. In the limit of large networks the temporal evolution of the
order parameters may be approximated using a mean-field approach.
We apply this approach to a continuous-time random neural network
model [1], the prototype for a class of recurrent networks, whose
dynamical properties and information processing capabilities received
a lot of attention during the past years [2]. We derive the dynamic
mean-field theory of the joint system and obtain a system of coupled
nonlinear partial differential equations for the order parameters. Linearizing these equations about a stationary solution that corresponds
to complete synchronization of the two copies results in a linear partial differential equation for the temporal evolution of the average
squared Euclidean distance. Separation of variables then yields an
eigenvalue problem in form of a time-independent Schrödinger equation. The lowest eigenvalue determines the asymptotic growth rate
and, hence, an estimate of the largest Lyapunov exponent.
In addition to providing a mathematically transparent exposition, the
method allows answering new questions. In a companion contribution, we analyzed the transition to chaos in continuous-time random
neural networks driven by white noise (Schuecker J, Goedeke S, Helias
M: Transition to chaos and short-term memory in driven random neural networks. See also [5]).
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Recurrent neural networks often exhibit complex dynamics. It is
considered important for information processing in these networks
whether the dynamics is chaotic or not. The largest Lyapunov exponent quantifies the rate of exponential divergence or convergence of
close-by trajectories and a positive exponent indicates chaos. For networks driven by time-dependent inputs the largest Lyapunov exponent can be used to characterize response reliability. Here, we present
a dynamic mean-field approach to estimate the largest Lyapunov
exponent of large networks of randomly coupled rate neurons [1,2].
Following an idea by [3,4] we express the average squared Euclidean
distance between the trajectories of two identical copies of the network as a combination of time-dependent order parameters, which
take the form of empirical averages over the system. The asymptotic

Brain atlases parcellate the brain into discrete regions, which form
organizational units in many computational models. Many brain
atlases are derived from high resolution MR images, but to get access
to the cellular organization (cytoarchitecture) of the tissue, atlases
based on high resolution microscopy sections are needed. Until now,
the complexity and data requirements of the atlas creation process
have restricted it to the confounds of specialized laboratories. Here we
present an online platform to accelerate this process by allowing it to
be done publicly and collaboratively, in a web-based environment.
As the main interface of the platform we created MicroDraw (http://
microdraw.pasteur.fr). With this open source application, a user can
annotate DeepZoom [1] formatted tissue sections, independent of
where these are hosted. It runs in the browser and offers tools to draw
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vectorial regions, convert polygons to smooth curves, edit/merge/
delete shapes, label areas using terms from pre-loaded ontologies,
and save the edits to a central database. The use of a standard ontology like the Common Upper Mammalian Brain Ontology [2] promotes
the use of the same region names across species. The DeepZoom format stores sections at multiple resolutions and ensures a fast browsing
experience, even for ultra-high resolution data.
Microdraw (Fig. 1) is driven by two open source libraries: OpenSeadragon (https://openseadragon.github.io/) for displaying multi-resolution data, and Paper.js (http://paperjs.org/) for vector drawing. Current
development efforts focus on easy linking of external DeepZoom
repositories, the organization of the central database that stores collaborative output, and integration with BrainBox (http://brainbox.pasteur.fr), a platform for segmenting MRI data.
MicroDraw is developed in the context of project ‘FIIND’, in which it
is used to draw atlas regions on brains of ferrets at various stages of
development. Ferrets are unique in that they are born with smooth
brains, with cortical folding taking place afterwards. The ferret data is
due to arrive later this year, currently hosted datasets include Macaque
atlases at different postnatal stages [3], and sample sections from BigBrain [4] and other high-resolution atlasing projects.

Figure 1: Screenshot from the application at http://microdraw.pasteur.fr
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Retinal prostheses deliver patterns of electrical stimulation through
an array of electrodes that generate activity in retinal neurons, which
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ultimately lead to visual perception by the user. In order to provide the
best visual experience, it is important to understand the responses of
different types of retinal neurons to electrical stimulation. Previously,
we have developed and constrained detailed, morphologically correct
models of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) based on published experimental data, using the same set of constraints for all morphological
cell types [1]. Here, we extend this work using our recently published
in vitro data for different morphological cell types [2]. To study the
effects of electrophysiology on the cells’ responses separately from the
effects of morphology, we employed single-compartment models.
Our electrophysiology data show that the resting membrane potential, maximum firing frequency, steady-state firing rate, frequency
adaptation index, spike width, and sag amplitude are different for different morphological types. Using these parameters as constraints, we
fit conductance values for sodium, potassium, calcium, hyperpolarisation-activated mixed cation, and T-type calcium currents to replicate
responses of A1, A2i, A2o, C1, C2i, C2o, C3, C4o, D1, and D2 cells from
experimental observations. The model parameters were constrained
to within their mean ±1.5 standard deviation. Hodgkin-Huxley singlecompartment models were simulated in NEURON using a high-performance computer (VLSCI facilities, approx. 800 CPU-hours). Simulation
results were analyzed in MATLAB.
Results show that a single compartment model can replicate behavior
of different morphological RGC types. We could replicate behavior of
all the cells except C1 and C3 types; for these two cell types, experimental recordings from four and two cells, respectively, indicated only
small variability between cells and resulted in very narrow constraints
for the model parameters. Different combinations of ionic channels
were required in order to reproduce experimentally observable maximum firing frequency, steady-state firing rate, frequency adaptation
index, spike width, and sag amplitude for different morphological
types. Calcium conductance varied the most between cell types, while
potassium and sodium conductances were within a similar range for
most of the cells. A1 and C2i cells had the smallest ranges for all conductances but this may be due to small experimentally-observed variabilities for these cells.
This research provides a more comprehensive understanding of retinal
responses to electrical stimulation, and may help in the evaluation of
the efficacy of different stimulation strategies and thereby accelerate
the design of visual prostheses. Future work will incorporate biologically realistic multicompartment models and investigate the combined effect of morphology and electrophysiology on the responses
of the RGCs.
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The use of mechanistic multiscale modeling and simulation (M&S) in
biomedical research continues to expand, and direct application in
healthcare will emerge in the not too distant future. The potential of
M&S in personalized and precision medicine will require standardized
data provenance and workflows to produce a credible end-product.
However, there are currently no standards or guidelines to promote
credible practice of M&S in academia or in industry. Lacking such
standards, it will be still more difficult to promote these new techniques for direct clinical use or for regulatory approval of devices or
clinical software adjuncts. The Committee on Credible Practice of
Modeling & Simulation in Healthcare (CPMS) was established under
the aegis of the federal Interagency Modeling and Analysis Group
(IMAG) and the Multiscale Modeling (MSM) Consortium. The CPMS is
developing and adapting guidelines and procedures for credible practice of M&S in conjunction with cultivating consistent terminology,
and developing and demonstrating workflows for credible practice.
These tasks are made more difficult by the fact that different organs
and different experimental and clinical problems require very different
kinds of models. In particular, study of the nervous system has a particular focus on electrical phenomenology, which necessitates unique
conceptual underpinnings, computational techniques, and scaling
levels (e.g. dendritic processing) for consideration in multiscale M&S.
In addition, study of the nervous system faces a unique challenge of
understanding (and modeling) cognitive and motivational processes.
Related to this is the fact that experimental data for the nervous system, and the brain in particular, remains very limited compared to
levels of experimental data from other organs. Despite all of these
differences, it is necessary and desirable that computational neuroscience begin to meet the challenges of credibility through replicability,
reproducibility, reliability and provenance, which are beginning to be
the expected norm in other branches of computational systems biology. As an initial effort, the CPMS has defined 10 preliminary rules for
M&S credibility as follows: 1. Define context clearly; 2. Use appropriate
data; 3. Evaluate within context; 4. List limitations explicitly; 5. Use version control; 6. Document adequately; 7. Disseminate broadly; 8. Get
independent reviews; 9. Test competing implementations; 10. Conform to standards. Naturally, these guidelines will need to evolve with
the further development of M&S practices, especially in the context of
medical devices and clinical guidance (e.g., NIH SPARC program efforts,
Deep Brain Stimulation, Neuroprosthetics, etc.), where numerous regulatory hurdles, as well as liability considerations, will shape credible
M&S practice in the future.
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Introduction: The dynamics of social interaction between two individuals can be a complex behavioral phenomenon. The underlying
computational methods for decision-making process can be affected
by emotions and social interactions. In order to assess the neurobiological basis of decision making in social interactions, we proposed to
use a computational model of the decision-making process based on
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behavioral economic theories. In particular, we proposed a decisionmaking model not just based on internal needs of the individual, but
based on the factors governing the social interaction that requires
reciprocity behavior. The contributing factors governing social reciprocity can result in cooperative or competitive social interactions,
depending on whether empathy is used as the criteria for reciprocating such social exchange. It is particularly important to determine how
decisions are made in which a conflict occurs. Conflict is defined as the
condition in which given two options to choose, the choices are mutually exclusion. That is, choosing one option will nullify the other option
in the decision. The most difficult task in the decision-making process
is to resolve the conflict (without being forced to choose the better of
two evils).
Methods: We propose to use the criteria for maximizing the self-gain
and minimizing the self-loss as the computational criteria for the
social decision-making process in reciprocity. In order to account for
empathic behavior where maximizing self-gain does not necessarily
impose the condition of maximizing the loss of the other individual,
we propose to use the extended-self model [1] to result the conflict in
which self-gain becomes other-loss if empathy is not included in the
decision-making criteria. The decision is also based on the risk-taking
behavior as a gambling task where the outcome is unknown, i.e., a
probability rather than certainty.
In order to validate this computational model, we recruited human
subjects to play the classical ultimatum game (UG), in which two
experimental subjects reciprocate offering each other money to share.
The brain activities of the two human subjects were also recorded
simultaneously using fNIRS (functional near-infrared spectroscopy)
while they perform the reciprocating UG task [2].
Results: Using the UG to examine the reciprocity behavior between
two human subjects, we are able to determine the underlying neural
decision-making process whether the two individuals optimize their
self-gain/loss with or without including the other individual as a part
of the extended-self. The results show that the priority for optimization
is to maximize self-gain and minimize self-loss first before optimizing
the extended-self gain/loss. The results also show that the reciprocity
process of optimizing the extended-self gain/loss is also dependent
on the previous offer by the opponent, whereby the decision for the
present trial is dependent on the reciprocity of the previous trial by
the opponent.
Conclusions: This study shows that we can create a computational
model to determine the decision-making process in a social interaction that requires reciprocity based on not just the extended-self
model to resolve conflict, but is also dependent on the previous experience of the opponent whether they reciprocate or not. Social decisions are not made in isolation; they involve the reciprocity of the
other individuals in addition to the extended-self model of empathy.
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Real-time software technology is required to implement many
instances of closed-loop experiments in neuroscience research. Protocols implemented with such technology are needed when acquisition
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and stimulation have to meet precise deadlines at the millisecond
time scale or lower [1]. Even though modern computers have increasing performance with multiple core architectures, time constraints
from event detection to the generation of the associated response
cannot be met at the millisecond timescale typically because of operating system (OS) interrupts.
To solve this problem, real-time operating systems (RTOS) and software technology come handy. In the context of electrophysiological
closed-loop experiments, a few tools have been developed for this
task [2–5]. However, this technology is not easy to install, to program
or even to use. In this work, we emphasize the need for standardized
user and setup friendly real-time technology in experimental neuroscience and describe current options to simplify the implementation of
closed-loop interactions in experiments with hard time constraints.
We illustrate our approach with an example of the scheduling required
to solve an inexpensive neuron model aimed to build a hybrid circuit
with a living cell. We report benchmarking of this task over: 1) standard
OS, 2) standard OS with core isolation, 3) different implementations of
RTOS. We implemented a stand-alone Izhikevich neuron model in C,
setting the sampling frequency for sending the voltage value to a DAQ
board working at 10 kHz on an Intel i7 3.40 GHz multi-core computer.
Measured latencies indicate that fast multiple-core computers with
standard OS cannot meet real-time constraints to implement hybrid
circuits even with computational inexpensive models. Core isolation improves to some extend the performance but is not enough to
implement a closed-loop with hard real-time constraints. The RTOS
tested provide the solution with different performance levels but all
meeting the required deadlines for physiological use. Core isolation
further improved performance in RTOS.
The use of RTOS is difficult for most electrophysiology labs, which prevents the implementation of modern closed-loop protocols requiring
hard real-time constraints. We argue that standardization and modularization of RT software beyond specific platforms, including our RTBiomanager, will largely contribute to the use and dissemination of this
technology.

useful tool for comparisons between networks. Often neural spiking is
sparse, leading to a large dominance of the silent, or ‘0’, pattern within
a network’s pattern probability distribution. We found that in the Ising
model, this sparsity in turn causes the model’s field parameters (i.e. firing rates) to play a far more important role than the interaction (correlation) terms. Hence firing rate changes can strongly affect the analysis
of structural changes in the functional network. In this contribution,
we explore the potential of renormalising the Ising model by scaling
its pattern distribution with that of a simple independent model, in
order to extract the captured correlation structure of spiking data that
would otherwise be masked by the over fitting of firing rates.
We evaluated the performance of this technique by fitting an Ising
model to a set of simulated spike trains generated from Dichotomized
Gaussian (DG) spiking models [2]. DG models offer a simple and effective way of altering the dataset’s firing rate and correlation structure,
enabling a direct comparison between the Ising model parameters
and the simulated spikes. Using an eigenparameter analysis of the
model fits [3] and a divergence measure on their pattern probabilities, a number of cases were discovered in which the renormalised
Ising model uncovered information about the correlation in the data
that was previously masked by the dominant effect of the firing rates
(Figure 1.). The rescaled models better described data in which correlation was the only parameter that was altered (firing rates kept fixed).
These findings suggest the method has much potential for the analysis of recorded multi-neuron data, which we demonstrate with calcium
imaging recordings from the mouse visual cortex.
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Figure 1. Starting from a homogeneous correlation matrix
(N = 10), the structure of the data was increased by selecting one
entry at random and increasing it by a fixed amount. A. KullbackLeibler divergence between the baseline distribution and the augmented distributions, for both the Ising and rescaled Ising models.
The rescaled Ising model is clearly far more sensitive to this change
than the original model. B. First eigenvectors of the Fisher information matrix for the corresponding models. The rescaled model
eigenvectors reflect changes in the correlation structure while the
original Ising model eigenvectors are indistinguishable from one
other
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Comparison of neuronal networks between animals with differing
genetic mutations, or at distinct periods in time is vital for the study of
learning and plasticity in the brain. However, this comparison is often
difficult due to the highly noisy and variable nature of recorded neural
activity. This is partly due to limitations in recording techniques, but
also due to the high number of factors influencing activity in the brain.
Energy based models, such as the Ising model, have been shown to
successfully capture the pairwise correlation structure and firing pattern distribution of spiking networks [1], and hence are a potentially
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The thalamo-cortical system constitutes a large part of the mammalian brain, comprising different thalamic nuclei and their reciprocal
interactions with the neocortex. They are involved in numerous functions, such as gating of sensory information, regulating states of sleep
and wakefulness, consciousness and awareness. Understanding the
neural systems’ structural and functional complexity is greatly facilitated by computer simulations. Data-driven modeling pipelines have
shown how sparse biological data can be used to reconstruct dense
maps of neural circuits, to integrate different sources of neuroscientific
data and to predict new experimental findings. These principles have
been recently published in the context of the Blue Brain Project as a
detailed reconstruction and simulation of a cortical microcircuit [1]. We
propose to extend this approach with a model of the thalamus.
We characterized the properties of thalamic neurons (i.e., thalamocortical relay cells and reticular neurons) through 3D morphological reconstructions and standardized electrophysiological protocols.
Features characterizing the two main firing regimes of thalamic cells
(i.e. tonic firing and bursting) have been extracted from electrophysiological recordings and used to constrain the parameters of the model.
The kinetics and distribution of ionic currents have been defined
after systematic curation of literature in combination with an on-line
encyclopedia which links multiple data and modeling resources [2].
The other free parameters, namely the maximal conductances of the
ionic currents and the rate of removal of the intracellular calcium,
were constrained by applying a multi-objective optimization strategy
[3]. We further refined the models and the constraints by exploring
the sensitivity of the responses of the model to small changes in the
parameters value. We tested the generalization of the resulting models
with stimuli not used during the fitting procedure, along with different
morphologies that were repaired for slicing artifacts [4]. After validating the models and ensuring their robustness, they have been integrated in a large-scale digital reconstruction of thalamic microcircuitry.
Our model building, validation and analysis pipeline makes the process of creating and simulating data-driven neuron models easily
reproducible and adaptable. New data can be readily integrated while
biological parameters value can be predicted in order to iteratively
refine the models’ reconstruction and simulation cycle.
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The thalamo-cortical system constitutes an important part of the
mammalian brain and regulates several functions, such as transition
between sleep and wakefulness and gating of sensory information.
Understanding this kind of complex neural system can be greatly
facilitated by data-driven computer simulations. With this aim in mind,
the Blue Brain Project has developed a pipeline to build and simulate
large-scale biophysically detailed models of brain regions. Using the
rat somatosensory microcircuit, it showed how sparse biological data
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can be used to reconstruct dense maps of neural circuits and predict
new experimental findings [1]. This pipeline is now being extended
to model a thalamic counterpart, including the ventral posterolateral
(VPL), ventral posteromedial (VPM), and reticular (Rt) nuclei of the
thalamus. It includes principally the following steps: optimization of
single-cell models, repair and cloning of reconstructed morphologies,
selection and placement of morphological/electrophysiological single-cell models in the 3D space of the thalamic nuclei (as specified in
the Paxinos and Watson atlas [2] rendered in 3D using 3DBAR [3] and
further processed using a hierarchical smoothing approach), modeling
of synaptic contacts, and simulation. For this project, we used a comprehensive battery of stimuli to characterize the electrophysiology
of tonic firing (34 thalamo-cortical (TC) cells; 2 reticular cells; see Figure 1B) and burst firing (49 TC cells; 7 reticular cells; see Figure 1C). We
also reconstructed in 3D the morphology of 40 biocytin-filled TC cells
(22 in VPL; 18 in VPM; see Figure 1A) and obtained 7 reconstructions
of reticular cells (courtesy of Didier Pinault). This proof-of-concept
allowed us to validate the technical aspects of the pipeline and to get
preliminary visualization of the circuit (see Figure 1F). We are actively
integrating new experimental data and systematically curated information from the literature. We are also refining the different steps of
the pipeline to take into account differences in the modeling requirements compared to previous cortical modeling (e.g., modeling irregular 3D volumes of thalamic nuclei instead of stacking layered cortical
columns). In future work, we will continue to refine this pipeline to
study in silico thalamic functions and dysfunctions, as well as thalamocortical interactions.

Figure 1. Example of a VPL TC cell morphology (A) and patchclamping recording in slice for tonic (B) and burst (D) firing. Corresponding single-cell simulated tonic (C) and burst (E) firing.
Reconstructed circuit (F)
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Biophysically detailed models of neurons can greatly aid investigations of single cell function, and can serve as building blocks for mesoscopic simulations of brain areas. These models simulate membrane
voltage dynamics on detailed morphologies containing a range of
voltage-gated currents. In the model generation pipeline of the Blue
Brain Project [1], parameters such as the maximum conductances of
ionic currents ( gmax) are optimized by model fitting to reproduce electrophysiological features from patch clamp data. We add to this pipeline a systematic analysis of the dependency of a model’s behavior on
its parameters gmax. The goal of this is two-fold. First, we are interested
in the functional role of ionic currents and how they contribute to the
neuronal dynamics. Second, we aim to improve our fitting procedure.
A pyramidal cell model [2] from rat cortex was used, containing a set
of active currents (transient and persistent N
 a+ and K+, Ih, Im, Kv3.1,
low and high voltage-activated Ca2+, and Ca-activated K+), with an
optimized parameter set previously obtained from multi-objective
optimization using ~ 25 features characterizing amongst others the
firing rates and shape of action potentials at the soma and dendrites.
Python and the BluePyOpt toolbox [3] were used to set up the model
and calculate features. Dependency of the features on the currents was
investigated in two ways: First, the model was simulated and features
calculated with each of the currents knocked out ( gmax set to zero). Second, the derivatives of the features with respect to each g
 max was calculated. The resulting matrix of derivatives (Jacobian), was then used to
create hierarchically clustered trees for both the currents and features,
showing which currents have similar effects on the features and which
features have similar dependencies (figure 1A). Furthermore, we quantified how well parameter combinations are constrained when fitting to
the selected features, by investigating the local error landscape using
theory from least-squares optimization [4] (figure 1B).
We will present the implications our results have for the regulation of
neuronal function, and model optimization.

Figure 1. Preliminary results. A. Dependency of features (subset)
on gmax of currents. B. Contourplot of fitting error for two selected
parameters, arrows denote axes of paraboloid. Note that it allows
covariation of the two parameters
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Why is it so that the tickets for the Bayreuth Festival at which performances of Richard Wagner’s operas are presented annually are
sold out years in advance? Wagner enthusiasts may give us a clue:
when asked to describe Wagner’s music, they usually start being
very emotional and such lofty descriptors as “eternal longing” are
commonplace. Interestingly, both musicological and music-psychological evidence converge on the theory that the emotional
power of music stems from its sophisticated play with our expectancies [1]. The extent to which a pitch/chord is “longed for” in the
context of a musical sequence is closely related to its perceived
``stability” and to how much it apparently “attracts” other pitches/
chords in the sequence (see [2] and the references thereof ). The
phenomenon wherein more stable pitches attract the less stable
ones is called tonality.
It was knowledge of the laws of attraction between pitches/chords
codified in musical textbooks that for centuries enabled composers
to move the emotions of their audience. Surprisingly, shortly after
the turn of the 2
 0th century, some of them eschewed these ``tame”
musical materials and started exploring the uncharted territory of
noises and, later, electronic sounds. In the second decade of the
21st century, we still don’t have a textbook on tonality of general
sounds. However, we might be close to having a computational
model of it.
In [3], the authors derived a canonical model for networks of WilsonCowan-type neural oscillators. Later, a simplified model of a network
of two symmetrically coupled canonical oscillators was used to
predict ratings of tonal stability of pitches in both Western [4] and
non-Western [5] scales with impressive results. Importantly, due to
its neurodynamical origin, the model has no built-in assumptions on
its input. However, there were some notable discrepancies between
the model predictions and the data. As suggested by the authors in
[5] based on results of a numerical simulation with the full model,
these might be eliminated by considering three or more oscillators
instead of just two. Consequently, we aim to derive a reduced model
of a network of an arbitrary number of canonical oscillators, compute its bifurcation diagram, and, based on the latter, predict tonal
stability.
We have developed a semi-analytical procedure for computing an
approximate bifurcation diagram of a network of canonical neural
oscillators. The procedure relies on a modified algorithm for computing the basis of non-negative solutions to a linear inhomogeneous
Diophantine equation. We are currently surveying various algorithms
amenable to such a modification.
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Regarding the response to the fluctuated inputs, a strange phenomenon has been reported: “The variability of output spike trains of the
Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) neuron model decreases as the input variance
increases.” This inverse relationship between input and output variances is seemingly counterintuitive. The underlying mechanism of the
strange responses of HH neurons may originate from the subthreshold
oscillations of the membrane potential. In fact, the input-output (I-O)
relationship of a leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model, which
does not contain subthreshold oscillations, is proportional.
Although the findings were important and fundamental, further analyses are required because the comparison was performed with models with dynamics that were quite different from each other. The HH
and LIF models differ in a number of ways, including the complexity
of their dynamics, the number of variables, and the number of parameters. Moreover, the HH model is too complicated to use to determine
the origin of the strange responses. Therefore, we have been unable
to verify that subthreshold oscillations are the origin of the strange
responses. In addition, other components may cause or contribute to
the strange responses. Thus, the purpose of this study was to reveal
the origin of the strange responses.
To examine the origins of the strange responses, a neuron model that
can separate the subthreshold oscillations and the bistability should
be used. In the current study, we employed the Hindmarsh-Rose (HR)
neuron model [1]. The HR model is a neuron model that is described
by only two variables, and it has fewer parameters than the HH model.
The HR model exhibits both subthreshold oscillations and bistability
by controlling only two parameters.
First, we demonstrated that the HR model separated the subthreshold
oscillations and bistability and that the origin of the strange responses
was the bistability and not the subthreshold oscillations. We then
found that the same results were obtained with map-based models.
A map-based model that contained bistability reproduced the strange
responses, while the map-based model that did not contain bistability
did not. These results were further supported by the findings that the
strange responses were reproduced by a simple mixture of two interspike interval (ISI) distributions.
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A network of two spiking neurons mutually coupled through synaptic inhibition with short term depression can produce stable periodic anti-phase burst patterns. Numerical simulations of the network
show that variations of critical synaptic parameters such as the coupling strength and the synaptic time constants can cause increasingly
longer burst solutions via a series of period adding bifurcations [1]. To
understand the period adding dynamics, we apply geometric singular perturbation methods and reduce the network of two neurons to
a scalar map with a discontinuity border. Investigations of the map
show that the period adding bifurcations are caused by co-dimension
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one border collision bifurcations at which period-n points coalesce
with a discontinuity border thereby incrementing the period [2]. To
investigate the occurrence of multi-parametric bifurcations, we further
derive equations for these period-n points at the border collisions as
functions of the critical parameters. We demonstrate the existence of
focal points in the multidimensional parameter space at which an infinite number of bifurcation curves emerge, each curve corresponding
to a border collision. These co-dimension two big bang bifurcations
determine the structure of the parameter space and provide an intuition on the parameter dependence of the full two cell network.
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Neurons can simultaneously adapt their information processing capabilities, including their input and output characteristics. Their ability
for such changes ultimately relies on understanding how the interplay between synaptic plasticity, the location of the synapse, and the
nonlinear nature of electrical conduction of the dendrite’s membrane
shapes both the strengths and spatial arrangements of convergent
afferent inputs to neuronal dendrites. Recent studies support the
formation of memory traces or engrams via the clustered plasticity model, a view that synaptic plasticity promotes the formation of
clusters or hotspots of functional synapses [1–3]. Our previous studies
have illustrated that spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) can lead
to synaptic efficacies being arranged into spatially segregated clusters
across the dendrite, which we have called a dendritic mosaic [4,5].
We have found that the formation and refinement of the dendritic
mosaic can be influenced by both the balance between the amount
of depression and potentiation admitted by the temporal learning
window describing STDP, and recently dendritic morphology also has
a role to play [6,7].
Here, using a biophysically detailed neuron model of a layer 2/3 cortical cell, we have shown that not only does STDP balance affects the
formation and patterning of the dendritic mosaic, but also the morphology of the dendrite. We find that both dendritic morphology and
STDP balance has an important role to play for this emergent mode
of spatial organization, where altering the degree of balance or the
shape of the dendrite leads to corresponding changes in the occurrence and patterning of efficacy clusters. Our model suggests that,
over a broad range of STDP parameters, synaptic plasticity shapes the
spatial arrangement of synapses in a fashion favouring the formation
of clustered efficacy engrams, however the emergence of this spatial
organization is also influenced by changes in dendritic morphology
[6,7]. These findings suggest that under favourable conditions the
branching patterns of dendrites, along with the processes that underlie synaptic plasticity, seems to permit a subdivision of dendritic space
to occur at the level of dendritic branches and thus allowing a way
to form near independent functional units that behave as responsive
zones that contribute to neuronal responses as a function of input.
This subdivision supports the hypothesis that spatially distributed
storage of information is the preferred outcome of synaptic plasticity, but such subdivision of dendritic space is subjective in nature,
appearing to be conditionally dependent function of the shape of the
dendrite.
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Visual prostheses (bionic eyes) have been shown to restore rudimentary vision to people suffering from Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) and
Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). RP and AMD are debilitating diseases that cause degeneration of photoreceptors in the retina.
Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) are the output neurons of the retina
that send information to the visual brain via the optic nerve. Large
proportions (~30%) of RGCs survive in people with RP and AMD. The
challenge presented in recent research is how to best utilise residual
ganglion cells to restore functional vision to patients suffering from
retinal degeneration. Experiments conducted in vitro make it possible
to test various stimulation strategies with less experimental commitment than in vivo experiments or clinical studies. It is often assumed
that results obtained in vitro (using intracellular stimulation) directly
translate to the in vivo setting and the clinic (where extracellular stimulation is used). However, no comprehensive study has been done to
date that compares responses to intracellular and extracellular stimulation in the same cells and analyzes the respective underlying mechanisms that lead to cell activity.
Experiments: The retinal tissue from mice was mounted onto a
2.2 × 4 cm stage, held down by magnets and perfused with extracellular AMES medium at a flow of 3–5 ml/min. An extracellular stimulating
electrode was placed above the inner limiting membrane approximately 100–200 μm from the cell being patched. The intracellular
patch electrode administered stimulation through the internal solution to the pipette patched to the cell. Neuronal activity was collected
using National Instruments LabView software and recorded with software created in MATLAB. Stimulation protocols were delivered in current clamp mode via an amplifier. The stimulation protocol consisted
of sinusoidal waveforms of varying frequency (range: 0–2048 Hz) and
amplitude (range: 1–256 uA for extracellular and 1–640 pA for intracellular cells). In total, 26 cells were stimulated with the extracellular
electrode, 29 with the intracellular, and 19 cells were stimulated using
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both the intracellular and extracellular electrodes. All protocols followed ethical guidelines according to the National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia (NHMRC).
Simulations: Detailed morphologically correct models of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) were simulated in the Neuron environment. Neural
dynamics were described using Hodgkin-Huxley type equations. Previously constrained model parameters were used to describe ionic
currents. Cell dynamics in response to extracellular and intracellular
stimulation were compared and analyzed in MATLAB. The stimulation
protocol consisted of sinusoidal waveforms of varying frequency and
amplitude (frequency range: [0–2048] Hz; amplitude range for intracellular stimulation: 0–5 pA; for extracellular stimulation: 0–10 uA).
Experiments and simulations: Experimental results and simulations show that cells respond to higher frequency when extracellular
stimulation is applied compared to intracellular stimulation, where no
responses occurred. Simulations show that the cell membrane acts as
a low-pass filter, explaining the difference between the responses to
extracellular and intracellular stimulation. The power spectrum of the
membrane potential signal in the soma detects high-frequency components, which is not the case for the signal recorded in the axon. In
addition, not all action potentials recorded in the soma propagate into
the axon. The maximum amplitude of the membrane potential and
the number of spikes are lower in the axon than in the soma.
This work provides evidence that neural responses to intracellular
stimulation fundamentally differ from the responses of neurons to
extracellular stimulation. In particular, the optimal stimulation frequency required to elicit maximum responses is different for intracellular and extracellular stimulation. One has to be cautious when
translating results obtained with intracellular stimulation to those that
employ extracellular stimulation.
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Experiments with anaesthetized mice have demonstrated that focal
cooling with a temperature of 15 OC can terminate or suppress epileptic discharges (Fig. 1A) [1], however, a mechanism of how cooling
does this is still not clear. We formulated temperature dependence in a
model for epileptic discharges based from experimental findings from
in vitro and in vivo cooling of animal models of epilepsy. The proposed
model involves temperature factors integrated into the synaptic and
intrinsic firing processes in a neural mass model and is able to simulate termination or suppression of epileptic discharges based on the
values of the temperature coefficients Q10,gain and Q10,sig, respectively
[2]. Fixing Q10,gain at 1.8 with cooling temperature of 15OC, we find that
the magnitude of simulated discharge activity exhibit bifurcation with
respect to Q10,sig (Fig. 1B squares) including a transition from terminated to suppressed discharge activity (Fig. 1B inset(i)). Surprisingly,
we also find that cooling can result to seizure activity (Fig. 1B inset(ii))
when Q10,sig is inside a bistable region. To gain insight on these observations, we performed a numerical continuation of a noiseless version of the model (Fig. 1B solid line). A Hopf bifurcation point is found
inside a bistable region confirming the existence of low-amplitude
high-frequency oscillations at intermediate values of Q
 10,sig indicating
possible seizure initiation. A limit point of cycles is also found which
marks the transition of possible seizure activity back to stationary
activity, indicating termination of discharge activity, until the end of
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the bistable region at which point the activity transitions back to limit
cycles, indicating suppression of discharge activity. The bistable region
vanishes at weaker cooling temperatures (25 °C above) suggesting
that such possibility of seizure during cooling may be prevented.

Figure 1. A. EEG before (0–60 s) and during 15 °C cooling (60–
120 s) showing termination (top) and suppression (bottom) of
epileptic discharges. B. Numerical continuation of the noiseless
version of the model gives insight about observed bifurcation
pattern of discharge activity magnitude (squares) with respect
to Q10,sig (Q10,gain is fixed at 1.8) with 15 °C cooling. Insets show (i)
suppressed discharges and (ii) seizure activity during cooling. Discharge activity before cooling is shown for reference
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An important question in Neuroscience is how populations of neurons in the brain transmit information between each other. From the
single neuron perspective, this question becomes how to pick out
specific information from hundreds or thousands of synaptic inputs
that impinge on it each second in order to generate a single output
spike train. In the answer to this question often temporal codes such
as coincidence detection are contrasted with rate codes, where the
output firing rate smoothly codes net changes in excitatory or inhibitory input conductance. We explored this question for the inhibitory
connection between cerebellar Purkinje cells and the cerebellar nuclei.
This connection provides the only output from the cerebellar cortex,
which is widely thought to process fine temporal information in adaptive motor control.
Our modeling approach relied on a data set of extracellular recordings from Purkinje cells (PC) anterior vermis and cerebellar nuclei (CN)
neurons in the medial nucleus in awake mice. In these structures, respiratory activity is coded through spike rate modulation [1]. Indeed,
we found that in our data set the majority of PC and CN recordings
showed respiratory modulation, but that the phase of modulation
with respect to the respiratory cycle was highly variable. In order to
simulate how respiratory coding in PCs may be transmitted to the
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CN we used a biophysically realistic full morphological model of a CN
neuron [2]. We created artificial PC spike trains (AST) that matched
the spike train statistics of recorded Purkinje cells and allowed us to
manipulate the amount of respiratory co-modulation and other not
behaviorally linked rate covariance shared between 50 PC ASTs that
were used as inhibitory input to our model. Excitatory input was taken
from a mossy fiber recording in awake mice, which did not exhibit respiratory modulation.
We found that our model could fully replicate both the baseline statistics of recorded CN spike trains from awake mice, and also the respiratory modulation seen in the CN (Fig. 1). Importantly this outcome
could only be achieved if a significant proportion of PC inputs to the
CN model shared the same phase of respiratory modulation, and also
shared a significant amount of baseline rate changes. This result leads
to the prediction that synaptic plasticity of PC inputs in the CN must
functionally strengthen connections that show such rate co-variance,
as it was not found in random sets of PCs recorded from the vermis.

Figure 1. A. CN neuron spike raster centered on inspiration. B.
Spike rate changes in CN neuron related to respiration. C, D. Simulated CN neuron with matching spike rate statistics (mean rate, CV,
local variation) and respiratory modulation depth. To achieve this
match ~50 PC ASTs were created as inputs to the model, of which
25 showed respiratory modulation
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The ability to create a predictive and biologically realistic model of
neuronal firing provides a framework in which one can explore synaptic integration in vivo. In this study, we propose a method to generate
artificial spike trains (AST) that closely resemble biological recordings.
This study is based on an electrophysiological dataset of cerebellar
mossy fibers (MF) related to respiratory activity from awake mice [1].
Our method is based on matching firing rate changes from recordings in a rate template constructed by a two-step adaptive Gaussian
process. Creating rate templates by convolving spikes with a Gaussian
minimizes the loss of spike timing information and spreads the signal
power away from spike times [2]. Here, we use Gaussians with a kernel
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width that is adapted to slow changes in the mean firing rate. This
method is capable of capturing both slow and fast firing rate fluctuations in the rate template (Fig. 1A). To replicate respiratory rate modulations, we further convolve the average peri-respiratory rate change
into our adaptive Gaussian rate template (GRT) at the recorded times
of inspiration. Afterwards, artificial spikes are drawn from a gamma
distribution with a time-varying mean ISI following the adaptive GRT
and a regularity factor kappa matching the recorded spike train variability [3]. The AST constructed using this method show close resemblance to the biological recordings. Our sample MF recording had a
mean firing rate of 29.79 Hz, a local variation (LV) of 0.34, and a coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.73. The average of 20 ASTs had a mean firing rate of 29.43 Hz, a LV of 0.35, and a CV of 0.79. The ISI distribution
of the AST is slightly shifted to the left compared to the biological MF
recordings, but otherwise shows a close match (Fig. 1B). The results
demonstrate the viability of the proposed method for generating ASTs
which may be successfully implemented as inputs into biophysical
neuron models.

Figure 1. Comparison of the rate functions and ISI distribution
between the recording and AST. A. The adaptive rate function from
the biological MF recording and the AST showing a select window
of 2.5 s. The black trace represents the slow rate function of the
biological MF recording using a wide kernel width. The blue trace
is the biological adaptive GRT created using the slow rate function
to determine an adaptive kernel width. The red trace represents a
GRT created using the AST spike time data. B. The interspike interval distributions of the recorded (blue) and artificial (red) spike
trains
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In addition to point-to-point projections, the brain contains numerous
axons that do not have well-defined destinations. These axons (fibers)
have meandering trajectories and eventually space-fill brain regions
in a fractal-like fashion. Their cell bodies are typically located in the
brainstem, as a component of the ascending reticular activating system, but they can also be in the forebrain (e.g., in the nucleus basalis of
Meynert) or in the retina (e.g., as part of the non-image forming visual
system). Macroscopically, these fibers form matrices that are typically
analyzed using 2D- or 3D-density measures, disregarding the geometry of individual 1D-trajectories.
The structure of the fiber-matrix that releases serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) has particular clinical importance. These “serotonergic” fibers originate in the brainstem raphe nuclei and reach
virtually all regions of the brain, including the prefrontal cortex.
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Altered densities of the serotonergic matrix have been associated with
various mental disorders; for example, an abnormally high density
of serotonergic fibers has been observed in the brains of individuals
diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder [1].
We have recently proposed that the brain may not actively produce
or maintain region-specific fiber densities [2]. Instead, these densities
may spontaneously emerge as a consequence of the behavior of individual fibers. Specifically, serotonergic fibers may perform a random
walk in the heterogeneous material of brain tissue, and their density
may reflect the stochastic properties of this walk. These properties, in
turn, may depend on the spatial distribution of microscopic obstacles
in the given volume. For example, the increased fiber density in autistic brains may be a consequence of an altered spatial distribution of
cellular and subcellular elements and may not be directly associated
with the cognitive symptoms of the disorder. This is supported by
other studies that have demonstrated altered cell packing in autistic
brains [3] and that have found surprisingly minor deficits in mice lacking brain serotonin [4].
Serotonergic fibers in the mouse forebrain were visualized with fluorescence immunohistochemistry and imaged at high resolution with
confocal laser scanning microscopy. The obtained z-stacks of optical
sections were analyzed with the Imaris (Bitplane) and BisQue (UCSB)
platforms. Individual serotonergic fibers often followed very different
directions in the same spatial location, suggesting that they are not
guided by a gradient field and can be modeled as random walks. We
are currently investigating whether these random walks can be captured by well-defined probability density functions.
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Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders, affecting 50 million people in the world. One third of epileptic patients are
drug resistant and are candidates for surgery or neurostimulation.
Using a phenomenological model for seizure activity, the Epileptor [1],
the patient specific whole brain connectivity obtained from DTI, and
information on structural lesions and anomalies, Jirsa and colleagues
created a personalized large-scale brain model, the Virtual Epileptic
Patient [2]. Different treatment strategies, such as interventions on
the network topology, stimulations and parameters changes, can be
tested computationally using the model, providing a tool throughout
the presurgical evaluation. Patients have different types of seizures,
and some types are more common than others. Jirsa and colleagues
[1] proposed a taxonomy of seizures based on Izhikevich’s classification of bursters [3]. Each class of the taxonomy differs in the bifurcations allowing the transition between healthy and ictal state and vice
versa. The taxonomy contains sixteen classes and the Epileptor models
the most predominant class.
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We used the theory developed for neuronal bursters and unfolding
theory [4] to build a single generic model producing bursting activity
of all types, except one, within the classes of the taxonomy [5]. While a
bifurcation cannot describe the unique characteristics of an individual
seizure, it does capture the basic mechanism generating or suppressing a seizure. For this reason, building models for different types of seizures is not only an important step towards a further personalization
of the Virtual Epileptic Patient, but can provide a conceptual framework to understand the mechanisms generating this variety. In addition, differences in the dynamics underlying seizures have an impact
on features relevant for treatment, such as seizure propagation, or the
reaction to stimulation. Our model can be used to tackle these issues
in a seizure type dependent fashion. The model provides a ranking
of the complexity of the classes in the taxonomy. The more complex
a class, the less likely it is to occur in nature. It also predicts that one
seizure class can switch to another class if some parameters of the
model fluctuate, and only some transitions are allowed. This implies
that the same patient may have seizures belonging to more than one
class depending on the values of the physiological correlates of the
relevant parameters of the model. In addition, in rarer cases, transitions between classes could occur within a seizure. To validate our
predictions, we collected data from 85 patients (over 2100 seizures)
recorded from intracranial depth and grid electrodes. We analyzed
seizures’ offsets to identify the bifurcation type. We also performed a
longitudinal analysis in a group of patients having intracranial electrodes implanted for several months. Results are consistent with the
theoretical framework proposed, in particular the most surprising finding is that most patients have more than one class of seizures contrary
to standard clinical teachings, and that transitions between classes can
occur during a single seizure.
By identifying and understanding the dynamical characteristics of
target seizures, interventions on drug resistant epileptic patients will
improve significantly.

for this model are coupled to the equations describing the change of
ionic concentrations in the intracellular and extracellular space, as well
as to the equation for passive diffusion from the K
 + bath. The total set
of 11 variables is reduced to a set of 4 variables using constraints upon
mass/charge, approximations of gating dynamics, and time scale separation. A 2D bifurcation diagram of the fast subsystem, comprised of
membrane potential and K+ activation variable, is obtained for each
fixed couple of values of the two slow variables (intra- and extracellular shift of K+ concentration from resting values). The passive diffusion
from external K
 +-bath induces a slow-wave bursting behavior of the
neuron for a certain range of bath concentrations. This can be visualized as a closed trajectory in the slow-variables’ plane, which crosses
a SNIC line in both onset and offset bifurcations of the fast subsystem.
Such SNIC/SNIC burster appears to be robust to slight changes of the
metabolic parameters in the model, but bursters of other classes are
observed as transients before stabilization to the aforementioned
class.
Our model is able to combine physiological realism and computational convenience to reproduce a K
 +-elevation-induced bursting. This
might serve as starting point for a further extension to neuro-glial biochemical coupling: we might observe different trajectories in the slowvariable’s plane and thus an automatic mathematical characterization
of different physiological situations. Another valuable promise for the
future is the translation of this local model for a neuro-glial system to a
population level formalism, through mean-field techniques.
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Ion-based neuron models implement the effects of charge displacements due to transmembrane currents on the overall concentrations
of the ion species involved in the neuron’s spiking mechanism. After
a spiking period, such charge displacements sum up and we can
observe an evolution of ionic concentrations on a much slower timescale than spiking dynamics’. This evolution in turns affects the neuron’s firing patterns. In the repertoire of behaviors of such models, we
focus on the ionic-oscillation-induced bursting patterns of a HH-type
model embedded in an infinite potassium bath [1,2]. We consider a
HH-type neuron with persistent K+ current, transient Na+ current, leak
Cl− current and ATP pump current. The conductance-based equations
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Network couplings of oscillatory large-scale systems, such as the brain,
have a space-time structure composed of connection strengths and
signal transmission delays and both contribute to the system’s spatiotemporal organization [1]. Rhythms and their synchronization, as one
of the key mechanisms of brain function are particularly sensitive to
delays, which become notably long in large-scale brain models with
biologically realistic connectivity [2].
We show theoretical and in silico numerical results for phase coherence between signals from different brain regions. For this we build on
the Kuramoto model with spatially distributed time delays [3], where
the network connectivity strengths and distances are defined by the
connectome.
For all-to-all networks with delay-imposed structure based on the
connectome [3], we analytically derive and numerically confirm the
statistics for the phase shifts in relation to the strength and spatial
position of the nodes (Figure 1A). These depend on the frequency
and the coupling strengths, and the most realistic scenario for the
brain signals is for weaker nodes to lead over stronger for in-phase,
and vice versa for anti-phase synchronization. In-silico simulations
of brain activity (Figure 1B-C) confirm those findings for the connectome-derived brain network model and unveil the same in- and
anti-phase motifs. In addition, the simulations capture the realistic
patterns for the phase-locking values, which are commonly used for
empirical description of the phase dynamics. In this way, we quantify the impact of the connectome to the synchronization patterns
between distant brain regions.
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activity in wide parts of the isocortex, and such electrophysiological signals as local field potentials, which measure small volumes that can lie
deeper in the brain. This approach can also be used for the human brain.

Figure 1. Coupled phase oscillators with (A) log-normally distributed and (B-C) connectome-derived couplings. A. Phase shifts
for different node strengths (numerical –circles, theoretical – yellow, linear correlation - red). B. In- and anti-phase synchronization
between significantly coherent links, with nodes in each hemisphere sorted by in-strength. C. (upper plots) Instantaneous (black)
and time-averaged phase differences (red and magenta for different levels of significance). These correspond to the shaded part
of the phase locking values (PLV) (blie) in the lower plots, shown
with the significance levels (red and magenta). Parameters: D = 1,
f = 20 Hz, v = 5 m/s. (A) τ = [0.05,0.2] s, N = 300 (B-C) N = 68, K = 1
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Systematic exploration via stimulation of all cortical and subcortical
brain areas can only be performed in silico. The pattern formation of
brain activity after stimulation is constrained by the structural connectivity of the brain. The extent to which information is processed
over short- and long-range connections is unclear. Here we use a
whole-brain model of the mouse to explain the brain activity following stimulation.
The model bases on the structural brain connectivity data [1]. The
mouse brain is modeled as a network of 14400 nodes, each can oscillate at 42 Hz [2]. The short-range connectivity links the 13972 nodes of
the isocortical surface, which is divided into 84 areas. The remaining
428 nodes represent areas such as cerebral and thalamic nuclei. The
long-range connectivity links the 512 areas with a delay. Brain areas
are stimulated, and the effect of short- and long-range connectivity is
investigated. The responsive networks are extracted and analyzed.
The in silico exploration provides consistent activation patterns and a
map (see Figure 1) indicating which brain areas need to be stimulated
to place the brain in a particular state. Stimulations specifically bias
widespread functional networks. Spatial proximity of stimulation does
not necessarily predict the similarity of induced activities. The same
pattern of activity can be induced by stimulation of several sites scattered all over the brain. Slow time scales characterize the responsive
networks. Activity patterns were then compared to the voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging [3].
The resulting catalogue of responsive networks and their stimulation sites can be used for future experiments. The model can integrate
and evaluate diverse experimental data such as VSD, which measures

Figure 1. Specific focal stimulations activate similar networks.
Panel A is the similarity matrix of stimulation with the clusters 1
and 2. Panels B and C show the responsive networks (isocortex) of
cluster 1 and of cluster 2
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Recent developments in MRI have promised to provide non-invasive,
in vivo estimates of specific microstructural indices of white matter e.g.
axon diameter [1] and g-ratios [2], which are known to contribute to
conduction speed. This opens the possibility of generating in vivo conduction delay maps. However, there are many other parameters that
impact on conduction speed but are not possible to image non-invasively (e.g. morphology of nodes of Ranvier, inter-nodal spacing, electrical membrane properties). Some of these parameters may have high
variability across fibre populations and individuals. Here we quantify
the effects of variability in these parameters on estimated conduction speed. The effects of 17 parameters (figure 1) in the axon model
of Richardson et al. [3] on conduction speed were tested using Fourier
amplitude sensitivity testing (FAST) [4]. Model parameters for the optic
nerve [5] were used as an approximation for CNS white matter axons.
Each parameter was varied sinusoidally at frequencies specific to each
parameter, across 13,741 model runs. Bounds for parameter variation
were defined within ±1 s.d. from experimental observations [5,6], or
±20% for parameters where no variance data is available. Conditional
variances were estimated from the coefficients of the Fourier series
from the model outputs. Sensitivity indices were obtained from the
summed conditional variances for each parameter normalised to the
total variance. Variance in conduction speed is dominated by variance
in axon diameter, but with also some contribution from g-ratio (figure 1), which are parameters that can be estimated from MRI. Together
they constitute 75.7% of the total output variance. This suggests it is
feasible to obtain reliable estimates of axonal conduction delay from
micro-structural parameters. Further analysis is required to determine
the impact of imaging noise on these estimates. In addition, further
analysis is will determine if number of myelin wraps or due to overall
myelin thickness underlie the strong effects of these parameters.
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Figure 1. FAST sensitivity indices for the 17 tested parameters
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Research indicates that a significant perturbation of sodium ion
homoeostasis in the brain could be important for the pathophysiology
of brain dysfunction in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1]. AD is a progressive
disease that is often characterised by the abnormal proteolytic processing of the Amyloid precursor protein [2]. The process of creating the
protein which results in the production of Amyloid Beta Peptide (Aβ).
Research shows that high levels of amyloid beta peptide has an impact
on the normal functioning of the nervous system [3]. This increase in
Aβ results in the creation of micro pores which act as additional ion
channels on the membrane of neurons. These additional channels
cause an imbalance in the ions of the neuron and hence its response
to stimulates. As a result, it has been proposed that AD progresses with
an increasing level of Aβ. In extreme this production of Aβ results with
an initial damage to the neurons, eventually leading to neuronal death.
The creation of additional pores results in the channel hypothesis
which states that the forming of additional ion channels, results in
leakage of cations across the membranes of neurons [3]. The leakage
of the ions results in a change in the expected response of the neuron
to stimulus (as it can be seen in the Eq. 1).

The increase in leakages which results in a change in neuronal activity, are often reflected in clusters of neurons which exhibit excessive
levels of inhibition [1,4,5]. This increased inhibition is often considered
to be a first sign of AD [1]. Although specific cellular mechanisms leading to this interneuronal dysfunction are not completely understood,
recent studies suggest that the formation of ion channels results in an
upregulated sodium (Na+) leak [3]. Na+ is an essential electrolyte plays
an important role in generating nerve impulses. This is because N
 a+
channels control the depolarisation phase of the membrane potential, and thus extreme high or low N
 a+ changes the magnitudes of
the spikes in membrane potential [6,7]. This incorrect depolarisation
means that there is a failure to reliably produce the right action potentials [8].
This paper investigates these mechanisms by simulating neurons for
different levels of Aβ. The response of a neuron is examined for different sodium ion leakages. This vitro computational study confirms
the earlier in vivo studies, and it is possible to develop bounds on the
changes in Na+ for a given neuron. Further this analysis also explains
the observations in the relationship between increased sodium leakage and increased inhibitory activity of inhibitory neurons.
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Empirical data indicate that there are some structural [1] and energetic
[2] regularities in the organization of mammalian brains. These include
scaling relations among various brain parameters (e.g. scaling of gray
matter vs. white matter [3]) and invariant parameters (e.g. constancy
of synaptic density [1,4]). The existence of invariants, i.e. conserved
parameters across species with brain sizes differing by 3-4 orders of
magnitude, suggests that (i) there are certain universal features in
brain design, and (ii) the observed brain design has been selected
(preferred) by evolution over other possible designs [4]. We might
think about the actual design as optimal in some sense. The question
is: What sets this optimality? Is this the laws of physics or some kind of
“laws of functionality”?
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It is amazing that the term “functionality” essentially does not appear
in physics textbooks, which reflects the fact that we do not need such
terms to successfully describe non-living matter. On the contrary, in
biology textbooks the word “functionality” appears frequently and
seems to be fundamental for our understanding of evolution. The
main difficulty in constructing a theory of brain design is to know what
“functionality” for the brain would mean. Can the laws of non-equilibrium thermodynamics (e.g. minimum of entropy production) be useful
in formulating such functional principles of grand scale brain architecture? We do not know for sure, but as for now, the answer seems to be
negative. There exist a few models of brain structural design and none
of them invokes physical laws as founding principles.
The most popular model of brain design is based on efficient neural connectivity and it is called the principle of neural “wire volume/
length minimization” [3,5], which relates to savings in local timing and
material. However, data analysis of neuronal connections revealed that
it cannot be exactly right [6], and it was proposed that a better principle would be a compromise between saving wire and enabling fast
long-distance communication [6–8]. All these models are based on
optimization of a certain “fitness” function, in accord with ideas of evolutionary optimization, but they are indifferent to physical laws.
However, the above design principles cannot explain other non-neuronal features of brain tissue (brain consists also of supporting elements such as glia and capillaries, which provide metabolic energy).
As an alternative, a new principle was proposed recently, which can be
called “spine economy maximization” that maximizes the fraction of
synaptic connections among neurons and simultaneously minimizes
the energy use by them. This principle is motivated by two empirical
observations: long-term information in the brain is stored in synapses,
and synapses are energetically costly. Thus, maximizing the fraction of
synapses maximizes also information with energetic constraint. This
new principle takes to some degree thermodynamics into account, at
least indirectly, and can explain a hierarchical organization of cortical
tissue.
Recently, the “spine economy maximization” principle was used to
derive from a first principle the scaling between gray and white matter (i.e. relation between local and global brain architecture), and it
agreed with the empirical data.
To answer the question from the title. Physics has not contributed
much to our understanding of global and local brain design. However,
there are still many mysteries concerning brain organization, and with
more involvement of physicists one might hope to reveal some deep
connections between brain structure and function.
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Traditionally, phoneme representation in the brain has been studied
within the simple notion of a tree-like structure of hierarchically clustered discrete items [1]. Our aim is to understand the neural representation of phonemes without any prior assumption on its organization,
but allowing for the continuous and the multifactorial aspects that
defy hierarchies and discreteness. Further, we want to focus on its
short and long-term dynamics, how perceptual clues change over the
time course of phoneme production and how the “phoneme manifold”
is shaped by the memory templates set up by the mother tongue.
We use both behavioral (phoneme confusion frequencies) and neural
measures (the spatio-temporal distribution of phoneme-evoked neural activation). Using EEG, we replicate and extend a classical study on
sub-phonemic features underlying perceptual differences between
phonemes [3]. Comparing the responses of native listeners to that of
Italian, Turkish, Hebrew, and (Argentinian) Spanish listeners to a range
of American English vowels and consonants, we confirm the superiority of native listeners at identifying the phonemes of their mother
tongue [2].
Beyond the analysis of percent correct scores, and transmitted information, we frame the problem in terms of attractors, in analogy to
those which have been well studied in spatial memory. Do different
phoneme attractors exist in different languages? We find that at the
consonant feature level, for these five languages, the corresponding
large basins of attraction appear at different places of articulation. Our
preliminary analysis suggests listeners set up deeper attractors at phonemes that have higher frequencies in their mother tongue. In order
to further investigate language specific place attractors in conditions
mimicking real world situations, we look at confusions among meaningful English words differing only in the initial consonant sound.
Moreover, we look at the brain signals to see if neural discriminations
match perceptual confusions. We are interested in learning which subphonemic features are informative about the identity of a phoneme
and when, and which features are perceived differently by non-native
listeners, to produce, over and beyond the effects of semantics, context, etc., suboptimal speech comprehension.
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Human motor behaviors are modulated by the dynamic interactions
between motor and sensory regions of the cerebral cortex. When
motor tasks are cued by visual or aural stimuli, a functional network
describing the causal relations between different brain areas yields
insights into the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms responsible for simple movement executions. However, capturing the
nonlinear causal interactions between brain regions using limited
neurophysiological data requires a model-free approach and a way
of formalizing the concept of causality. In this study, we use transfer
entropy (TE) [1] to explore functional connectivity patterns between
brain regions using two sets of neuroimaging data, electrocortographic (ECoG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) data. TE is an
information-theoretic reformulation of the concept of predictive information flow, and can be interpreted as the improvement in the prediction of the future of a given time series conditioned on its own past
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by incorporating the past of a second time series [2]. The spatial and
temporal resolution of the ECoG recordings, as well as the definition
of individual electrodes as nodes in the connectivity network, are particularly valuable and suitable for our information-theoretic approach.
With MEG recordings, whilst the spatial accuracy of reconstructed
activity at source level is reduced, its non-invasive nature means that
experimental data is comparatively abundant. ECoG data were taken
from a visually cued simple hand movement task, performed during a
study on 14 pre-surgery epileptic human patients [3]. MEG data were
taken from a cohort of over 600 adult participants in the 2014 Cambridge Centre for Ageing and Neuroscience (Cam-CAN) study [4], and
consisted of a similar motor task as was used in the ECoG study, except
that it was cued both visually and aurally.
TE estimation for quantifying internodal (or interregional) connectivity for both datasets was achieved using the open-source software
package TRENTOOL [5]. The statistical significance of the connectivity between each electrode pair was determined using the nonparametric approach of permutation testing. In both datasets, we found a
number of significant causal relationships between electrodes, including from the primary visual cortex to other areas, indicating complex
patterns of information flow between brain regions. These patterns
differed both between studies and, to a lesser extent, between individuals. These results suggest that TE (i) captures the inter-subject
similarities between functional brain networks involved in executing
simple motor tasks, and (ii) reflects the differences in functional connectivity due to different sensory modalities.
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Repeating spatiotemporal spike patterns exist and carry information. Here we investigate how a single neuron can optimally signal
the presence of one given pattern (localist coding), or of either one
of several patterns. In the latter case, the response of the neuron is
ambiguous, but the identity of the pattern could be inferred from the
response of multiple neurons, a scheme known as distributed coding.
Intuitively, we should connect the detector neuron to the neurons
that fire during the patterns, or during subsections of them (we note
Δt their duration, cf. Fig. 1). Using a threshold-free leaky integrateand-fire (LIF) neuron with non-plastic unitary synapses and homogeneous Poisson inputs, we derived analytically the signal-to-noise
ratio SNR = (Vmax − Vnoise )/σnoise of the resulting pattern
detector, even in the presence of jitter. In most cases, this SNR turned
out to be optimal for relatively short membrane time constant τ (at
most a few tens of ms), and for Δt ~ τ. In other words, long patterns
are optimally detected by coincidence detectors working at a much
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shorter timescale, although these ignore most of the pattern [1]. When
increasing the number of patterns P, the optimal τ and Δt decrease.
Unsurprisingly, the resulting SNR also decreases, but remains acceptable for several tens of independent patterns (that is with chance-level
overlaps).
Next, we wondered if spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) could
enable a neuron to reach the theoretical optimum. We simulated a
LIF equipped with additive STDP, and repeatedly exposed it to multiple input spike patterns. The LIF progressively became selective to
every repeating pattern with no supervision, even when the patterns
were embedded in Poisson activity. Furthermore, using certain STDP
parameters, the resulting pattern detectors were optimal. Up to ~30
independent patterns could be learned by a single neuron using a
relatively low depression rate, in contrast with our previous studies, in
which higher depressing rates led to localist coding only [2].
Taken together these results suggest that coincidence-detection
is a powerful mechanism, even in detecting multiple long spike
sequences, and that the required connectivity can spontaneously
emerge with STDP.

Figure 1. A. P = 2 repeating spike patterns (colored rectangles),
embedded in Poisson noise. The LIF is connected to the neurons
that fire in subsections of the patterns with duration Δt (these
emit red spikes). B. The LIF potential peaks for patterns, and we
want to optimize the SNR. C. Optimal τ as a function of the mean
input firing rate f and the jitter T. D. Optimal τ and Δt (for f = 3 ms,
T = 3 ms) and resulting SNR as a function of P
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Voltage-gated calcium channels generating persistent inward currents
(Ca-PICs) in the dendrites of spinal motoneurons are actively involved
for generation and control of normal movement [1]. However, the CaPIC effects on muscle force have been implied based solely on the
input-output properties of the motoneurons. This study is focused on
how the Ca-PIC activation influences the force output of motor units
during locomotor-like movements. A model of motor unit was constructed combining two physiologically realistic models: one for the
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motoneuron including active dendrites and the other for the muscle
unit reflecting movement dependent force production. The long-lasting step current with alternating excitatory and inhibitory pulses was
injected at the soma of the motoneuron model and resulting force
output was calculated from the muscle unit model while dynamically
varying the muscle length. Force production without Ca-PIC activation
was simulated by excluding the excitatory pulses from the current step
protocol. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the force production with
and without Ca-PIC activation during the movement. Ca-PIC induced
force production was not apparent when the motoneuron transitioned
into the stable firing state from the quiescent state by Ca-PIC activation (see the first half of the simulation in Figure 1). However, when the
motoneuron switched from the low- to the high-frequency firing state
by Ca-PIC activation, the force was increased by an average of almost
30% (see the second half of the simulation in Figure 1). The simulation
results suggest that the Ca-PIC activation in the motoneuron dendrites
may potentiate force production of the motor unit depending on the
firing history of the motoneuron during the movement.

Figure 1. The motoneuron spiking and muscle force without
(black) and with (red) Ca-PIC activation in the motoneuron dendrites. A. Instantaneous firing frequency (upper) of action potentials (middle) at the soma of the motoneuron model under the
current step stimulation protocol (bottom). B. Normalized muscle force (upper) generated by electrical activities (VS in A) of the
motoneuron during locomotor-like movement (bottom)
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The free-energy principle (FEP) in neuroscience endeavors to understand how all living organisms perceive and act on their external world
to maintain their physiological bounds and how they implement the
operation of perception, learning, and action in the gray matter [1].
The brain’s maneuvering of organism’s internal states given sensory
input is framed in the FEP by means of the mathematical measure of
the informational free-energy (IFE) in a unified way.
In this work, we borrow the IFE as an informational Lagrangian (IL)
of the brain and subsequently define the informational action (IA) as
a continuous accumulation of the IFE over a temporal horizon of an
agent. Then, by invoking the principle of least action [2], we derive a
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman-type equation, which we call the perceptual
mechanics. In this formulation, we do not need to employ the gradient
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descent scheme in optimal theory to execute minimization of the IFE.
The resulting perceptual mechanics is statistically deterministic as
Erwin Schrödinger phrased [3], emerging from the inherently stochastic equations of motion of states and sensory data.
We conceive of the IL as a function of the brain variables and their
first-order time derivatives, admitting the position and velocity as only
relevant dynamical variables. Our approach reveals that the non-Newtonian physical construct of the generalized motion in the FEP is not
necessary to secure a fixed point of the perceptual dynamics and thus
can be removed in formulating the FEP. According to our formulation,
the brain’s Helmholtzian perception corresponds to finding an optimal
trajectory in the hierarchical cortical network by minimizing the IA.
When the brain fulfills the perceptual mechanics of reaching a desired
fixed-point, it remains resting, i.e. being spontaneous, until another
sensory stimulus will come in.
To manifest the utility of our formulation we take up the HodgkinHuxley (H-H) neurons as biophysical neural correlates of the basic
perceptual units in the brain [4]. In the scope of the H-H model the
membrane potential, ionic concentrations, and gating variables are
the relevant brain variables. We formulate first how the sensory perception proceeds at the basic unit, a cellular level. Subsequently, we
scale up the single-node formulation to form a cortical network with
incorporating the functional hierarchical architecture of the brain.
The hierarchical intertwining is assumed to be mediated by the connection variables, which describe synaptic interconnection and gap
junction. Then, the perceptual state of the brain is specified by instant
values of connected neural nodes, which define the perceptual neural
network. When the initial default state is stimulated by an incoming
sensory perturbation, the brain performs the perceptual dynamics by
activating its internal variables. At the end of the perceptual computation, the brain finds an optimal trajectory in its functional network
which minimizes the IA.
We propose here a hybrid theory of the biologically plausible information-theoretic FEP and the mechanical formulation complying with
the physical principle of least action. As Hopfield once puts in words,
``it lies somewhere between a model of neurobiology and a metaphor
for how the brain computes’’ [5].
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ERPs is an informative method for research and modeling of cognitive control functions. Early studies showed that response inhibition
is one of the control functions related to the right brain hemisphere
[1]. It should be noted that lateralization of inhibition could be related
to functional lateral asymmetry in humans. Studies revealed behavioral differences between left- and right-handers during Stroop task
performance [2]. The aim of this research is to find the differences in
response inhibition in individuals with different lateral asymmetry by
using ERPs method. The Russian words “red” and “green” written in red
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or green font were used in two Stroop tasks. The participants (N = 26,
18 right-handers and 8 left-handers) had to press right or left button as
response to presentation of words written in red or green font, respectively (task 1). The same participants inhibited response to the word
“red” and responded only to the word “green” (task 2). ERPs on these
stimuli were recorded. We found significant differences in the amplitude of ERPs at the latency after 400 ms (P300) in all conditions using
Student’s t test (see table 1). We analyzed the frontal leads due to crucial involvement of the frontal brain regions in the response inhibition.
Table 1. The differences in P300 amplitude between groups
of right- and left-handers (*p < 0.05)
Lead

Condition
“green”
“green” in red “red” in green “red” in red
in green font font
font
font
Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2

F3

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

F4

*

–

*

–

*

–

–

*

F7

*

–

*

*

–

–

–

–

F8

*

–

–

–

*

–

–

*

Fz

–

–

–

*

*

–

–

*

Conclusions: We revealed significant differences between groups of
right- and left-handers. Effect of handedness on response inhibition is
observed in task 2 in which participants suppress reactions on word
“red”. This effect is expressed only on congruent stimuli (“red” in red
font) in right leads F4, F8, Fz. Individuals with different types of lateral
asymmetry use various cognitive resources for response inhibition
that related to the right brain hemisphere.
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The normal retina responds to the onset or offset of light stimuli, which
are called ON or OFF responses, respectively. While the retina of the
retinal degeneration rd1 mouse fails to respond to light stimuli due to
loss of photoreceptors, the abnormal retina is found to exhibit spontaneous rhythmic activity at a low frequency (<10 Hz) even without light
stimuli that is not observed in the normal retina. Experimental results
thus far suggest that the spontaneous rhythmic activity could be attributed not to ganglion cells (GCs) responsible for retinal outputs, but to
the upstream neuronal network including bipolar cells (BCs) and AII
amacrine cells (AII-ACs) [1]. Based on the results, two potential mechanisms have been proposed; one arises from the property of a gap
junction network not only between BCs and AII-ACs but also between
AII-ACs [2] whereas the other does from the intrinsic property of AII-ACs

[3]. In either case, the oscillatory activity is enhanced when the AII-ACs
are hyperpolarized, suggesting that both AII-ACs and BCs would be
more hyperpolarized in the rd1 retina than in the normal retina. As the
presynaptic neuron (BC) is more depolarized, the synapse from the BC
to the postsynaptic neuron (GC) is more activated, which implies that
GC should be more activated in the normal retina than in the rd1 retina.
Therefore, It should be solved why the normal retina does not show
such an activity as well as how such spontaneous rhythmic activity is
generated in the abnormal retina. In the present study, we studied the
mechanism for the spontaneous rhythmic activity using a computational model of AII-AC, BC, and GC network. In particular, to solve the
paradoxical phenomenon mentioned above, we incorporated a modified short-term plasticity model as the BC-GC synapse [4,5] because
BCs do not generate action potentials. Even at a depolarized state, the
synapse model was not activated sufficiently because of short-term
depression, suggesting that it would be one of the required properties
to account for both the normal and abnormal neural activities in the
retina. Our results imply that the retina would utilize rate and/or temporal coding for neural information processing of the retina.
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The directed and weighted rat connectome is based on a metastudy
of all published tract-tracing experiments. The connectivity data and
relevant experimental data have been collated from 7351 papers until
march 2017. Data were collated from experiments of normal postnatal rats of both sexes without lesions. Trans- or multisynaptic as well
as collateral connectivity has been collated, too. The connectivity data
were imported into the rat connectome project in the neuroVIISAS
framework [1,3]. The stereotaxic atlas of Paxinos and Watson [2] in
combination with a neuro-ontology represents the backbone of the
connectome. All regions of the peripheral and central nervous system are organized in a 22 level hierarchy down to different types of
neurons. The connectome is a multidimensional graph with regard to
multiple weights that were found in the literature for particular connections. The total number of observations of connections is 955,195.
581,954 connections are singular (rejecting multiple observation).
The connections are linking ipsilateral and contralateral regions. The
regions of the thalamus of the stereotaxic atlas were used to filter all
connections between them.
Any connectome that is derived from the whole 6*105 rat connectome
project is a partial connectome. The thalamic connectome is a partial
connectome which consist of regions that are mapped in the stereotaxic atlas (see Figure 1b-c). The extrinsic regions of the thalamus have
direct connections to the thalamic nuclei. They were filtered if they are
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located under hierarchy level 13 (the mean hierarchical level of thalamic regions is 11) and if the extrinsic regions have a degree larger 9.
The bilateral extrinsic thalamic connectome consists of 608 regions
linked by 43079 connections. 9465 connections are reciprocal. The
average degree is 142 and the line density 12%. The mean path length
is 1.98 the average clustering coefficient is 0.42 and the small-worldness of 3.42 suggests a small-world architecture. The adjacency matrix
(see Figure 1a) shows the bihemispheric frequency of connections.
The stripe pattern belongs to ascending spinal projections.

Figure 1. A. Adjacency matrix with frequency of connections. B.
Regions with connections to the thalamic connectome. C. Expansion view of intracranial regions connected with the thalamus. D.
3D connectivity view

Conclusions: The rat intrinsic and extrinsic thalamic connectome has
been characterized. The thalamic connectome is a multi-level–multidimensional directed and weighted network. Connectivity data show
regular patterns at the level of the spinal cord (spinothalamic tract).
The thalamic connectome was integrated into the stereotaxic atlas.
The connectome has a small-world architecture and a relatively strong
reciprocal connectivity whereas the intrinsic contralateral connectivity
is sparse.
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A neural field model of the corticothalamic system [1] is used to simulate neural activity on a curved surface as shown in the diagram in
Fig. 1. An understanding of physically plausible mechanisms involved
in the evolution and spreading of nonlinear activity requires the incorporation of realistic anatomical geometry to approximate the continuum medium on which neural activity propagates [2, 3]. Furthermore,
the introduction of spatial support allows for the modeling of nonhomogenous media. These two features are particularly important to
understand epilepsy, for instance, where seizures may originate from
isolated regions of restricted spatial extent. Previous work [2] showed
that for spatially uniform parameters, the model presented here
reproduces the results from [4] where an abstract approximation of
the cortical sheet had been used (e.g., a square grid). We also showed
that for the Laplacian operator acted as a spatial averaging filter and
prevented the onset of seizures, despite all other parameters being
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consistent with an absence seizure state in the original model. Here,
we study the evolution of nonlinear dynamics for different sizes of a
patch of tissue that may exhibit oscillatory activity while the surrounding cortex is set to a linearly stable state (i.e., fixed point dynamics).
We conclude that the interaction the area of the “anomalous” patch, in
conjunction with the wave propagation velocity, determines whether
(a) a seizure occurs and (b) whether it generalizes or not. These preliminary results are consistent with previous nonuniform neural field
approaches [5]. However, unlike their work we study propagation
on the convoluted geometry of the cortex, which can be directly
extracted from subjects’ structural data and adds unmatched biophysical realism to the model.

Figure 1. Corticothalamic model and propagation of nonlinear
activity on the curved surface
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The generation of sequential neural activities takes place across different levels of sensory, motor, and cognitive systems. The stable
heteroclinic channel (SHC) [1] provides a possible sequence generation mechanism, which relies on the existence of unbalanced inhibitory connections in the network. For learning and recalling a new
sequence, the inhibitory connections in an SHC network should be
able to alter with respect to the input stimuli. In this study, we investigated the role of the excitatory-to-inhibitory (EI) plasticity on SHC formation for sequence learning.
For our simulations, several nodes (Wilson-Cowan models [2]) were
initially fully connected with excitatory-to-excitatory (EE) and excitatory-to-inhibitory (EI) connections. The input (e.g., tones of different
pitch plus background activity) were fed to the E population of different nodes. We examined the effect of EI plasticity on SHC formation
by keeping the EE connections fixed. The learning rule for EI plasticity was adapted from the differential anti-Hebbian learning rule [3]
which was based on the observations that the spike-time dependent
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plasticity (STDP) of EI connections follows an opposite STDP window
as compared to EE connections. For instance in the case of excitatory
synapses onto inhibitory neurons, a pre-to-post pairing induces longterm depression (LTD) and a post-to-pre pairing causes long-term
potentiation (LTP) [4].
In the simulation (Figure 1), the network with initially symmetric EI
connections showed no sequential activities under background activity. After receiving a couple of repeated sequences, the matrix of EI
connections altered and became asymmetric and an SHC emerged.
The network activities then persisted in the same order as the learned
sequence for a short moment in time. The network was able to reorganize and learn new sequences. This result showed that the EI plasticity based on the differential anti-Hebbian learning rule facilitates SHC
formation in the network of connected E and I populations. Future
study will include both EI and EE plasticity and examine their interactive effect on SHC formation for sequence learning.

Figure 1. Example of a four-node network with EI plasticity during
sequence learning. The network learned a first sequence (repeated
1-2-3-4) and recalled the sequences what the input was turned off
at t = 3 s. A second sequence (repeated 4-3-2-1) was then learned
and recalled at t = 6 s
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The development of discretized cable models constrained by cellular
morphology and electrophysiology has revolutionized our understanding of neural computation, in particular for dendritic integration.
In comparison, action potential (AP) propagation in the primary axon
beyond initiation at the axon initial segment remains poorly understood. The common explanation for the rapid saltatory conduction
of APs in myelinated axons is the single cable model, in which axon
and myelin combine to form a single insulating membrane between
nodes of Ranvier to rapidly propagate internodal potentials. Voltage
responses at nodes, consequently, are expected to occur after preceding internodal ones [1]. In contrast, more recent optical voltage
recordings of APs in myelinated axons show nodal potentials occurring before preceding or proceeding internodal ones [2,3], indicating saltation also occurs temporally. We hypothesized these results
could be explained by the addition of a longitudinal resistance around
internodal axon membrane, decelerating internodal potentials with
respect to nodal ones by forming a local submyelin current return
pathway. Thus, submyelin internodal current would flow more slowly
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with this additional resistance in its return path, whereas nodal current would flow faster, due to the near-absence of resistance in its
return pathway through the extracellular space. Computational models including periaxonal conduction, known as double cable, show a
better representation for certain AP features, such as the afterdepolarization [4]. However, whether submyelin conduction occurs, or is negligible, remains to be explored. By combining simultaneous whole-cell
dual axo-somatic electrophysiological recordings and cable modelling with optical voltage recordings and electron microscopy (EM) of
neocortical myelinated axons, we show that submyelin periaxonal
conduction is necessary and sufficient for the saltatory conduction of
APs. We leveraged the NEURON platform with a genetic algorithm we
developed to robustly model unique solutions for our electrophysiological recordings with corresponding morphological constraints. The
results showed that a double cable internodal circuit accounted for
the observed axonal response, including temporal saltation, with nearabsolute minimum error. We further developed equations for predicting the ultrastructure of the double cable internode, such as number
of myelin membranes and periaxonal dimension, which we verified
with the EM of recorded axons. Additional modelling revealed that
a narrow submyelin space generates the temporal saltation of nodal
potentials, as well as the attenuation of internodal ones throughout
the internode. Taken together, we propose that coaxial conduction in
the axon core and periaxonal space is imperative for accurately representing the fundamental axo-myelin circuit, and forms the basis for
the rapid saltatory propagation of APs in myelinated axons.
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Computational models of neural circuits exhibit diverse behaviors,
including many that are unexpected or difficult to predict [1]. Numerical simulations are useful for characterizing the dynamics of these
high-dimensional systems. An increasingly vexing issue is the difficulty
in visualizing and analyzing how properties of these models change as
multiple independent parameters are varied in simulations. Here we
introduce GIMBL-Vis, a Matlab toolbox for visualization of such multidimensional datasets [2]. This toolbox simplifies the process of exploring multidimensional data in Matlab by providing a graphical interface
for visualization and analysis. It implements two different approaches
for visualization: (1) dimensionality reduction provides useful information about the overall structure of the data [3]; (2) the ability to scroll
through two-dimensional slices of a dataset reveals the effects of varying specific parameters. The toolbox is a useful complement for neural
simulators, including our group’s recently developed Dynamic Neural
Simulator (DynaSim) [4,5]. Furthermore, since it supports datasets in
table form, it may be used for diverse sources of data.
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Sensory systems are constantly facing the problem of computing the
stimulus identity that is invariant with respect to several features. In
the olfactory system, for example, odorant percepts have to retain
their identity despite substantial variations in concentration, timing, and background. This computation is necessary for us to be able
to navigate in chemical gradients or within variable odorant plumes.
How can the olfactory system robustly represent odorant identity
despite variable stimulus intensity? We propose a novel strategy for
the encoding of intensity-invariant stimulus identity that is based on
representing relative rather than absolute values of the stimulus features. We propose that, once stimulus features are extracted at the
lowest levels of the sensory system, the stimulus identity is inferred on
the basis of their relative amplitudes. Because, in this scheme, stimulus
identity depends on relative amplitudes of features, identity becomes
invariant with respect to variations in intensity and monotonous nonlinearities of neuronal responses. For example, in the olfactory system,
stimulus identity can be represented by the identities of p strongest
responding odorant receptor types out of 1000. We show that this
information is sufficient to ensure the robust recovery of a sparse stimulus (odorant) via l1 norm or elastic net loss minimization. Such a minimization has to be performed under the constraints imposed by the
relationships between stimulus features. We map this problem onto a
dual problem of minimization of a functional of Lagrange multipliers.
The dual problem, in turn, can be solved by a neural network whose
Lyapunov function represents the dual Lagrangian. We thus propose
that the networks in the piriform cortex computing odorant identity
implement dual computations with the sparse activities of individual
neurons representing the Lagrange multipliers. Our theory yields predictions for the structure of olfactory connectivity.
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Schizophrenia is a mental illness that is characterized by heterogeneous symptoms ranging from positive symptoms such as delusions and
hallucination to negative symptoms such as lack of motivation and
reduced emotional expression among others. It has been suggested
that schizophrenia is related to disrupted brain connectivity. Graph
theoretical studies have found abnormal structural and functional in
multiple brain networks supporting the theory of dysconnectivity syndrome [1] and suggesting wide-range of connectivity disturbances [2].
Nevertheless, there is no consensus regarding localized mechanisms
and their associated symptoms. The cerebellum, an often overlooked
region, might play a key role in schizophrenia. It has been suggested
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that a misconnection between cerebellum and cortex can lead to a
misinterpretation of the information arriving from the cortex, resulting
in, for example, experiences of delusion and auditory hallucinations [3].
Here, we first extract a functional subnetwork from resting state
fMRI of schizophrenia patients and healthy controls using networkstatistic approach and then applied graph measures. Network-based
statistic method is a new nonparametric cluster statistic, to look for
differences in the subnetwork brain wiring. In order to relate functional connectivity and graph measures to psychopathology, we correlated these measures with clinical symptoms scales. Furthermore,
we sought to relate these measures to state aspects of clinical symptoms and presented participants eleven questions concerning their
subjective experience during the resting state immediately after the
measurement.
We found a single disrupted subnetwork in cerebrum-cerebellum
mainly comprising brain regions related to visual processing and the
cerebellum. More precisely: inferior and superior occipital, lingual,
cuneus, fusiform, thalamus and Vermis. The density of the connections was higher in the right hemisphere. Schizophrenia patients presented higher functional connectivity, strength, global efficiency and
betweenness than the healthy control participants, showing increased
information processing. The regions that mainly control the information flow in the subnetwork are vermis 9 and inferior occipital, followed by vermis 7 in healthy controls whereas by superior occipital
controlled the information flow in patients with schizophrenia. All disrupted connections were in cerebrum-cerebellum, especially occipital
lobe-vermis, except those from inferior/superior occipital-thalamus.
Regarding the relationship of these measures with psychopathology,
we did not find an association with any of the symptom scales but
observed that all graph measures of this subnetwork were anti-correlated with reports of being externally influenced during the resting
state measurement.
These findings reinforce the role of the occipital lobe and cerebellum
in schizophrenia and it is consistent with structural imaging studies that showed alteration in the cerebellum [4,5] and in the occipital
lobe[4].
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Acute psychological trauma, particularly for a subjectively painful
event involving interpersonal relationship, has been known to be a
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potent resource of mental disorders which develop through a temporal delay under neglect [1], yet our understanding of its neural
substrate is limited to retrospective reports and case studies where
informative behavioral details were poorly captured [2, 3]. Here we
developed a novel and general computational tool to directly analyze the probability distributions of spontaneous behavior in a steady
environment. We used this tool as a readout of an animal’s internal
states such as emotion, and investigated the psychological development after an acute psychosocial trauma in laboratory mice (Fig. 1).
The focal mice were isolated after observing a traumatic event that
happened to their pair-housed partners. A group of control mice isolated without the traumatic experience were compared. Based on the
special symmetry of the designed experimental environments, we
analyzed the cumulative probability distribution of the time spent at
locations along a one-dimensional stressor-included to stressor-free
axis. Instead of merely analyzing the distances between cumulative
probability distributions (e.g. two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test),
we considered individual variances and analyzed the statistically significant levels of the distances. While behavioral variables in classical
measures showed delayed differences between control and traumatized mice, long-term and gradually increasing differences in the spatial probability distributions were initiated right after the traumatic
event. The increasing behavioral differences also showed up in the
independent behavioral index of locomotor speed under the statistical analysis of probability distributions, but not in the mean speeds.
Moreover, these developing patterns were not correlated with those
of acute stress reactions which gradually decreased and recovered
in late post-traumatic period, together supporting an independent
internal process after acute psychosocial trauma. These results suggest a potential neural mechanism of post-traumatic stress incubation
through the slow dynamics of neural plasticity arisen spontaneously
from intrinsic network activity.
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Short-term synaptic plasticity (STP) refers to an increase (facilitation)
or decrease (depression) in the synaptic efficacy depending on the history of presynaptic spiking activity [1]. STP is ubiquitous in the brain
and is believed to play an important role in information transfer [1].
Furthermore, computational models have suggested that STP may
also underlie population synchronization [4], working memory [5] and
the cortical up and down states [6].
Here, using numerical simulations, we investigated how STP imposes
constrains on distribution of spiking activity over a group of presynaptic neurons to maximize the information transmission. To this end, we
searched for how a certain number of extra spikes (occurring in a small
time window) carrying an information should be distributed over the
population of presynaptic neurons in order to maximize the Proportion of Released Vesicles (PRV). We found that for a fixed number of
extra spikes, PRV changed in a non-monotonic fashion as a function
of number of recruited presynaptic neurons (Fig 1A). Furthermore,
the number of input neurons required to maximize PRV increased
linearly as a function of number of extra spikes (Fig. 1B). Finally, PRV
was maximized for a fewer number of presynaptic neurons when synapses exhibited short-term-facilitation as compared to when synapses
exhibited short-term-depression (Fig. 1B).
These results suggest that STP of the synapses sets an optimum firing
rate for each presynaptic neuron, in a given ensemble, to maximize the
PRV. Therefore, an optimum spatial distribution of extra spikes is the
one that brings the firing rate of each presynaptic neuron to its optimum firing rate. Our model predicts that in brain areas where synapses
predominantly show short-term-facilitation stimulus related spiking
activity should be confined to a few high firing rate neurons and vice
versa when synapses predominantly show short-term-depression. In
summary, we show that there is a close relationship between sparse
representation in population coding and STP features.

Figure 1. Schematic of computing internal effects from emotion
on behavioral probability distributions that revealed psychological
development before delayed stress reactions in traumatized mice.
A. Witnessing trauma induction. Focal mouse (dark gray), partner
(light gray P), aggressor (white). B. Behavioral tests of anxiety. C.
Fine-scale analysis along subjective stressor gradient on days
before/after trauma; CDF, cumulative distribution function
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The neural network in a cortical microcircuit is inherently structured [1,
2]. These structures may contribute to environmental adaptability and
perceptual motor learning. However, little is known about the effect of
these structures of network topology and synaptic rule on information
processing. In this study, to clarify the influence of cortical structures
on network function, we constructed microcircuit model based on the
cortical organization rule in a juvenile rodent and analyzed its activity.
Moreover, we evaluated the memory performance with a liquid state
machine (LSM) [3], which is a framework for computation that utilizes
a spiking neural network.
Materials and Methods: Network topology There are four main features pertaining to network topology in a cortical microcircuit [1, 2]. (a)
Degree distribution has long tail. (b) Connection probability between
any two neurons increases with the number of common neighbors
(CNs). (c) More feedforward sub-graphs are contained compared to
random network. (d) Higher reciprocity is observed compared to random networks. We determined the model in which the number of
degree follow a lognormal distribution independently satisfies these
four features the most. Therefore, we adopted a “lognormal” model
and compared this model to a random network. (2) Synaptic rule: It has
also been reported that the amplitudes of excitatory postsynaptic synaptic potentials (EPSPs) in any two neurons increase with the number
of CNs [2]. To make the network satisfy this requirement, we generated
EPSPs randomly following the Gamma distribution as well as arranged
EPSPs with the number of CNs. Hence, we created an arranged condition and a randomly shuffled condition and there are four conditions
(2*2) in our experiments (Table 1).
Table 1. Experimental conditions
conditions

topology

EPSPs

logn_sorted

lognormal

arranged

logn_shuffle

lognormal

shuffled

random_sorted

random

arranged

random_shuffle

random

shuffled

Results: First, we measured the activity of each neuron in the network for 10 s. We gave constant input current to one neuron with
the largest out-degree. The distribution in the “long_sorted” condition, which satisfies all requirements described above, is bimodal,
whereas the distributions in other conditions are unimodal. This
means that though the activities of some neurons increase, most neurons become inactive in “logn_sorted” condition. Secondly, we evaluated the performance of memory task with LSM (Figure 1). We gave
non-periodic input to 10 neurons and trained the LMS to output average of past ΔT [ms] input signal. The mean square error of the “logn_
sorted” is less than that of the other conditions when ΔT is larger than
90 [ms].

Figure 1. Performance of memory task. The “logn_sorted” condition has minimum value when ΔT > 90 [ms] (p < 10−10; Welch’s
t-test)
Conclusions: We observed that neuron activities become bipolarized and some neurons with larger degree have long-term memories
only when both network topology and synaptic are structured. These
results suggest that both network topology and synaptic rules play
important roles in the long-term memory effect and only active neurons contribute towards it.
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Somatosensory information of the external world detected by whiskers of rodents is translated into spatio-temporally complex neuronal
spikes in the vibrissal primary somatosensory cortex (barrel cortex) [1].
For effective somatosensory information processing, the information
contained within such complex spike pattern should be preserved in
downstream neurons in the feedforward network (FFN) of the barrel
cortex [2]. Through multi-electrode array (MEA) recording of barrel
cortical slice in vitro, we first investigated whether spatio-temporally
complex spike patterns can reliably propagate in the feedforward network of the barrel cortex by stimulating layer 4 of the barrel cortex, the
main recipient of thalamic sensory inputs [3]. We found that spatiotemporally complex spike pattern was preserved in downstream layers 2/3, 5 and 6. However, application of G
 ABAA receptor antagonist
(gabazine, 5 μM) disrupted the spike pattern propagation, indicating
that inhibition gates the propagation of spatio-temporally complex
spike pattern. To further investigate the inhibitory network mechanism underlying spike pattern propagation, we constructed a fourlayer in silico FFN model composed of 200 Hodgkin-Huxley excitatory
neurons and 50 interneurons in each layer and found that differential
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Large-scale neuronal networks are often modeled at the population
level, rather than by generating a large number of individual neural
model instances. Using techniques from statistical physics it is possible
to model population level quantities such as firing rate and membrane
potential distributions in terms of the dynamics of individual neurons. Unlike rate based models, as long as the populations are homogeneous, the results will be comparable to those of spiking neuron
simulators. In the past, most work has been done on populations of
one-dimensional point model neurons. Here, we present a method for
two-dimensional neuronal models, a generalization from [1,2], which
makes it possible to model populations of conductance based (single
channel), adaptive-exponential-integrate-and-fire (AdExp) neurons,
or Izhikevich neurons. The method is universal in the following sense:
prior to simulation the modeler creates a state space grid, which is presented to a simulator that we developed (MIIND; http://miind.sf.net).
The simulator calculates transition matrices for a given set of synaptic
efficacies, and allows the creation and simulation of networks of neuronal populations described by a state space grid, and then to simulate network dynamics. This makes it possible to incorporate neuronal
models that are completely novel, or to extend existing models to a
new dynamical range. Since the method is agnostic about the neuronal dynamics and only operates on the grid, it is universal in the
sense that if a good grid can be made, the method will work. An example for AdExp neurons is given in Figure 1.
We will show that models that contain strong non-linearities often end
up with small regions of state space where the mesh is distorted or
breaks up, but that in general the movement of neural mass in small
problematic areas can be inferred from the movement of mass outside of them, and that very little bias is produced in the overall simulation results. We will demonstrate this on populations of AdExp and
Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) neurons. We will show that in AdExp neurons,
for the right parameters, strong resonances will be produced if the
right combination of excitatory and inhibitory stimuli is presented. For
FN neurons, we will demonstrate that within one mesh one can model
the disappearance and emergence of a limit cycle, and study the effect
of diffusion –with and without bias- on the limit cycle. This is an important demonstration of the flexibility of the method. We believe these
examples show that the method is broadly applicable and a good
alternative to rate based models when the structure of the population
state cannot be captured in a single variable.
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recruitment of distinct inhibitory network structures is required for the
reliable propagation of spatio-temporally complex spike pattern. Our
in vitro and in silico study provide evidence for the roles of inhibition
in somatosensory information propagation in the barrel cortex.
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Figure 1. A heat plot of the probability density function of a population of AdExp neurons receiving Poisson distributed input spikes.
The horizontal axis represents the membrane potential in mV, the
vertical axis the adaptation values w in nS. Some neurons have just
spiked and reappear at high values of w
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Voltage sensitive dye (VSD) imaging has been used in the past few
decades in both in vivo and in vitro studies. Fast response VSD have
been used to analyse small invertebrate neural networks [1,2] including the crustacean Stomatogastric Ganglion (STG). The STG has two
central patter generator neural networks and consists of just 26 neurons in the Cancer pagurus [3]. Earlier work implemented the so-called
event-triggering average procedure for neuron identification, which
removes sharp changes associated with spikes making the classification of neurons harder [4,5]. Here we present the use of advanced
signal processing tools to classify neurons on the basis of recorded
VSD imaging data. C. pagurus were anaesthetized prior dissection in
20–30 min ice bucket; dissection was carried out following the procedures described by [6], including the desheating of the STG for better
dye exposure. The dye (Di-4 ANEPPS) was applied inside the petroleum
jelly well around the STG and left for incubation for 20 min; after this
time, the well was removed and the dye washed out. A high-resolution
(HR) image (376 × 252) was first taken to identify the cells followed
by low-resolution (LR) image (40 × 28) (see figure 1A) series at time
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gap of 1.5 ms, for a total of 21,840 frames (32,76 s). The pixels representing each cell were chosen in the HR image and mapped to the LR
image stack where the temporal time sequences were extracted. The
multi-resolution procedure of the Sequential Single Spectrum Analysis was performed on the extracted time sequences for each cell, from
which the pyloric rhythm (PR) was extracted where applicable [7].
The extracted PR was then compared with the latero-ventral nerve
(lvn) pyloric rhythm signal obtained via extracellular recording. The
extracted PR from each cell (slow wave) was studied and matched with
the lvn signal, This enables the detection of the individual phase, and
thus the classification of the respective neuron. Specifically, we looked
for neurons matching the distinct phases of the tri-phasic pattern produced by the pyloric neurons, i.e. LP (lateral pyloric), PY (pyloric constrictor) and PD (pyloric dilator) phases. Figure 1B shows the tri-phasic
pattern of the pyloric rhythm, illustrating how an individual cell’s activity is correlated with the lvn signal.
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Method: We used optogenetic mice to record the local field potentials
(LFPs) from medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in response to 473 nm
laser light stimuli. We used a single, 10 ms duration, light pulse applied
every 2 s and recorded with a sampling time ∆t = 10−4 s. Each trial was
repeated 100 times and we only retained and analyzed data from six
animals that showed stable and repeatable response to optical stimulations. For each trail, surrogate data sets were generated and both
time reversal asymmetry and false nearest neighbor (FNN) were used
as discriminating statistics for the null hypothesis. We used the delay
embedding method to investigating the possibility of recovering
phase resetting from single-cell recordings [3, 4].
Results: We used average mutual information (Fig. 1A) to determine
the delay time and FNN (Fig. 1B) to estimate the embedding dimension. Although the shape of the attractors for control group were relatively stable and similar (Fig. 1C), we found significant changes under
systemic amphetamine administration. Under amphetamines, the
autocorrelation function gave a significantly smaller delay time for
attractor embedding. This also correlates with a decrease in LFP noise
under amphetamine.

Figure 1. A. High-resolution image with cell identification. B. lvn
recording (blue) with two pyloric cycles. Pyloric rhythm extracted
from three different cells
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Introduction: Gamma oscillations show strong coherence across
different areas of the brain during associative learning or during successful recollection. Gamma rhythm involves the reciprocal interaction between interneurons, mainly parvalbumin (PV+) fast spiking
interneurons (FS PV+) and principal cells. The predominant mechanism for neuronal synchronization is the synergistic excitation of glutamatergic pyramidal cells and GABAergic interneurons. Nonlinear
time series was previously used for investigating large-scale synchronization of activity that leads to epilepsy was diagnosed using nonlinear dynamics [1] and for disrupting synchronization based on phase
response curve [2].

Figure 1. A. The first minimum of the average mutual information gives the delay time τ ≈ 2000∆t; B. The percentage of FNN
estimated with variable Theiler window; C. Reconstructed 3D
attractors
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The action potential is fundamental to neural communication, instrumental to the release of neurotransmitters, and implicated in the
formation of functional cell networks. The shape of the action potential and the properties of a neuronal spike train contain a wealth
of information, being dependent on cell type, functionality, and
developmental stage. By fitting computational conductance-based
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Hodgkin-Huxley style models to electrophysiological data, we can
attempt to reveal the underlying biophysics behind the subtleties of
the action potential shape, returning predictions of ion conductance
channel populations and cell membrane properties. But, with multiple
parameters to consider when modelling the action potential, accurate
optimisation techniques are needed, and successful fitting requires
not only a good model, but effective evaluation of the goodness of fit
[1–3].
Voltage-based fitting methods, which compare the neuronal membrane potential from electrophysiology experiments to that modelled
via the Hodgkin-Huxley equation, can produce complex parameter
landscapes with local or narrow minima, requiring computationally
expensive algorithms, such as stochastic or evolutionary optimisation,
to return the conductances associated with different active and passive neuronal dynamics. By alternatively considering computation of
the difference between passive and active neuronal currents, the optimisation can be reduced to a simple linear sum, in which a residual
current error is minimised [4]. This results in a smooth parameter landscape, in which finding a single minimum is a trivial and computationally inexpensive problem to solve [5].
However, we find upon close examination of the residual current error
for simulated neuron data that in previous methods [5] the minimum
is displaced from the true value. This appears to be a consequence of
numerically solving the differential equations for the channel kinetics.
Here, we take a different approach, algebraically solving the differential equations that determine the gating variables behind the Hodgkin-Huxley conductances, computing the resulting passive and active
currents via simple integration using trapezium rule. We demonstrate
that these current-based methods make the error between model and
target neuron simulation a trivial function with a single minimum,
finding target conductance values with a high degree of accuracy,
whilst voltage-based methods are less successful.
The minimisation of residual current method can be presented graphically for the different conductances of the Hodgkin-Huxley model in
multidimensional yet simple parameter landscapes that allow for intuitive interpretation and fast model optimisation. Currently built on the
basis of smooth artificial target data, we expect this technique to have
increased robustness to noise, and to be effective for model neurons
with multiple channels. Furthermore, we expect this method can be
used as a simple probe of the changing biophysical properties of the
developing neuron and help to quantify the biophysical heterogeneity
of neuronal populations.
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The ionic currents underlying the action potentials generated during
regular brain activity give rise to an electric field. These electric fields
permeate space and can create a voltage at a distance. In the context
of the brain, these induced voltages reflect a change in the transmembrane potential of other nearby neurons, effectively coupling the neurons without any form of synaptic connection. Identified in the early
1940s, and known as ephaptic coupling, this electric field effect is
nonspecific and diffuse; which is in direct contrast to traditional synaptic coupling (electrical or chemical). Thus, (with exception of a few
well described circuits [1]), ephaptic coupling is generally assumed to
play a negligible role in the brain. This is justified by the fact that the
induced voltage scales with the resistance of the surrounding tissue,
which has been estimated as being quite small [2,3]. However, we have
shown that despite the low resistance, ephaptic coupling can influence neural dynamics in a significant way.
To avoid experimental complexity, ephaptic coupling is traditionally
studied through the use of computational methods (for example see
[4,5]). These methods require computationally expensive techniques
which limit the type and scope of questions which can be studied. To
reduce this complexity, we have created a novel, semi-analytic computational approach for modeling ephaptic coupling. By eliminating the
(relative) bulk of the computational expense, we can ask more detailed
questions about the role that ephaptic coupling plays in the brain. We
use this new approach to study synchronization and phase locking in
small (2–3) model neuron networks. We found that synchronization
and phase locking was robust in these small networks, but the specific
dynamics differed from what is typically seen with similar networks
involving synaptic coupling. Synchrony in neural networks is of interest in many contexts, from pathologies (e.g. epilepsy) to learning and
memory; our results suggest that ephaptic coupling adds richness to
such dynamics and may be involved in their generation and control.
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Synaptic plasticity as the physiological fundamental basis for functions in nervous system has two forms of expression, homosynaptic
and heterosynaptic plasticity [2,6,7]. Synapses that receive presynaptic
stimulation could change synaptic transmission, which is referred to
homosynaptic plasticity or Hebbian plasticity. Experimental evidences
[1,8] demonstrate that synapses without any presynaptic stimulation could also induce changes, which is referred to heterosynaptic
plasticity.
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Given the functional significance [2,5–7], the biophysical mechanism of heterosynaptic plasticity induction is still an unsolved question. We hypothesize that calcium signal may mediate the ‘cross talk’
between neighboring synapses, and calcium from stimulated spine
could diffuse into neighboring spines through dendritic shaft, and the
coincidence detection of diffusive calcium signal with calcium influx
triggered by back propagated action potentials (bAPs) may result in
heterosynaptic potentiation or depression.
By extracting kinetic parameters of calcium decay in spine from
experimental observation [3,4], our results are able to reproduce the
calcium dynamics in spine and dendrites comparable to experimental
observations [3,4]. Importantly, our model could predict a “Mexican
hat” profile by high frequency stimulation, and a clustered Long Term
Depression (LTD) region by low frequency stimulation. In addition, our
model illustrates coordinated interactions of synaptic competition and
cooperation, by stimulating two synapses simultaneously at differential locations along a common dendrite. The simulation results suggest
that the compartmental model of heterosynaptic plasticity provides
a promising mechanism for interpretation of cooperative and competitive interactions between synapses, and reveals a variety of abundance for synaptic function in neural circuits.
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in the network comes from the quasi-random input from other cells,
we encounter the following problem of self-consistency: for neurons arbitrarily picked in every population of the network, the input
spike-trains should have the same second-order statistics of the output spike-train per population. By self-consistency, temporal correlations should be preserved. We investigate self-consistency using an
extended version of an iterative scheme proposed by Lerchner et al.
[1] and extended by Dummer et al. [2]: instead of simulating a network, we simulate one single neuron for each population over several
generations injecting surrogate noise input with the same secondorder statistics of the output of the previous generation. We show that
the power spectrum converges self-consistently when the mean input
is close to balance. Neurons were modeled as leaky integrate-andfire neurons. We compare our results with large modular networks of
leaky integrate-and-fire neurons and with different mixtures of excitatory and inhibitory populations [3]. In Figure 1A we show an example
of a modular network. In Figure 1B and 1C we show the agreement
between power spectra from network and scheme extracted from the
same configuration.
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Spike-trains produced in recurrent neural networks are in general
of non-Poissonian nature as revealed by their non-white (colored)
power spectrum. Nevertheless, most theoretical studies are based on
the assumption that the stimulus delivered to a single-neuron has
a Poisson nature, consequently missing temporal correlations. For
instance, the standard Fokker–Planck approach in its simplest version
assumes that single neurons are stimulated by white Gaussian noise.
If we assume that the major source of noise received by any neuron

Figure 1. Modular network with different populations. A. network
sketch, populations E and I are modeled with different membrane
time constant and are connected via C
 E and CI links. Module 1
sends 0.01CE links to module 2. Each module contains 104 cells
with E:I ratio 4:1. B and C. scheme and network power spectra for
modules 1 and 2
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It has been proposed that the cerebral cortex operates in a noisy
chaotic regime, in which only averages over large populations carry
information [1]. In this picture, the experimental evidence that the
stimulation of a single cell in the barrel cortex can influence the
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behavior of an awake rat [2,3] is highly surprising and still calls for a
theoretical explanation.
We investigate the effects of the stimulation of a single cell in a realistically-sized random network of integrate-and-fire neurons [4] with
exponentially distributed synaptic weights [5] and propose a simple
readout mechanism to detect the occurrence of the stimulus. Our
numerical simulations and analytical estimates yield detection rates
that are comparable to the experimental results if the readout is
slightly biased toward specific neurons, a proxy for the training of the
experimental subjects. These findings are robust for a wide range of
intermediate values of the recurrent coupling strength.
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Dynamics of random networks of excitatory and inhibitory spiking
neurons with sparse connectivity have been studied for a long time
[1,2]. Spike-trains of single neurons in these networks display temporal correlation and a non-flat power spectrum. Instead of simulating
a whole homogeneous network, where neurons are driven by a large
number of spikes with small amplitude, a self-consistent power spectrum can be determined by an iterative scheme [2]. In this scheme, a
single neuron is driven by Gaussian noise, initially with white Gaussian
noise, whereby the noise for the next iteration is generated with the
same power-spectrum as the one from output spike trains. In some
cases, it converges to a self-consistent spectrum, that does not change
through another iteration. Here we extend this scheme to determine
self-consistent spectra for heterogeneous networks, in particular, we
use binomial distributed numbers of presynaptic neurons and additionally exponentially distributed synaptic weights. Figure 1A presents
a sketch of the used iterative scheme. To include heterogeneity in the
iterative scheme, we drive few neurons with Gaussian noise instead of
a single one. Initially we use white noise as in [2], but we increase the
mean µ of the noise for each neuron and determine their power spectra separately. Subsequently we calculate the average spectrum for
the next iteration as a sum of the individual power spectra weighted
with the probability to find a neuron in a heterogeneous network with
mean input in an interval around the used µ. We assume that the distribution of µ is Gaussian in heterogeneous networks. The variance of
this distribution depends on the considered heterogeneity and can be
approximated analytically in our cases. In the next iteration, we generate Gaussian noise from the average spectrum and drive the few neurons with increasing mean for each again. After only 2 iterations the
average spectrum as well as the individual neuron spectra converge
to self-consistent spectra that also appear in network simulations.
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Figure 1B presents the average spectrum of the heterogeneous network. We found self-consistent power spectra in heterogeneous networks which can be determined by extending the iterative scheme in
[2] to few neurons, instead of a single one, that are driven with different mean input for each. The scheme is a powerful tool and might be
helpful for a better understanding of network dynamics in future.

Figure 1. A. Sketch of the iterative scheme: We drive few neurons
with Gaussian noise, initially white noise (dashed line) with different mean for each and determine their individual power spectra.
Through a weighted sum, we determine the average spectrum
for the next iteration and drive the few neurons with Gaussian
noise with the determined power spectrum and different mean. B.
Resulting input spectrum for a heterogeneous network with binomial distributed numbers of presynaptic neurons and exponential
distributed synaptic weights compared to the iterative scheme
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Astrocytes have been historically regarded as glial cells responsible for
the homeostasis and metabolic support for neurons. Based on current
knowledge astrocytes can use different mechanisms to interact with
neurons and express an overwhelming complexity of molecular and
cell-level signaling [1]. The mechanisms involved seem to depend not
only on the developmental stage of an animal but also on the brain
area, neural circuitry, as well as on the experimental technique used
to characterize the phenomena. Recent evidence suggests that astrocytes play a key role in modulating synapses, in a variety of cortical
areas in vitro [2], [3].
In this study, we aim to identify the key cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in astrocyte modulation of synaptic long-term plasticity in sensory cortex by means of computational modeling techniques.
We have previously evaluated more than 80 published computational
models of astrocytes and astrocyte-neuron interactions and, additionally, analyzed the reproducibility and comparability of some of
these models [4]. Based on these earlier studies we developed a new
detailed biophysico-chemical model of a tripartite synapse. The tripartite synapse model consists of a single cortical presynaptic compartment and two postsynaptic compartments of a cortical neuron
as well as an adjacent cortical astrocyte process. The model includes
the well-established biophysical mechanisms for neuronal sodium
and neuronal and astrocytic calcium excitability, as well as the biochemical signaling pathways putatively important in plasticity for all
the three tripartite synapse elements. Classical pre- and postsynaptic
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stimulation protocols for long-term plasticity were applied as synaptic
inputs to activate the model.
Our simulations show that changes in the temporal patterns of synaptic input affect endocannabinoid production and release at the postsynaptic site, elevate endocannabinoid-induced calcium levels in the
astrocyte process, induce gliotransmission from the astrocytic process,
and modulate the probability of the vesicle release at the presynaptic terminal. The long-term goal of our work is to develop extended
synapse models, including other mechanisms possibly contributing
to plasticity, to address the controversies [5] present in the field. The
biophysically and biochemically detailed models developed by us may
be used to address the involvement of astrocytes in learning in cortical
networks interconnected by synapses.
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Gamma oscillations are ubiquitous in the brain and are believed to
be useful for perceptual and cognitive behaviour, coding properties
or communication between brain areas. Usually, recorded LFP or EEG
show self-sustained oscillations at gamma frequency which exhibit
epochs of high amplitude oscillations (up states) alternating with
epochs of low amplitude (down states). Such spontaneous up and
down states are believed to be involved in working memory, modulation of neuronal excitability with attention or generation of spontaneous activity during sleep. Moreover, they have been showed to arise
due to local cortical circuits which operate through a balance of excitation and inhibition [1,2]. But statistics of these up and down states like
transition rates between the two states, probability densities or even
Serial Correlation Coefficients between states are poorly understood.
The goal is to give a novel characterisation of up and down states by
deriving exact analytics expressions for the transitions cited above.
To this end, we consider a network of stochastic spiking neurons that
can self-generate avalanche dynamics or oscillations in gamma frequency [3,4]. The activities of the excitatory and inhibitory populations
can be described by stochastic Wilson-Cowan equations. When the
network exhibits oscillations, the stochastic Wilson-Cowan equations
possess noisy limit cycles or “quasi-cycles”. In the case of quasi-cycles,
the corresponding deterministic Wilson-Cowan equations possess
a fixed point with complex conjugate eigenvalues with negative real
part. Oscillations are then the consequence of the stochastic spiking
of each single neuron and the finite size of the system. Moreover, such
oscillations show up and down states. To describe the dynamics of the
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system around its corresponding fixed point, we can express the activities of the populations as the sums of fixed-points activities plus some
deviations, a technique called Linear-Noise-Approximation (LNA). The
equations obtained from LNA are coupled stochastic linear equations describing noisy gamma oscillations. Going further in the analysis, we are able to describe gamma oscillations by uncoupled phase
and amplitude equations. The corresponding amplitude equation is
related to the parameters of the system and allow us to have a clear
understanding of gamma oscillations up and down states and transitions between them. We can then assume that up and down states
are the consequence of the transitions of the amplitude of gamma
oscillations above and below a fixed threshold. Using the amplitude
equation derived from the LNA we can derive analytic expressions for
the stationary probability densities as well as the transition rate from
down to up state and the converse. Moreover, we can also derive
analytic expressions for higher order statistics like Serial Correlation
Coefficients (SCC) between states. Numerical simulations are also performed and confirm the analytic expressions obtained.
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EDLUT is a spiking neural simulator mostly oriented towards the efficient simulation of medium-scale neural networks connected to a
body (embodiment). This body can be a virtual or real robot (this last
option requires real-time (RT) simulations). Embodiment helps to better understand how certain capabilities of the nervous system (e.g. the
role of the cerebellum in coordinated movements and object manipulation) emerge based on cellular characteristics, network topology, or
particular synaptic adaptation mechanisms.
EDLUT incorporates a hybrid event- and time-driven simulation
scheme in multi-core CPU-GPU co-processing platforms. This scheme
uses point neurons (LIF, AdEx, Izhikevich and HH) and optimized STDP
mechanisms that allow EDLUT to operate in a single general-purpose
computer in RT. EDLUT natively implements event-driven methods
in CPU to cope with RT requirements. These event-driven methods
pre-compute the neural dynamic evolution in look-up tables which
are used later during simulation [1, 2]. It also implements time-driven
methods in CPU and GPU [3, 4] that are mainly focused on RT performance using fixed-step and bi-fixed-step integration methods to
compute the neural dynamic evolution [2]. Event- and time-driven
methods use OpenMP in CPU and CUDA in GPU to parallelize the
simulation. Thus, EDLUT takes advantage of the strengths and mitigate
the weaknesses of each simulation method and parallelization technique. EDLUT also incorporates STDP mechanisms that are RT oriented.
EDLUT uses a synaptic-redistribution mechanism in RAM together
with a two-step updating mechanism that minimizes the number of
cache failures when updating synaptic weights during simulation.
EDLUT uses a RT supervisor to control the timing of the neural-network-body interaction. This supervisor adapts the neural processing
to facilitate the communication between the sensory/actuator body
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systems and the neural simulation dynamically. EDLUT allows the RT
supervisor to momentarily disable several neural processes (spikes
generation and propagation, plasticity mechanism, neural dynamic
evolution, etc.) to cope with RT constraint when operating a connected body [5].
EDLUT is one among the few tools that allow the simulation of biologically-plausible spiking neural networks in RT for embodiment
experimentation.
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model pyramidal neuron model which are comparable to those seen
physiologically in vitro during focal glutamate application (Figure 1).
Sufficient weight of input to a synapse modeled with NMDA and
AMPA receptors located in a basal dendrite can bring the soma into
a prolonged depolarized plateau. We are now placing these cells into
simulated cortical columns in order to explore how plateau potentials
affect network behavior.
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As well as synaptically-induced NMDA spikes, basal dendrites of cortical pyramidal neurons can produce distinct plateaus of longer duration which depolarize the soma as well [1]. During these periods of
sustained depolarization (comparable to Up states observed in sleep
and anesthesia), the neuron is readily able to follow external inputs.
Cells in this activated or “standby” state show higher rates of firing,
interpretable as rate coding. In addition, fortune and synaptic inputs
will favor these prepared neurons, so that subsets of the standby
ensembles could be readily recruited into sub-ensembles based on
simultaneous firing. This could happen in coordination with beta or
gamma activity, which would be identifiable as evidence for temporal
coding by firing synchrony.
Thus, our embedded-ensemble encoding (EEE) theory allows seemingly distinct coding strategies to coexist.
The synchronized spiking of the sub-ensembles would provide the
possibility for formation of broad distributed ensemble-by-synchrony
across areas that has been hypothesized to allow the binding of
multimodal features into coherent object perception (binding-bysynchrony theory). EEE also has implications for Bayesian predictive
coding theory — we propose the outer ensemble (plateau ensemble)
as a predictor for codings in the nested ensemble.
We have begun to explore the phenomenology of dendritic plateau
potentials at the cellular level, demonstrating that we are able to
obtain dendritic and somatic plateaus in a morphologically-simplified

Figure 1. Model plateaus. A. Somatic membrane potential (mV)
versus time (ms) for a range of simulated glutamate stimulation
amplitudes. B. Same traces separated for clarity. As seen experimentally, increasing the stimulation amplitude increases plateau
height to a saturated value on the range of 25 mV, with increasing
stimulation amplitude only increasing the duration of the plateau
eds of milliseconds)
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